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ABSTRACT
Multivariate optical computing (MOC) is a compressive sensing technique for
which an analyte concentration is detected in an interfering mixture by direct detector
output. The detector measures the dot product of a linear regression vector with a sample
spectrum, as an analog optical computation. The computation is accomplished with the
multivariate optical element (MOE), to which the optical regression vector is encoded as
a transmission pattern. As a spectrum of light emanates from a sample and passes
through the MOE, the dot product naturally occurs when light strikes the detector. The
MOC platform allows a simple, robust, and direct measurement of chemical properties.
This work extends the MOC platform to high temperature, high pressure harsh
environments and is tested with petroleum fluids in-situ within subterranean petroleum
wells.
This work describes a unique experimental apparatus and method necessary to
gather petroleum fluid reference spectra for petroleum at reservoir conditions. The
instrument is capable of measuring the optical spectrum (long-wave ultraviolet through
short-wave mid-infrared) of fluids from ambient up to 138 MPa (20,000 psia) and 422 K
(300°F) using ~5 mL of fluid. The instrument is validated with ethane.
This work further describes new design and fabrication techniques necessary to
enable a harsh environment single-core MOE.

The entirely new MOE fabrication

technology uses a highly customized ion-assisted electron-beam (e-beam) deposition
system, with new processes control techniques. For methane, an analyte with relatively
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low interference, the MOC sensor validates within 1% relative accuracy of a laboratory
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer using partial least squares (PLS)
regression.
Lastly this work describes a new MOC dual-core configuration, which is able to
better mimic complex regression vector behavior relative to a single-core, thus enabling
better analysis for analytes more highly interfered by complex petroleum fluid
background. The regression vector is encoded as the linear combination of two MOE
transmission patterns.

Design considerations, the design workflow and fabrication

methodology are described.

High temperature and pressure laboratory and field

validation is presented for methane with the single-core MOC sensor and methane and
carbon dioxide for the dual-core MOC sensor.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

The petroleum industry is estimated at 4.46 trillion United States dollars (USD)
value as of August 2017, as the composite market cap of 1,618 publically traded
companies tracked worldwide by the Financial Times.(1)

This estimation does not

consider private companies and national oil companies (NOCs) such as Saudi Aramco,
and Kuwait Oil Company.

The 2016 Oil and gas sector revenues, as tracked for the

largest 45 publically traded petroleum companies of the Fortune Global 500, have a
combined total revenue of 3.3 trillion USD, a number that excludes the NOCs and
smaller independent producers with revenue less than 22 billion USD annually.(2) With
the organization of the petroleum exporting countries (OPEC), accounting for a majority
of the world’s national oil company production, the OPEC market share of 40% (3) can
be used to estimate revenue of 2.2 trillion USD for national oil companies bringing the
global petroleum industry estimate 5.5 trillion USD revenue. The oil industry produced
an average 95 million barrel production of oil per day in 2015, with transportation sector
accounting 60% of the consumption and gas, industrial consumption and chemical
production accounting for the balance (3). During the year 2016 gasoline traded for a
global average of 1.4 USD based on the NasDaq commodity exchange (4) thereby
accounting for about 1.2 trillion USD of annual revenue in 2016 for the oil and gas
industry. Therefore the majority of revenue can be attributed to the gas, industrial and
1

chemical sector. Petroleum is in high demand with this demand expected to grow until
2040 as a moderate projection.(3) To meet this demand, approximately 2100 drilling rigs
are in operation for the year 2017 vs 1600 drilling rigs from 2016.(5) Costs for deep
water offshore wells can exceed 1 million USD/ Day with total well costs above 100
million USD/ Day.(6) Two thirds of the wells drilled use formation evaluation services
which includes in-situ formation testing fluid analysis and sampling services. The same
report shows the strongest need for technology improvement, as determined by 278
oilfield operator corporate responses, is improved sensor resolution with 25%, sensor
innovation with 15%, and reliability improvement with 12% as the number one driver,
with no remaining category receiving above %7.(7)
1.2

PETROLEUM FRACTIONS AND COMPOSITION

Petroleum is a geological fluid mixture that can contain of thousands of
hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon components.(8-13) The fluid may either be in the
liquid or gas state at reservoir conditions. Hydrocarbon components only contain the
atoms of carbon and hydrogen, where as non-hydrocarbon components may be organics
that contain other atoms known as heteroatoms, or inorganic components. The most
common heteroatoms are nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen, although phosphorus, and the
transition metals nickel and vanadium, iron and copper, can be found to a lesser extent.
(12,14-15) The carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide are the typical inorganic nonhydrocarbon gas components associated with petroleum.(10,12) Within the petroleum
industry, the carbon number is the common nomenclature for groups of molecular
components with the same number carbon atoms.(8,12)

Molecular groups are

designated as CN where N is the integer that designates the total number of carbons in the
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molecule. Therefore C1, C2, and C3 are exactly methane, ethane, and propane, but C4
refers to normal butane, and isobutene, C5 refers to all isomers of molecules containing 5
carbon atoms and so on.
Petroleum is formed from the thermogenic cracking of buried detrital biomass, of
primarily plankton sources.(10,16) The buried biomass first fuses under temperature and
pressure, and then at higher temperatures ultimately cleaves by a first order
decomposition reaction forming smaller organic components. The progressive cracking
of organic matter into subsequently smaller compounds leads to a characteristic
exponential decay (log linear) distribution as a function of carbon number.(8,10,14,1723) Hydrocarbon components include the hydrocarbon gases methane, ethane, propane
and the isomers of butane and pentane. Hydrocarbon gases are defined as components
that are thermodynamically stable as a pure state in the gas phase at stock tank
conditions, namely 60F (15.5C) and 14.7 psi (1.01 bar).(8-9) Methane is the primary
hydrocarbon gas and at stock tank conditions is usually greater than 70% of the
hydrocarbon gas phase volume, and frequently about 80% to 85%.(9,24-25)

Non

hydrocarbon gases commonly found in petroleum are primarily carbon dioxide, nitrogen,
and hydrogen sulfide. Carbon dioxide varies greatly in abundance within petroleum gas
and can typically account for trace concentration to 5% by volume of the produced fluid
stock tank gas phase, but can be a majority of the gas phase reaching 10% to 90%.(9,26)
Nitrogen, when present is usually found in concentration of less than 1% by volume at
stock tank conditions. Hydrogen Sulfide, when present is usually found in concentration
of less than 1% by volume of petroleum at stock tank conditions. Typically, the majority
of petroleum gas is composed of methane and carbon dioxide.(8-9)
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Components with 6 or more carbon atoms (C6+) are the liquid fraction.(8-9) The
C6+ petroleum fraction is divided into four common sub fractions of hydrocarbons and
non-hydrocarbons. The hydrocarbon fractions include the C6+ saturates fraction and
C6+ aromatics fraction. The non-hydrocarbon fractions include the C6+ resins fraction
and the C6+ asphaltenes fraction.

The resins and aromatics fraction increase the

solubility of asphaltenes in solution.(10,27-29) High concentrations of the saturates
fraction, hydrocarbon gas, and especially carbon dioxide, destabilize the asphaltene
fraction and favor asphaltene precipitation. A decrease in pressure also destabilizes the
asphaltene fraction.(28-31)

The non-hydrocarbon fractions are characterized by

molecules that contain functional groups with atoms other than hydrogen and carbon and
are known as heteroatoms.

The non-hydrocarbon C6+ resins and C6+ asphaltenes

fractions generally contain nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen which give the fractions an
electrically polar charge.(10,32)
Petroleum is generally classified into five reservoir fluid types including black
oils, volatile oils, gas condensates, wet gas, and dry gas. Gas vs oil is defined by phase
behavior with respect to reservoir conditions, with oil as liquid being contained in a
reservoir at a temperature lower than the critical point of the petroleum fluid, and gas
being contained in a reservoir at a temperature higher than the critical point. The liquid
oil will bubble a lower density gas from a denser liquid phase upon the reduction of
pressure.

Black oils have a gas to oil ratio (GOR) less than 1,700 scf/bbl and may

further be divided into sub classifications of heavy oils, medium oils and light oils. The
sub classifications of black oils are based on American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity,
a quantity inversely proportional to the specific gravity (SG) of the C6+ fraction liquid
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oil, as measured at the stock tank conditions of 14.7 psi and 60F. The API gravity is
calculated from the specific gravity by Equation 1.1. For the black oils, the heavy oils
are of API gravity less than 22.5, medium oils are between 22.5 and 30 API gravity, and
light oils are greater than 30 and usually less than 40 API gravity. Volatile oils have a
GOR greater than 1,700 scf/bbl, and typically less than 3500 scf/bbl with an API gravity
typically between 30 and 45. Condensates are gas mixtures that precipitate dew with a
reduction of pressure at reservoir temperature. Condensates are typically of GOR greater
than 3,500 scf/bbl and between 35 and 50 API gravity. No phase segregation occurs for
wet or dry gas as a reduction of pressure from reservoir pressure to stock tank pressure,
however, a wet gas precipitates a dew upon temperature reduction to stock tank
temperature, were as dry gas does not precipitate any liquid upon temperature or pressure
reduction from reservoir conditions to stock tank conditions.(9)
𝐴𝑃𝐼 =
1.3

141.5
− 131.5
𝑆𝐺

1.1

DRILLING

Petroleum wells are drilled with a specialized bit used to grind rock and sediment
into chips called cuttings. The bit is located at the end of a specialized pipe called a drill
string. Specialized sections of the drill string close to the bit known as drill collars can
provide control steering control, drilling measurements, rock formation measurements,
power, and telemetry. The grinding action can be provided either by rotation of the drill
string, or direct hydraulic power to the bit supplied by a drilling fluid. The wells start
with a vertical section of at least a few hundred feet, but may deviate to any angle
including horizontal. Wells may be split into multiple branches known as sidetracks.
Horizontal production branches are known as multi-laterals.(6) Petroleum wells have
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been drilled to greater than 7700 meters vertical depth in up ultra-deep water of 3174
meters of water (33), although the deepest wells have been drilled to more than 12,200
depth (34). The thermal and pressure gradients of the wells can routinely provide hostel
pressures and temperatures of 20,000 psi and 400 F respectively, although temperatures
and pressures as high as 35,000 psi and 500 F respectively not uncommon.(35)
1.3.1

Drilling Fluid

The drilling fluid, sometimes called a mud, is a fluid containing a high
concentration of solid clay particles. The drilling fluid circulates through the center of
the drill string pipe, out the bit, and back to surface through the annular space between
the drill string and the well. This drilling fluid, called a mud, has a liquid portion that
may be aqueous, organic, or an emulsified mixture of aqueous and organic components.
The drilling fluid serves multiple purposes. The drilling fluid provides an overbalance
pressure to seal the formation and prevent formation fluid influx.

The hydrostatic

pressure provided by the mud also prevents the newly drilled and unprotected wellbore
from collapsing. The drilling fluid lubricates the drill string, and the bit. The drilling
fluid also cools the bit. As the drilling fluid circulates to the surface it carries the
sediment and rock cuttings to the surface.(6,36) Also the drilling fluid is designed to
mitigate the presence of hydrogen sulfide, and carbon dioxide for safety, and to mitigate
corrosion.(37-38)

The maximum extent to which a well section may be drilled is

determined by the drilling fluid weight, although other factors may limit the well section
extent. Specifically, the hydrostatic pressure at the top of the section must be high
enough to prevent formation fluid influx, and hence blowouts, while remaining below the
fracture pressure of the formation near the bottom of the drilled section, a scenario that
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can also cause a blowout. The drilling mud places a hydrostatic pressure on the rock
formation as it is drilled, and maintains that pressure until the section is cemented and
cased.(6)
1.3.2

Invasion

Because the mud is weighted to provide a hydrostatic pressure on the formation
as to keep the formation fluids from invading the wellbore, there is a net driving force for
liquid filtrate to enter the formation. Clay particles which build on the surface of the well
into a filter cake, compresses over time to form a low permeability barrier which prevents
further loss of fluid into the formation.(39) Therefore, as a result of the drilling process
a near wellbore invaded zone of drilling fluid filtrate if formed. Typically this zone
extends from 8 to 32 inches.(40)

The organic components of a drilling fluid can be

petroleum distillation fractions such as diesel or mineral oil, or synthetic components
such as olefins, esters, or ketones.(36,41-42)

For oil (organic) based mud, OBM, the

filtrate is highly miscible with petroleum formation fluid, and as such there is no
laboratory technique to exclusively separate them without disturbing the inherent
petroleum composition.(43)
The invasion process, as shown in Figure 1.2, has been commonly described as
piston displacement.(39-40,44-48) Piston displacement is the common invasion model
used for simulations, although other models if invasion have been proposed.(49-54)
Figure 1.2 is an illustration showing a cylindrical section of a generic, fluid containing
formation, centered on a wellbore.

The mud filtrate invasion displaces the formation

fluid, much like a plug, from the near wellbore region. As shown in Figure 1.2, three
zones around the wellbore form: 1) The flushed zone of only drilling fluid filtrate; 2) The
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transition zone comprising an composition intermediate to that of the filtrate and
formation fluid; and 3) The uninvaded zone containing the native formation fluid.
Together the flushed zone and transition zone comprise an invaded zone. All three zones
are observed by formation probing sensors including resistivity sensors, nuclear sensors,
acoustic sensors, and NMR sensors.(39)
1.3.3

Formation Evaluation

The hydrostatic mud column pressure is specifically designed to contain a
formation fluid within the rock formation.(6,36) Therefore, evidence of petroleum within
a zone is suppressed and not obvious without closer inspection of the formation. It is
surprisingly easy to drill through a potential petroleum reservoir, and never determine its
existence, only to discover the bypassed pay decades later upon re-evaluation of the
formation log data.(55) In fact, the metadata results for the search of “bypassed pay” in
the OnePetro petroleum industry database operated by the Society of Petroleum
Engineers returned 1255 articles, suggesting that the occurrence of “bypassed pay” is
painfully common.(56) To find a petroleum reservoir within a well, the well must be
evaluated by sensors specifically for the presence, nature and quality of liquid or gas
petroleum. Also, the formation is evaluated for rock properties indicative of reservoir
quality. Methods of evaluation include wireline and or logging while drilling sensing,
surface data logging, fluid and core sample evaluation, and well testing. The formation
evaluation is conducted on the open hole prior to casing and cementing a well
section.(6,57-58)
Surface data logging, attempts to measure the change in drilling fluid properties
upon return to the surface from the drill bit, and is hence also called mudlogging. As the
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cuttings are carried to the surface and depressurize, the formation fluid contained within
the cuttings evolves into the drilling fluid as mud gas.(59-60) Mud gas is analyzed at the
surface on the drilling rig platform, by gas chromatography and spectroscopic equipment.
Mud gas analysis provides a qualitative gas distribution but not reservoir fluid
concentration.(61) However, the gas distribution and isotopic content can indicate the
presence and nature of formation fluids. Also, the evaluation of the rock cuttings can
also provide some formation properties.(59-60) Unfortunately the exact location of a
petroleum occurrence is not known with high resolution as the cuttings and fluid churn in
transit to the surface.(6,62)
Wireline and Logging While Drilling (LWD) sensor evaluation can provide a
more accurate location of formation and fluid properties along the wellbore.(6, 57-68)
For a wireline evaluation, sensors are lowered into the well along a wireline cable that
provides telemetry and power. The sensors probe the formation from a distance. The
electrical wireline cable provides direct kilowatt range power with up to megabit speed
telemetry for in-situ sensors.(6,58,63) LWD logging places the sensors in specialized
drill pipe sections called collars, which are just behind the drill bit, as part of the bottom
hole assembly (BHA).(6,58) Although wired pipe for LWD telemetry and power does
exist, it is far more common for those sensors to be powered by battery or generated
power from hydraulic drilling, with surface telemetry provided by mud pulses at about 20
bits per second.(6,64)

The conventional wireline and LWD sensors look into the

formation using electromagnetic technology, nuclear physics technology, acoustic
technology, and magnetic resonance imaging technology. The conventional logging
sensors provide some rock and rock and formation fluid information which is
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unfortunately convoluted. To provide pure rock and fluid information, the formation fluid
responses and rock responses must not only deconvoluted, but also the effects of the near
wellbore drilling fluid filtrate invasion, and the wellbore drilling fluid influence
subtracted from the logging responses.(58) None the less, in combination with surface
data logging, the information provided by conventional wireline logging can identify
zones of interest for well testing and sampling.(6,57,61)
Well testing is the only logging technology that provides conclusive evidence for
the presence of petroleum deposits within a reservoir zone and the dynamic production
potential of that petroleum.(6) Additionally, the formation fluid properties are provided
in real time which is critical information for safely addressing issues encountered during
well construction.(6,65-66) Well testing includes wireline and LWD formation testing,
and drill stem well testing. In well testing, fluid is withdrawn from the formation and
analyzed separate from the rock formation and well bore drilling fluid.

Formation

pressure and production rates are measured as a function of pressure.(6,58,65-66)
A drill stem test produces fluid to surface through specialized pipe or tubing.
Drill stem testing places a temporary production apparatus in a well to produce large
quantities of petroleum reservoir fluid to the surface. At a surface a gas separator
removes the dissolved gas from the liquid oil in a controlled depressurization. The
production rate of oil and gas from a reservoir section is monitored at surface.(6,8) The
liquid oil and flashed gas are sampled separately and analyzed in a laboratory.(8) The test
is usually conducted for days to weeks at considerable expense, but conclusively provides
production potential of a reservoir section, reservoir extent, rock permeability, formation
pressure and fluid samples clean of drilling fluid filtrate invasion.(6,67-68) The fluid,
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however, is an average of the produced zone which can span multiple compartments and
any compositional grading that often occurs within a reservoir section is not
preserved.(10,30,65) Unfortunately, the fluid recovered at surface is depressurized and
phase segregated, which can alter the fluid properties, especially with respect to
asphaltene precipitation.(10,30,65,69)

The cost is substantial and fluid disposal is of

great concern; hence well testing is not always practical, especially in deep wells, highly
gas charged systems and unconsolidated formations.(67,70-71)
In many cases, drill stem well testing has given way to formation testing which
extends a rubber pad against the formation to make hydraulic contact, measure the
formation pressure, and withdraw fluid using a mechanical pump. The fluid can be
sampled under pressure and returned to surface using a pressure compensating
chamber.(67-68,70) Rock cores can be cut either with a specialized drill bit on the drill
string, or a wireline device which is often run with the formation testing equipment. The
cores can be tested in a laboratory for mechanical rock properties, and fluids withdrawn
and analyzed.(6,36)
1.3.4

Casing and Completions

Each section of a well is cased with a metal pipe to provide fluid isolation and
cemented to provide reinforced well strength and bonding of the casing with the
formation. A well section is usually immediately cased and cemented after formation
evaluation both for safety reasons, and to meet the drilling schedule. Each subsequent
section is drilled with a smaller bit, forming a smaller wellbore. The casing is lowered
into the well and either hung into position as a liner, or from surface as a pipe casing.
Cement is pumped through the casing and pushed into the annular space behind the
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casing with a displacement fluid. The casing and cement are selected based on pressure,
environmental and chemical considerations with corrosion and gas content of primary
concern, and hence early fluid analysis is important. After the well has been drilled to the
terminal depth, the well is either cemented and abandoned if purely an exploration well,
or completed if a production well. A well may be temporarily decommissioned if to be
completed and produced at a later date.(6)
To complete the well, explosive charges are lowered into position and discharged,
in the presence of a completion fluid, to perforate the casing and cementing within an
identified production zone. A completion string which may consist of packers and
production tubulars can be lowered into the well to produce from multiple reservoirs
which can be commingled and separate tubulars to zones which may not be commingled.
Production may also take place directly through suitable casing if separate production
strings are not necessary. The completion design is primarily dependent on the reservoir
pressure as well as fluid compatibility. High quality fluid analysis is required to
understand which zones may be commingled. The fluid analysis results regarding the
corrosive nature of the production fluid is a primary concern in selecting completion
designs. The top side facilities, which separate the gas from oil, must be designed for the
proper gas to oil (GOR) as based on the fluid analysis. Additionally, the top side
facilities must also be designed specifically for the chemical corrosiveness of the
production fluid, including scrubbers to prepare the fluid for transport.(6)
1.4

FORMATION TESTING AND SAMPLING

Wireline or LWD formation testing provides petroleum asset evaluation and risk
reduction information for field development. The analysis of open hole formation fluid
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samples, acquired in the oil well at the reservoir, are a primary means to provide the fluid
properties necessary to simulate production strategies, design completions, design large
capital investment surface facilities, anticipate any flow assurance production issues and
associated operational expenses, and ultimately make the financial decision as to whether
an asset should be developed.(65-66,75) However, the utility of the samples acquired is
only discovered after laboratory analysis. After a delay of transport, the laboratory
analysis often takes weeks to months. Unfortunately, as formation testing is often the last
activity prior to casing and cementing a zone, only one opportunity is available to acquire
these open hole samples, and that opportunity is not afforded the benefit of a second
chance to mitigate poorly acquired samples.(66,73-74)
Accurate compositional measurements of a reservoir petroleum fluid is necessary
to ensure a well is safely drilled, to identify a new discovery, to evaluate the production
potential and value of that discovery, to optimize the capital investment required to the
produce petroleum, and to design a field management system for multiple reservoirs in a
field.(66) There are three primary methods are used to obtain chemical information of a
petroleum fluid contained in a reservoir, mud gas analysis, drill stem tests, and bottom
hole sampling by formation testing. Mud gas analysis is qualitative, and drill stem tests
are often unfeasible.(61,67,69,75) Bottom hole sampling acquires samples directly from
a reservoir with a device lowered along the electrical wireline cable. The device has
pumps designed to extract petroleum from a precise location along the wellbore and place
that sample into a pressurized container which is then sent to a laboratory for
analysis.(8,65-66) Typically on a single wireline sampling run, only 3 to 9, 1000 ml
samples can be collected, although in special circumstances more samples or larger
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samples can be collected.(76-77) Based on 10 case studies, 64 samples, with 16 wells and
117 pressure tests for 3 wells, an average formation tester sampling run takes 14.1 hours
for an average 4 samples per well and average pressure test takes 0.36 hours for an
average 39 pressure tests per well.(78-87) Therefore the average formation test pressure
and sampling run, including trip and set time, takes 70.4 hours or almost 3 days. To
acquire 3, 6, and 9 samples on a formation testing run it would take 56, 99 and 141 hours
on average respectively by those statistics.

LWD formation testing and sampling

operationally has a similar duration to that of wireline formation testing with estimates of
4 to 7 days, however, LWD formation testers must stay in hole typically from 120 to 396
hours (5 to 16.5 days) for the entire drilling of a well section.(88) It is clear that
formation testing fluid analysis sensors must operate days and survive weeks without
service in harsh environment conditions.
The laboratory analysis of fluids can be performed in as little as 3 weeks but can
also take months, and the transport and a lead time can be weeks to months before sample
analysis can even begin.(73,89) Because samples can be taken at multiple locations
along a single reservoir, the samples are more representative of the reservoir geometry
than with mud gas analysis, or drill stem test samples.(60-61,65) If the samples are kept
above reservoir pressure, the samples are not irreversibly altered. Usually, by the time a
laboratory analysis is performed, the well section from which samples were acquired, has
been shut in cased and cemented, and often, the drilling rig moved to another location.
The laboratory analysis reveals the quality of the sample and hence their usefulness.(7374)

Unfortunately, as formation testing is often the last activity prior to casing and

cementing a zone, only one opportunity is available to acquire samples, and that
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opportunity is not afforded the benefit of a laboratory analysis to mitigate poorly acquired
samples, or if those samples were not acquired from the best locations. Therefore some
level of analysis is required in real time to assess the suitability and utility of samples
prior to acquisition downhole. That fluid analysis may also be used to augment the
laboratory data acquired from the samples at sparse locations.(90-91) For this reason,
both physical and chemical fluid property sensors exist in formation testers.

Fluid

temperature and pressure, resistivity, capacitance, density, viscosity, bubble point,
compressibility, index of refraction, speed of sound, and compositional sensors are
routinely employed to monitor the properties of fluids during a formation
pumpout.(66,72,76-77)

A formation pumpout is the process of mechanically

withdrawing large volumes of fluid from the formation with a formation tester in order to
flush the near wellbore region clean from invasion of drilling fluid filtrate. Usually
between 100 L and 600 L are withdrawn. Figure 1.3 shows a simulation of the fluid
withdrawn from formation during a two endmember pumpout.

Multi-endmember

pumpouts are possible if the fluid is withdrawn from a transition zone containing oil and
water, or if the filtrate invasion is an emulsion of oil and water. The two endmember
pumpout considered here is specifically for petroleum based drilling fluid filtrate and
miscible oil based drilling fluid filtrate invasion. The formation fluid grades
monotonically asymptotically from high contamination at early time lower contamination
at later time after an initial breakthrough of formation fluid.
Figure 1.4 shows a diagram of a formation tester, containing the Multivariate
Optical Computing (MOC) sensor, the topic of this study.

From top to bottom, the

formation tester contains an electric power and telemetry section. This section converts
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high voltage 60 Hz alternating current (880 V) to low voltage 60 Hz alternating current
220 V and 20 V direct current. The telemetry sub sends up to 1.2 Mbit/s, and receives
200 Kbit/s with ASDL protocol. The hydraulic power section converts electrical power
to hydraulic power to be used throughout the formation tester for mechanical action. The
dual probe section hydraulically sets up to two donut shaped pads against the formation
like suction cups with 4,000 psi of pressure, balanced opposite by two hydraulic rams.
The probe section also contains a Pressure Volume Temperature (PVT) test cylinder to
monitor the bubble point and compressibility of the fluid withdrawn. The quartz gauge
section accurately reads the pressure of the fluid to +/- 0.1 psi. The flushing pump
section contains a hydraulically powered reciprocating pump with speeds operational
between 2 ml/s and 40 ml/s. The pump withdraws fluid from the formation through the
probe into through the tool sections and with exit to the wellbore through the last sample
chamber section. The densitometer section accurately records the fluid density to +/0.01 g/cc, with a precision of 0.001 g/cc. This section also contains a capacitance sensor
and resistivity sensor. The MOC sensor is an optical sensor capable of detecting methane
and carbon dioxide as the subject of this work. The sample chamber holder switches the
fluid from the wellbore exit path into any sample chamber. Up to 5 sample chamber
sections may be stacked, although 1 to 3 are most common due to weight and length
constraints. The spacer contains a series of retractable thermometers for measuring
wellbore temperature, but also a shock absorber to minimize impact during descent. The
ram is wider than the spacer, and spherical in shape with the intention of preventing
sticking on an uneven wellbore surface during decent.

The tool sections can be

arranged in multiple ways with the power and telemetry section at the top, and the spacer
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and ram section at the bottom. The hydraulic power section must be co-located with the
probe section opposite of the flushing pump. The direction of pumping may either be up
or down. The probe section starts the formation flow line and the sample chamber
sections must terminate the formation flow line.
Three critical questions define the success of any open hole sampling program.
Specifically: Where to sample?; When to sample?; and How to sample?(92-93) Samples
must be gathered from the best locations along the wellbore such that fluid trends can be
adequately defined. Reservoir fluids must be sampled at the optimal time during the
formation fluid cleanup pumpout at a point for which the contamination is sufficiently
low as to achieve the goals of sampling. Lastly, the samples must be acquired in such a
way as to ensure they are representative aliquots of the formation fluid, and are
maintained as such in transit from the down hole reservoir to the laboratory.(92)
1.4.1

Where to Sample?

Reservoir compartmentalization and fluid column compositional grading within a
reservoir compartment are the two primary defining factors in assessment of sampling
location.(66,72,90-91,94-99) However, it is the fluid analysis from the samples that will
ultimately confirm compartmentalization and compositional grading.(73,94) Therefore,
it is generally desirable to obtain at least one sample from every reservoir compartment,
and up to three samples from reservoirs which exhibit sufficient compositional grading.
(73,94,100) Conventional wireline log data and formation pressure test data can provide
some compartment information, but little compositional grading information.(94,101)
Fluid properties, including methane carbon dioxide and asphaltene concentration, provide
the most direct assessment for both compartmentalization and compositional
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grading.(66,73,90-91,94-99,101) Significant advancement has been made toward using
downhole fluid analysis data for the purpose of determining sampling location and for
augmenting laboratory sample analysis for final compartmentalization and compositional
grading assessment. Compartmentalization and compositional grading assessment has
been assigned geochemically, statistically, and by thermodynamic principals governed by
cubic equations of state utilizing fluid composition as determined in laboratory studies
and in situ on formation testers.(61,90,94,102-105)
1.4.2

When to Sample?

Samples need to be of sufficient quality to be representative of reservoir fluid
properties.

Those samples must be acquired with sufficiently low filtrate invasion

contamination. In acquiring a bottom hole sample it is the goal to collect a sample with
sufficiently low contamination in as short a time as is possible. Multiple sensors for
down hole fluid sensors exist to assess contamination level, however, including methane
concentration and GOR.

It is desirable to acquire a sample as soon as it can be

determined with certainty that the contamination is below a threshold required for the
series of laboratory analysis.(25,72,106)

Generally, 5% contamination is sufficiently

low contamination for most medium and light oil analysis although 10% to 15% can be
acceptable for some applications.(73,107-108)

Volatile oils and condensates phase

envelop is highly influenced by slight contamination and as such less than 3% to 1%
contamination respectively is often desirable.(66,73,107)
Various schemes have been proposed for real time downhole contamination
assessment including, trend fitting (72), endmember fingerprinting (94), and equation of
state deconvolution (102). Fingerprinting methods have been difficult to apply generally
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and ubiquitously. Equation of state methods have required more, high quality input than
is generally available downhole. To date the most common comercial means of real time
contamination assessment is asymptotic trend fitting as shown in Equation 1.2.
(65,93,109) Trend fitting relies on two basic assumptions: 1) That as the instantaneous
pumpout fluid, monotonically grades with volume pumped, from filtrate to formation
fluid, a pure formation fluid is asymptotically approached, and 2) that the pumpout
gradation follows a strict analytical form that may be sufficiently fit as to determine the
asymptote endmembers.(53,109-110)

Equation 1.2 shows an asymptotic equation

derived by Hammond(109) for a hemispherical formation tester probe in a homogeneous
isotropic reservoir rock with respect to permeability and porosity. Other equations have
been derived for anisotropic media and other probe configurations.(111-112)

For

Equation 1.2 the values SM, SA, and SS are the signals, at the monitor time, asymptote at
infinite time and start time respectively. The volume, V, at start time is not zero, but
rather the volume required to pump in order to clear the flushed zone and first observe
filtrate at the formation testing sensor. The value of 2/3 was derived for a circular probe
of negligible size compared to the wellbore radius, and  is constant dependent on the
formation and fluid properties such that the denominator of Equation 1.2 at the start time
is unity. For trend fitting, a single sensor parameter, linear with contamination, such as
density, methane concentration, asphaltene concentration is required.(113-114)
Contamination is calculated as the percentage of the monitor signal value to asymptote
value difference relative to the starting value asymptote difference shown in Equation 1.3
where C% is the contamination percent.(114) To apply an of the trend fitting, equation of
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state, or statistical methods of contamination estimation, accurate, high resolution fluid
measurements with respect to fluid contrast are required.(102,115-116)
𝑆𝑀 = 𝑆𝐴 +

𝐶% =

𝑆𝑆 − 𝑆𝐴
2

𝛾𝑉 3

⌊𝑆𝑀 − 𝑆𝐴 ⌋
× 100
⌈𝑆𝑆 − 𝑆𝐴 ⌉

1.2

1.3

Often the starting value for the monitor signal is not observed and is extrapolated
with some uncertainty. Therefore a third assumption is often imposed, that the starting
monitor value for mud filtrate properties is known. Such is the case with methane and
asphaltenes that are assumed to be zero concentration at pumpout start. Because mud
filtrate depressurizes at the surface, any filtrate which permeates into the formation
ideally contains no methane. Also any asphaltenes that do contaminate the drilling mud,
usually flocculate and hence do not enter the formation but rather cling to the mud cake
on the wellbore surface.

Usually either methane or asphaltenes can provide a good

contrast for asymptotic fitting.

Petroleum samples with high methane have low

asphaltene concentrations and samples with high asphaltene concentration have low
methane concentration. Therefore methane and asphaltene concentrations are primary
signals for trend fitting. Also, asphaltene gradient, and GOR gradients as a function of
reservoir depth can constrain the ending asymptote for a pumpout, with methane and
carbon dioxide accounting for a majority of the GOR gas.(25,53,72-73,75,106)
1.4.3

How to Sample?

For a sample to be useful in petroleum asset assessment, it must be representative
of the reservoir fluid from which it was aliquoted.(73) Of concern are phase changes
which can fractionate either heavier components from a bulk fluid, or gas components
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from a bulk fluid.(8)

Fluid chemical measurements can provide information about

potential sample fractionation issues while sampling.(66,91,94-95,97)

For gas

condensates, it is very common to fractionate a liquid portion from a bulk gas. However,
fractionation of light components relative to heavy components can naturally take due to
differences in mobility, not unlike with the effect of chromatography.(10,25,117-118)
Therefore to ensure a sample is not fractionated as withdrawn from the formation,
methane can be a useful fluid component to monitor.(93) Also, the caustic and reactive
nature of the near wellbore drilling fluid filtrate can fractionate acetic components of a
petroleum sample.(37-38,73) Therefore acetic components of the petroleum fluid such as
carbon dioxide may also be useful to monitor in order to ensure a representative fluid
sample.
It is desirable that the sample be acquired with enough pressure as to ensure
preservation of single phase with regards to a gas/ liquid phase envelop and asphaltene
phase envelop.(30,119) Pressure, preservation of samples receives the greatest amount
of attention with regards to fractionation issues.

The asphaltene phase envelop is

complicated with pressure effects, temperature effects, and compositional effects.(11) It
has been shown, that once asphaltenes precipitate from solution, it is not always
favorable for them to attain their reservoir state even when the sample is reintroduced to
reservoir temperature and pressure.(27-28,31,119-120) Also if precipitation of
asphaltenes occurs in the reservoir, an unrepresentative sample may be acquired devoid
of those asphaltene species.(31,119) Therefore it is important to ensure the asphaltenes
do not precipitate in the first place.(92,119,121)
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1.5

Laboratory Analytical Techniques

After acquired, open hole samples are brought to surface, samples that are not
acquired in Department of Transportation (DOT) certified sample containers are
transferred into certified shipping sample cylinders. This process dictates a single phase
transfer above reservoir temperature and pressure.(77,100,119,122-123)

Although not

prevalent, during the transfer, some sample may be aliquoted and analyzed at the well
site.(73,123-125)

Wellsite analysis is usually limited to a volumetric flash in which the

sample is immediately lowered from reservoir temperature and pressure to stock tank
temperature and pressure. The gas and liquid phases immediately separate and the
volumes are measured. The ratio of gas to liquid is reported as the GOR. A subsample
of the gas fraction is usually measured in a gas chromatograph with a thermal
conductivity detector (GC-TCD) composition, and a liquid subsample is measured by gas
chromatography with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) for composition. Up to the
C10 components, individual species may or may not be reported, but above C10
individual components are rarely reported.

Carbon numbers are reported as a plus

fraction of usually 10 to 30. A stock tank condition density is usually measured for the
liquid fraction. The gas and liquid compositions are re-combined mathematically using
the molecular weight estimated from the compositional analysis, density of the liquid
fraction

and

the

measured

flashed

volume,

as

the

reservoir

fluid

composition.(8,12,73,123,125-128)
The DOT certified shipping sample cylinder is sent to a laboratory for analysis. It
is standard for the DOT certified cylinder to contain a mixing ball to aid in sample
restoration, by mixing, once it is received at the laboratory.(77) During transit if the
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sample was in an airplane cargo hold, the sample may have been exposed to temperatures
well below freezing. Otherwise the samples were at least exposed to the environmental
temperatures during transit, which may also be below freezing. In some circumstances,
the temperature of exposure may lower the pressure in the cylinder below the cylinder
compensation system’s ability to keep the sample above a multiphase envelope. The
sample is therefore restored to reservoir conditions, over the course of 1 to 3 days, but
sometimes up to 1 week. Standard restoration consists of heating the sample back to
reservoir temperature, maintaining pressure at reservoir pressure, and mixing the sample
cylinder

by

rocking

it

back

and

forth

with

the

mixing

ball

providing

agitation.(8,69,77,124) Once recombined, the flash and compositional measurements are
made as described above. However, in the laboratory, is also standard laboratory practice
to measure the molecular weight of the liquid fraction by freezing point depression as
opposed to estimation by composition. Also it is standard practice to measure the density
of the gas fraction in order to calculate the molecular weight of the gas fraction. The
density of the liquid fraction is measured as before. Chemical analysis for geochemistry,
oil fingerprinting and biomarker analysis such as two dimensional Gas Chromatography
(GC X GC), gas chromatography with a mass spectrometry detector (GC-MS), Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS), and Isotope Ratio
Mass Spectrometry (IRMS).(10,12,129)
To determine the composition and physical properties of the pure reservoir fluid,
acquired with formation testers, it is necessary to provide a good estimate of the
concentration of drilling fluid filtrate, and back out that effect.(130-131) The drilling
fluid filtrate is usually estimated using either the skimming method or the subtraction
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method.(17,23) Both methods assume that the natural logarithm, of the mole fraction, of
a true reservoir fluid composition, is linear with respect to carbon number. Because the
drilling fluid distribution is usually Gaussian or Lorentzian and specific to a narrow
carbon number range of approximately C12 to C22, any deviation above the log linear
trend in this range is assumed to be due to drilling fluid filtrate. If a sample of the mud is
available, the filtrate can be obtained by filtering in a high pressure filter device known as
a mud press, or centrifuged. The composition of the filtrate may be measured by GC-FID
and then the exact distribution subtracted from the reservoir fluid to obtain the best log
linear fit across the filtrate carbon number range with respect to the remaining reservoir
fluid distribution.

If a mud sample is not available, then the distribution may be

estimated by the skimming method. The skimming method assumes the distribution of
components above the log linear trend is the same as the distribution for the drilling fluid
filtrate. The distribution may further be constrained by either a Gaussian or Lorentzian
distribution. The resultant estimation of the profile is normalized to 100% composition,
and the subtraction method described above applied. The applicability of the method
depends both on the accuracy of the mud filtrate distribution and on the applicability of
the log linear assumption. The applicability of the log linear distribution may be poor for
oils altered by multiple reservoir charges, water washing, secondary migration due to
leaky reservoir seals, immature oils that have not fully reached a log linear distribution,
or biodegradation. The accuracy of the method further depends on the accuracy of the
analysis.(17,23,130-131)
The accuracy of the OBM filtrate contamination estimation methods have been
the subject of multiple studies.(13,17-18,23,74,105) In round robin studies, it was
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determined that for a standard fluid of known composition, with known filtrate added,
laboratories were surprisingly inconsistent in providing contamination estimates. About
for over 25 laboratory participants, 20% of the laboratories estimated the contamination
reasonably well within 5% relative of the true value. An additional 20% estimated the
contamination with a relative accuracy of between 5% and 15%. The remaining 60% of
the laboratories estimated the contamination worse than 20% with the global average at
20% relative accuracy for contamination determination.(74)

In general multiple

laboratory studies have found determination of petroleum properties including
contamination level to be accurate within 10% to 15%. (13,17,23,74,105) The laboratory
may in some cases measure the contamination by means of standard addition when a
sufficient drilling fluid filtrate quantity is obtained. The method is however more time
consuming and therefore less frequently used. For standard addition, mud filtrate is
spiked into the dead oil or live fluid sample. Physical properties of the mixture are
monitored and subsequently extrapolated to that of the pure formation fluid with the
contamination level calculated therein. If the contamination level is determined for the
dead oil, then either equation of state, or mass balance is used to relate the contamination
level to that of the live oil.(73,132-133)
It is common to measure the liquid fraction for saturates fraction concentration,
aromatics fraction concentration, resins fraction concentration and asphaltenes fraction
concentration by liquid chromatography and asphaltene precipitation, collectively known
as a SARA analysis.(10,12,134) Bulk property live oil phase behavior testing is also
usually conducted. The asphaltene phase envelop, wax phase envelop, and gas-liquid
phase envelop are commonly measured. PVT production testing experiments may also
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be conducted such as constant composition expansion, differential liberation and constant
volume depletion may also be performed. These tests mimic an idealized production for
the fluid and the behavior of that fluid over the lifetime of production.(8,13,17,7374,89,105,123,125,127-128,135-136) The results are used to tune the equation of state
models for reservoir production simulations and provide a more realistic estimation of
recoverable fluids and production rates for production scenarios that are combinations of
the idealized proxies.

Each of the PVT production experiments may also measure

composition of the segregated fluid in order to tune the simulators to the compositional
trajectory of the reservoir fluid throughout the lifetime of production.(135,137-140)
Throughout all PVT production experiments, the viscosity of the resultant liquid and gas
phase are measured.

Flow assurance testing, for fluid compatibility, corrosion, and

scaling may also be conducted.(26,29,31,120,134,141-148)

Enhanced oil recovery

testing may also be conducted to monitor the fluid behavior with respect to carbon
dioxide or methane gas floods, water floods or chemical floods.(31,149-156)
1.6

Forward

Petroleum wells are extreme environments with both high temperature and high
pressure.(35) The petroleum industry requires ever more reliable and higher resolution
sensors, with new analysis capabilities to meet the challenges of the large number of new
wells being drilled.(5,7) Specifically methane and carbon dioxide are of interest because
together they together compose a majority of the petroleum dissolved gas and provide
critical information for drilling and exploration activities.(8-9) Accurate measurements
these components can help ensure a well is safely drilled, to identify a new discovery, to
evaluate the production potential and value of that discovery, to optimize the capital
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investment required to the produce petroleum, and to design a field management system
for multiple reservoirs in a field. Further, measurement of these components can help
identify the best location along a wellbore from which to acquire reservoir fluid samples,
identify how to acquire these samples and minimize the drilling fluid filtrate of these
samples.(66)
It is the goal of this work to develop Multivariate Optical Computing (MOC)
technology for the purpose of harsh environment in-situ sensing of formation fluid in
petroleum wells during formation testing activities. MOC sensors have been shown to
provide comparable results to that of conventional laboratory based spectroscopic
analysis using multivariate regression. The following chapters discuss the advancements
necessary to develop new MOC sensor capability and the subsequent validations of these
sensors including in-situ petroleum well field trials.

Chapter 2 describes new

experimental equipment and methods necessary to acquire the reference optical data
required at harsh environment conditions. Chapter 3 describes new high temperature
design and fabrication technology, validated with a methane MOC sensor using
laboratory data and field data. Chapter 4 describes a new dual core configuration for
MOC sensing that improves accuracy and sensitivity compared to previous
configurations for methane. Chapter 4 also extends harsh environment optical sensing in
petroleum wells to the mid infrared for the first time, thereby enabling carbon dioxide
detection.

The methane and carbon dioxide MOC sensors are validated with both

laboratory and field data.
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Figure 1.1
Shown is an illustration of a generic petroleum fluid phase diagram. The
phase envelop is the typical shape of petroleum fluids. The phase envelope separates the
single phase fluid region of liquid or gas outside the envelope from the two fluid phase
region of liquid and gas inside the envelope. The critical point which lies along the phase
envelope separates gas at higher temperature from liquid at lower temperature. The
bubble point is defined as the point at which as less dense gas first bubbles from the
liquid oil at reservoir temperature.(9)
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Figure 1.2
Shown is an illustration of a cylindrical section of a fluid saturated
formation centered on a wellbore containing drilling fluid filtrate. Filtrate invasion is
driven into the formation, displacing the formation fluid in a near wellbore region. The
invasion rate is proportional over burden pressure, and inversely proportional to the
thickness of the mud filter cake. Filtrate invasion profiles have been modeled by finite
element simulation.(50-53) The transition shown by the imbedded graph is a generic
illustration of the typical formation fluid profile throughout the three zones which have
been described. The imbedded graph is aligned with the radial zones in the illustration
grading from 0% formation fluid in the near wellbore region to 100% formation fluid in
distal to the wellbore in the uninvaded zone.
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Figure 1.3
A numerical simulation of a formation pumpout assuming a 16 inch radial
invasion depth of filtrate with an additional 16 inch radial linear graded convectively
mixed transition zone with a formation fluid, homogeneous and isotropic permeability
and 0.25 porosity, rate limited by a pumping speed of 40cc/min with a Lamar flow
velocity profile.
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Figure 1.4
A diagram of a formation tester, containing the Multivariate Optical
Computing (MOC) sensor, the topic of this study. From top to bottom, the formation
tester contains an electric power and telemetry section, supplying power to the formation
tester and telemetry to and from the surface. The hydraulic power section converts
electrical power to hydraulic power to be used throughout the formation tester for
mechanical action. The dual probe section uses up to two pads to make a hydraulic seal
with the formation and contains a hydraulically powered Pressure Volume Temperature
(PVT) test cylinder. The quartz gauge section the pressure of the fluid to +/- 0.1 psi. The
flushing pump section contains a hydraulically powered reciprocating pump with speeds
operational between 2 ml/s and 40 ml/s. The densitometer section accurately records the
fluid density to +/- 0.01 g/cc 95% confidence, with a resolution of 0.001 g/cc. This
section also contains a capacitance sensor and resistivity sensor. The MOC sensor is an
optical sensor capable of detecting methane and carbon dioxide as the subject of this
work. The sample chamber holder switches the fluid from the wellbore exit path into any
sample chamber. The spacer contains a series of retractable thermometers for measuring
wellbore temperature, but also a shock absorber to minimize impact during descent. The
ram is wider than the spacer, and spherical in shape with the intention of preventing
sticking on an uneven wellbore surface during decent.
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CHAPTER 2
A SMALL-VOLUME PVTX SYSTEM FOR SPECTROSCOPIC
CALIBRATION OF DOWNHOLE OPTICAL SENSORS
2.1

INTRODUCTION

The chemical and physical properties of fluids in a petroleum reservoir are highly
variable and directly affect their commercial value.(1-8) Traditionally, fluid samples are
recovered and analyzed in a laboratory. However, the time, expense, and tendency of
samples to change after sampling by means of phase separation, precipitation, loss of
volatiles, etc. make it desirable to determine at least some of the fluid properties in situ
through instruments located directly in the reservoir formation.(9,10) Some important
reservoir fluid properties are physical in nature— temperature, pressure, density,
viscosity, radiation, resistivity, etc., for which in situ sensors already exist.(10-12) Other
important properties, such as component concentrations, require measurement of fluid
chemical properties. Data providing chemical composition are vital for determining the
nature of a reservoir, govern the techniques needed to recover its contents, and help
establish whether it can be economically produced. In situ instruments for some aspects
of downhole chemical analysis currently exist.(13-17)
Vibrational spectroscopy offers a possible approach to the in situ measurement of
many chemical properties of fluids.(8,9,18-21 and references therein) Near-infrared
(NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) absorption and Raman spectroscopy have all been used
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successfully to determine fluid compositions in industrial, agricultural and medical
applications, and a number of companies exist that exploit these vibrational spectroscopy
tools for chemical analysis.(22-36) Colorimetry and ultraviolet- (UV-) visible electronic
spectroscopy have also been shown to enable the study of molecules with conjugated 
electronic systems, such as asphaltenes, dissolved in a fluid.(37-44)
For many years, the environmental challenges of downhole measurements
delayed the introduction of these spectroscopic methods for the analysis of reservoir
fluids, but the introduction of miniaturized spectroscopy tools and novel methods in the
past two decades enable the design and construction of instruments suited to these harsh
environments. Indeed, at least one commercial vibrational spectroscopy-based instrument
now exists for limited in situ measurement of reservoir fluids, along with other
instruments measuring fluorescence and color.(14,15,44)
In most cases, the important chemical constituents are not sufficiently unique in
their structure and bonding to give rise to unique vibrational absorption or Raman bands,
and there are few examples of isolated spectral features that can be unambiguously
assigned to a single constituent. Fluorescence and UV-visible spectra are likewise
constrained by broad features and spectral overlap. In such cases, multivariate calibration
approaches for separating the spectral contributions of important species, such as alkanes,
from interfering species are required.(45-50) Although these mathematical methods are
powerful, multivariate approaches to measurement (such as partial least squares, PLS)
require the user to model a data set created from calibration samples that span the range
of the compositional and physical variations expected in actual downhole formation
fluids. Such calibrations can perform poorly for many reasons, some of which lead to
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obvious low quality of the calibration during modeling. More troublesome are flaws in
the calibration arising from a poorly chosen calibration set that can be undetected
throughout modeling and only be revealed during use. Covariance of the analyte with
another fluid component, for instance, can lead to deceptively good models that pass
criteria for calibration and validation but perform poorly if field samples do not show the
same covariance. Similarly, failure to study samples under an appropriate range of
temperature and pressure conditions would limit the usefulness of any sensors based on
those calibration data.(50-52)
The most practical path to creating an adequate data set for exploring the
variability of actual reservoir fluids begins with available samples of “dead” fluids (crude
oils). Dead (crude) oils are samples of crude oil from most of the volatiles have escaped.
Volatiles are components that have sufficient vapor pressure to significantly liberate from
the crude oil liquid at stock tank conditions, 60F and 14.7 psi, such as carbon dioxide,
methane, ethane, propane, butane, and pentane. This is in contrast to native live fluids
(crude oils) which are obtained directly from the reservoir at temperature and pressure,
and maintained at pressures above the bubble point, the pressure at which volatiles begin
to escape from the liquid for a given temperature. These native live oil samples are very
rare compared to the abundance of dead oil samples, but dead oil samples usually are
available only in small volumes ie less than 50ml. The dead oils may be reconstituted as
live oil by injecting with volatiles to varying degrees or by mixing live oils with other
dead oil samples. The mixture is then spectroscopically explored through a range of
pressure, density, and temperature (P--T) conditions. A number of such dead fluids
would need to be studied in this way to span the range of reservoir fluid types. However,
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collections of reservoir fluids spanning the necessary range of types are rare and valuable
commodities because each sample has been obtained at significant cost in time, effort,
and capital. If such collections exist in a laboratory, they are precious resources and only
a limited amount of each sample is available. Thus, any instrument capable of creating
samples that could form an adequate spectral database needs to work with small
quantities of the base oils.
Conventional instrumentation capable of controlling and independently varying
the pressure, volume, temperature, and composition of reservoir fluids and their simulants
already exists, with the resultant data enabling equation of state (EOS) modeling.(53-67)
This instrumentation has the ability to inject gas or liquid components and dynamically
mix the resultant composition by circulation both to achieve homogenization of a single
phase, or multiphase constitutions. While these larger volume petroleum PVTX can be
adapted for spectral analysis, the sample volume necessary (typically 50 mL or more)
makes their use impractical for creating a full spectral database, due to the low
availability of samples. A previous system reported for spectral analysis as a function of
(P--T) used a single fluid composition for live oils, with no dynamic mixing; no
information on the system volume was given.(48, 49) Very small volume spectroscopic
cells are common for high pressure, high temperature work.(68-71) These cells could be
used for the analysis of live oil fluids at single composition conditions, but the
availability of live oils is low. High pressure laboratory spectroscopic systems are not
usually designed for independent pressure, volume, temperature and compositional
(liquid and gas injection) controlled variation, and also most do not have active
circulation and shear mixing for rapid petroleum reconstitution. It is the subject of this
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work that integrates two small volume spectroscopic cells, to a new small volume PVTX
system to overcome these existing limitations.
This report presents a small-volume pressure-volume-temperature-composition
(miniature PVTX) system designed specifically for building a high-quality, variationrich, broad-spectrum database sufficient for developing models for spectroscopic
measurements of chemical constituents in downhole fluids. This system differs from
traditional PVTX instruments by using an additive approach (i.e., adding constituents to a
base) to creating specific sample compositions rather than subtractive approaches (e.g.,
allowing volatiles to off-gas). To conserve valuable starting materials, the mass required
to charge the system is ≤ 5.5 grams of base oil under the highest density conditions. The
system operates between ambient temperature and 450 K (350°F), and over pressures
ranging from 1 to 138 MPa (150 to 20,000 psia). Phase data, density, and optical spectra
from 400 nm (25 000 cm-1) to 5000 nm (2000 cm-1) for oil samples or from 200 nm (50
000 cm-1) to 5000 nm (2000 cm-1) for gas and condensate samples, are collected
continuously on a dynamically-mixed sample. Oil samples contain resin and asphaltene
components, not present in gas or condensate samples, which react in the presence of
ultraviolet light, and therefore the ultraviolet lamp is turned off during oil experiments.
The construction, operation, and minimum accuracy of the chemical compositions
of the system are discussed, and the accuracy and stability of density determinations are
also presented. Finally, the spectroscopy of a pure fluid, ethane, is shown after
normalizing to the pressure, temperature-dependent optical pathlength, and the measured
density to illustrate that even pure fluids exhibit changes to their optical spectra in
response to excursions of temperature and pressure, which affects multivariate
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calibrations unless spectral data are measured under realistic conditions. Strengths and
assignments of weak ethane transitions are provided based on data acquired using this
instrument.
2.2

EXPERIMENTAL

In association with the experimental operation of the apparatus, as will be
discussed in subsequent sections, EOS modeling is used, and requires some brief
introduction. The EOS form used for oil and other liquid data is the Peng-Robinson cubic
EOS by Equation 2.1. (72)
2.1

𝑅𝑇
𝑎𝑃𝑅 (𝑇)
𝑃=(
)−(
);
𝑉𝑚 − 𝑏𝑃𝑅
𝑉𝑚 (𝑉𝑚 + 𝑏𝑃𝑅 ) + 𝑏𝑃𝑅 (𝑉𝑚 − 𝑏𝑃𝑅 )

2.1a

2

𝑎𝑃𝑅 (𝑇) = 0.45724 (

𝑅 2 𝑇𝐶2
𝑃𝐶

𝑇
) (1 + 𝑘 (1 − √ )) ;
𝑇𝐶

kPR = 0.37464 +1.5422 – 0.269222 ;
𝑏𝑃𝑅 = 0.07780

𝑅𝑇𝐶
𝑃𝐶

;

2.1b

2.1c
2.1d

In Equation 2.1 P is the system pressure, Vm is the molar volume, R is the universal gas
constant, T is the absolute temperature, bPR is a constant related to the irreducible volume
of the molar quantity of substance, and aPR is a temperature dependent value describing
the attractive forces of molecules. Both aPR and bPR can be related to the critical
temperature Tc, and critical pressure Pc through Equations 2.1b, and 2.1d respectively.
The temperature dependent value aPR is further related to the acentric factor , by
Equation 2.1c, which describes the deviation of molecular behavior from a hard sphere
by the constant kPR.
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The EOS form used for gas data is the SRK cubic EOS shown by Equation 2.2.
(73)
2.2

𝑅𝑇
𝑎𝑆𝑅𝐾 (𝑇)
𝑃=(
)−(
);
𝑉𝑚 − 𝑏𝑆𝑅𝐾
𝑉𝑚 (𝑉𝑚 + 𝑏𝑆𝑅𝐾 )

2.2a
2

𝑎𝑆𝑅𝐾 (𝑇) = 0.4274 (

𝑅 2 𝑇𝐶2
𝑃𝐶

𝑇
) (1 + 𝑘𝑆𝑅𝐾 (1 − √ )) ;
𝑇𝐶

kSRK = 0.480 +1.57 – 1.762
𝑏𝑆𝑅𝐾 = 0.08664

𝑅𝑇𝐶
𝑃𝐶

2.2b

2.2c
2.2d

In Equation 2.2 the parameters P, T, R, Vm, and  have the same meaning as that of
Equation 2.1, and the same values. The parameters aSRK , bSRK, and kSRK have the same
meaning as aPR, bPR and kPR

respectively as in Equation 2.1 but are calculated in

Equation 2.2 with different functional constants, and therefore have different values.
A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 1.2. As shown, Valves v1 to v7 are
pneumatically controlled valves supplied from Swagelok (Part No. SS-T2-C1VFS1-D;
Solon, OH). Valves v8, v10 to v11, and v14 to v17 are supplied from Vindum
Engineering (Part No. CV-520A-SS; San Ramon, CA). Valves v9, v12 to v13, and v18 to
v19 are supplied from High Pressure Equipment Company HIP (Part No. 15-15AF1;
Erie, PA). All internal metal surfaces in Figure 1.2 are coated with a few micrometer
layer thin film of Sulfinert® by Restek (110 Benner Circle, Bellefonte, PA 16823) to
improve measurement low levels of polar and nonpolar compounds, especially traces of
hydrogen sulfide, organosulfur and mercury compounds.
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In Figure 1.2, C1 represents a methane sample loop with a volume of 2 cm3; C2
represents an ethane sample loop with a volume of 1 cm3; CO2 represents a carbon
dioxide sample loop with a volume of 0.5 cm3; C3 represents a propane sample loop with
a volume of 1 cm3; and NGL represents a natural gas liquids sample loop of 0.25 cm3.
When necessary, these loops are filled through the valves on their left by means of
appropriate gas regulators (represented by the letter R) that are attached to cylinders or
containers of the respective volatiles (not shown). Pressure gauges (P) monitor the fill
pressure, and the appropriate EOS can be used to determine the amount of each volatile
being loaded into the sample loops before injection, if desired, by solving Equation 2.2
for molar volume, based on the load temperature and pressure. The sample loop volume
is then divided by the molar volume to obtain the amount of volatile added. In practice,
the procedure used for most simple volatiles injection does not use these sample loops;
this is described in more detail in the section on injection of volatiles. Valve v7 connects
to a vent or vacuum line.
Measurement of mass is performed with an analytical balance model XS1003S
from Mettler Toledo (CH-8606 Greifensee, Switerzland) with a maximum capacity of
1010 g and repeatability of +/-0.8 mg.
The densitometer (D) is an Anton Paar densitometer (Model No. DMA HPM;
Österreich, Austria), which is used to measure the density of the fluids in real time. In the
early phase of work on the instrument, EOS modeling was used as a substitute for the
densitometer. The densitometer provides a well-calibrated, independent measurement that
supplements EOS modeling. Specifically, the molar volume calculated by either the EOS
of Equation 2.1 or 2.2 is inversely proportional to the density measured with respect to
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the molecular weight of the volatile. The molar volume may therefore be directly
measured with the densitometer, in addition to that calculated by the EOS.
Temperature and pressure of the recirculating fluids are measured with a Paine
Electronics temperature and pressure gauge (Part No. 211-37-990-01; East Wenatchee,
WA; PT1). The pressure sensor is temperature compensated with an internal thermistor.
The calibration is completed every 60-90 days per manufacture recommended scheduled
maintenance. The calibration is conducted with a dead weight system. The bounds of the
95% confidence interval from ambient to 137.9 MPa (20,000 psi) for all measurements
across the range are .097(+/- 14 psi). The pressure sensor precision is determined as +/- 3
psi 95% confidence over the full pressure range.
One dual chamber Quizix pump from Chandler Engineering (Model 6125; Broken
Arrow, OK) provides pressurization and a means to mix the fluid samples in the oven
(Q1 and Q2). H1 to H3 and SC are custom-built piston accumulators designed to enable
long-term, reliable operation at high temperatures and pressures. Q1 and Q2 control
piston accumulators H1 and H2 respectively. H3 and SC hydraulic pumps are pressurized
by a Teledyne Isco pump (Model No. 100DM; Lincoln, NE). A particulate filter (F) is
installed in the system to protect the accumulators from debris. It is custom-manufactured
from a Swagelok union with stainless steel screens added. SC which is used to inject
liquids into the measurement system shown in Figure 1.2 has an empty weight of 806 g
and a capacity of 20ml.
EC is a laboratory oven from Sun Electronic Systems, Inc. (Model No. EC12;
Titusville, FL) used to provide temperature control of the fluids under study. SI is a six-
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port injection valve from Valco Instruments Company, Inc. (Part No. C72U-1696E;
Houston, TX) used to add small amounts of fluids to the sample system.
Two optical cells are used in the instrument, O1 for NIR and MIR transmission
measurements and O2 for UV-visible spectroscopy. The cells were built by Phoenix
Instruments (Part No. HB-3WC-20K-2; Splendora, TX). In each case, light from a
commercial spectrometer is coupled to a fiber optic bundle routed into the oven
containing the small-volume optical PVTX system. A cross-section of these optical cells
is provided in Figure 2.2.
For the infrared transmission cell, the fiber optic bundles contain seven 1/2-mm
diameter chalcogenide infrared (CIR) As2S3 fibers (High Tech Photonics, Oviedo, FL);
the bundles are either 1 or 2 m in length. The primary pressure-containing windows are
made of sapphire and are 1/8-in. diameter and 5/8-in. thickness, providing a nominal 1mm pathlength for normal use. The pathlength of the windows is adjustable to
approximately 100mm, but must be set and fixed prior to an experimental run. The
thermal expansion of the pathlength at ambient pressure is calculated from the
coefficients of thermal expansion of the materials and the structure of the cell. The
pressure-induced expansion of the pathlength in the infrared cell at ambient temperature
was determined with a micrometer. Both sets of data were fit to the following equation:
d(mm) = 0.8801 + 0.000402065 X T (°K) + 0.00060493 X P (MPa)

2.3

For the visible transmission cell, the fiber bundles were composed of low-OH
silica fibers (CeramOptec, East Longmeadow, MA) with lengths of 2 m.
Not shown in Figure 1.2 are the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and UV-visible
spectrometers that are fiber coupled to transmission cells O1 and O2.
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The FTIR is a Bruker TENSOR 27 system equipped with a liquid N2-cooled
mercury, cadmium, telluride (MCT) broadband detector, a NIR source, and modified
right-side external fiber optic coupling module. The spectral range is 350 to 11 000 cm-1
and maximum resolution is 1 cm-1. An OPUS FTIR data collection program was used to
operate the spectrometer and parse spectra data. The FTIR spectrometer is coupled to the
optical cell (O1 in Figure 1.2).
The UV-visible spectrometer is an Ocean Optics HR2000+ high-resolution
spectrometer and a balanced deuterium tungsten source (180 to 1700 nm). The detector’s
range is 200 to 1100 nm. The optical resolution is ~0.5 nm full width at half maximum
(FWHM), and the integration time ranges from 1 millisecond to 65 seconds, with shorter
integration times used for very transparent samples, and longer integration times for lowtransparency samples. SpectraSuite® spectroscopy operating software is used to operate
the UV-visible spectrometer. The UV-visible spectrometer is coupled to the optical cell
(O2 in Figure 1.2).
A Norhof liquid N2-microdosing system is connected to the FTIR liquid N2cooled MIR detector to keep the detector cool through one complete experiment (usually
one week) without manually loading liquid N2.
2.2.1

Software

A custom program written in the LabVIEW (National Instruments, Inc., Austin,
TX) programming environment is used to control and operate the state of the PVT
system. This program provides measurement of pressure, volume, temperature, and
density. OPUS software (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA) was used to operate the
FTIR and was automated with the aid of the Windows® interface language WinBatch®
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(Wilson WindowWare, Inc., Seattle, WA). After every 8 hours of operation, a WinBatch
program written in-house closes the OPUS program, restarts the FTIR, and restarts the
OPUS FTIR control program to record a preset number of spectra under experimental
conditions.
2.2.2

Operation

The system described in Figure 1.2 is operated by (a) initially charging the system
with an oil, (b) making optical transmission measurements of each oil composition
through a range of pressures and temperatures, (c) systematically modifying the
composition of the oil in the system by adding either volatile components or small
amounts of nonvolatile components, and (d) analyzing the oil composition after the
experimental cycle is complete to confirm the performance of the system.
2.2.3

Initial charge of a dead oil

The following procedure assumes that the system begins clean (see section J.
Cleaning the system), all hydraulic lines are attached except those between valve v13 and
v19 (Figure 1.2; all following references to components use notations from Figure 1.2),
and all pistons are in their top, lowest volume, positions, with the exception of the Isco (I)
pump, which needs at least 15 cc of working volume for charging the system.
Before fluids are added to the recirculation loop, transmission measurements of the
empty optical cells are recorded to serve as a baseline.
The volume within the closed portion circulation loop system shown in Figure 1.2
can be measured by density, for a known internal mass, or by the difference of the Quizix
pump barrel positions, Q1 and Q2. The Quizix 6125 pump is a volumetrically metered
syringe pump designed to deliver continuous flow by a oscillating two barrel system in
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increments as low as 0.0000034 ml/motor step, a barrel capacity of 125 mL and a double
barrel delivered volume accuracy of 0.1% across temperature and pressure specification
range of up to 285oC (545oF) and 137.9 MPa (20,000 psi). However, the single barrel, the
constant pressure, constant temperature injection accuracy has been measured to better
than 0.001 mL for a 5 mL injection volume with water by the precision balance. Over
the PVTX system operational range, the relative volume of the two quizzes barrels Q1,
and Q2 can be used to determine the system volume by difference. For a 25 stroke
average the accuracy volume measurement by Q1 and Q2 difference has been determined
as 0.01 ml, using the known density of 5 g of water as in internal standard. The Anton
Paar Density Meter has a precision of better than 0.0001g/cc and allows the internal
volume of the system to be tracked based the injected mass. Comparison between the
density method of volume measurement and the differential piston positon method of
internal can be used to detect leaks. Piston stick slip can be monitored based on the
pressure readout of each Quizix barrel. The differential piston position volume
measurement can be affected by piston stick and slip. The stick and slip pressure is
typically is typically 50-75 psi collectively for all pistons in the system, but grows as the
piston seals age. The pistons seals are maintained when the slip stick pressure reaches
150 psi. The stick slip can affect the differential barrel volume calculation based on the
compressibility of the fluid in the system. Therefore the differential barrel positon
volume calculation is averaged to reduce the impact of this effect.
A cylindrical stainless steel cell (SC) with a maximum fluid volume
approximately twice that of the oil to be added, and having a piston and male threads at
the top and bottom for connecting to valves, is preset with the piston held by friction at
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the mid-point of the cylinder. Approximately 7to 10 mL of generic dead crude oil (i.e.,
containing no volatiles) sample, under study, is added to the cell; this volume and piston
setting provides extra space in the cell so that when heated, space exists for expansion.
The components between Valve v13 and Pump I are then assembled in sequence and in a
manner (see below) to eliminate air spaces in this section, so that when the tubing is
attached to v13, the only air space is between the end of the tubing and the valve seat in
v13. This unfilled space is no larger than approximately 0.05 mL. This assembly is
weighed to the nearest milligram before attachment and then connected to Valve v13.
Using vacuum lines attached to Valves v7 and v9, the system is evacuated down
to Valve v13. When Valve v13 is opened, Pump I forces the dead oil sample into the
recirculation system inside Oven EC. This is performed in steps to measure the volume of
small sections of the recirculation loop and also to reduce the size of the expansion steps
to minimize phase separations during loading. While oil is gradually being injected, a
section-by-section leak test of the instrument is performed. The entire process for loading
the initial dead oil is described in more detail in the following paragraphs.
With Valve v19 open and Valve v13 closed, Pump I is pressurized to ~20.7 MPa
(3,000 psia) to establish pressure up to Valve v13. Sample Cylinder SC is then heated to
injection temperature, which is currently set to 339 K (150°F) to keep the system in
liquid phase during injection. During this interval, Pumps Q1 and Q2 are pressurized to
3.4 MPa (500 psia) to hold the Hydraulic Pumps H1 and H2 in place at the top of their
range.
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Valve v13 is then opened to fill the tubing section between Valves v13 and v12.
The volume required to fill the section of tubing up to Valve v12 is measured using the
displacement of Pump I, set to maintain ~20.7 MPa (3,000 psia).
After a period of time for stabilization, Valve v12 is opened and the volume
required to fill the recirculation unit out to Valves v10 and v11 at ~20.7 MPa (3,000 psia)
is measured using displacement on Pump I.
Pumps Q1 and Q2 are then pressurized to approximately ~24.1 MPa (3,500 psia)
to hold the pistons at the tops of their ranges during loading. Valve v10 is switched to fill
the line to the left recirculating Hydraulic Pump H1; the volume fill for this section is
measured by displacement at Pump I. Valve v10 is then switched to fill the line through
Densitometer D up to Valve v11. Valve v11 is then opened to fill to the right
recirculating Hydraulic Pump H2. Volumes for each step are measured by displacement
on Pump I.
The next step in the procedure is adding equal amounts of oil into Pumps H1 and
H2. Pumps Q1 and Q2 are reduced in pressure to ~20.7 MPa (3,000 psia), and under
isobaric conditions, Pumps H1 and H2 are filled equally until approximately 1.5 to 2 mL
of oil is added, as measured by Pump I, half in each recirculating pump. The recirculating
system should now be up to an approximately 5.5 mL volume, as measured by Pump I.
During operation, Pumps H1 and H2 are operated in tandem with Valves v10 and v11 to
recirculate fluids until both are nearly filled by the addition of more oils or volatiles, at
which time the system volume reaches ~9 mL.
After this initial filling operation, Valve v12 is closed. The pressure setpoint of
Pump I is reduced to 0.7 MPa (100 psia), and Valve v13 is then closed. The pressure at
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Pump I is then reduced to ambient. Valves v18 and v19 around Sample Cell SC are
closed, and the tube at Valve v13 is disconnected. The hydraulic line is disconnected
from Valve v19, and dry air is blown into the orifice of Valve v19 until all water has
evaporated from the connection. Sample Cell SC is reweighed to estimate the total mass
of oil injected, after correction for line volumes. A second estimation of mass in the
circulation loop is provided by the density of the fluid at temperature and pressure, as
measured by D, and the volume of injected fluid, as measured by Pump I. The actual
mass of oil injected can vary a few milligrams because of the small air gap in the original
connection at Valve v13, which itself was compressed in the original pressurization of the
injection system. The typical mass of oil injected at this stage is in the range of 5.5 mL,
making this error in the range generally less than 0.02%.
2.2.4

Initial charge of a “live” oil

For a live oil (an oil containing significant volatiles), the control point for
weighing is no longer the connection to Valve v13, but the connection at v18 of the same
tube. The line connecting Valves v13 and v18 is evacuated, and the injection pressure is
changed from 20.7 MPa (3,000 psia) to well above the known bubble point pressure, as
modeled by the Peng-Robinson EOS of Equation 2.1, of the oil at 339 K (150°F) plus 6.9
MPa (1,000 psia) to ensure the sample does not undergo phase separation in the sample
cell. The loading procedure for the sample cell also differs because the sample has to be
charged under conditions to maintain single-phase behavior. This is a separate operation
not covered by the current experimental discussion but can be performed by anyone with
a working knowledge of PVT laboratory practice. The fluid sample is injected in a
similar manner, section by section, as described in the initial charge of a dead oil
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procedure, until the pistons at H1 and H2 are encountered. H1 and H2 are backed with
sufficient pressure to maintain a minimum volume configuration during injection. Valves
v10 and v11 are operated in a manner to introduce the fluid in the direction of the arrows
in Figure 1.2. The line after Valve v8 can be backed with a needle valve (not shown) and
released to vent directly. The fluid is then flushed through Valve v8 with the needle valve
in a small orifice position, such that Pump I can maintain the fluid in the system above
the bubble point. After the system has been flushed, typically 3X the system volume, v8
is closed. Valve v10 can then be opened to H1 with sufficient pressure to keep the fluid in
the system above the bubble point. Pistons H1 and H2 are now withdrawn to introduce
~5.5 mL of sample into the recirculation loop. The mass of introduced fluid is measured
by the injected volume corrected for the flush volume and line volume, as measured by
Pump I, and the density of the injected fluid.
2.2.5

Measurements on a single fluid composition

After the recirculation loop has been filled using the previous procedures,
laboratory measurements typically begin at the injection pressure of ~20.7 MPa (3,000
psia) and the lowest planned test temperature. The typical measurement protocol is
described as follows.
The recirculation loop extends from H1 to H2 and includes the section with
Optical Cells O1 and O2, the pressure and temperature measurement unit PT1, and the
section with Densitometer D. Pumps Q1 and Q2 are used to transfer as much volume
from Hydraulic Pumps H1 and H2 as possible into H1, leaving H2 at its maximum
position. Valves v10 and v11 are switched so that H1 can transfer fluid under isothermal
and isobaric conditions by means of the optical cells to H2. Along this line, the fluid
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passes through a narrow capillary “stinger” located in PT1 to aid in mixing. The stinger
applies shear for mixing and also occupies some of the otherwise dead volume,
converting the internal volume of PT1 into swept volume.
When H2 is filled and H1 emptied, Valves v10 and v11 are switched and the fluid
is transferred back under isobaric and isothermal conditions by means of the densitometer
line. This process of transferring from H1 to H2 and back is repeated, with mixing at the
stinger during each left-to-right transfer of the oil until mixing is complete. A well-mixed
oil is characterized by constant density measured at D and constant spectroscopic data
measured at O1 and O2. The Peng-Robinson EOS of Equation 2.1 is used to target single
phase conditions with respect to the gas/ liquid phase envelop, however, initially as local
bubbles dissolve into solution, density and optical variation may be high. The
concentration of free gas decreases as the bubbles from injected gas dissolve and the
densitometer and optical data variation decreases substantially. Multiphase conditions can
still exist with respect to solid asphaltene particulates, and aqueous phase. Usually the
optical signals are more sensitive to solid and aqueous multiphase phase variation than
the density signals. Multiphase gas-liquid systems have substantial density and optical
signal variation as compared to single phase and homogeneous systems, because the
multiphase oil-gas systems never completely homogeneously mix. Therefore free gas can
usually be detected as an indication that the system bubble point has been crossed. Also
the decrease in variation is indicative that free gas is reducing and the volatile
components have been dissolved into a single phase. After it is believed that the system
has reached single phase conditions for a system above the expected bubble point, the
circulation can be stopped and the multiphase conditions confirmed. If multiphase
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conditions still exist, there will be density driven gas gravity segregation in the optical
cells and density sensor which is easily detected.
Once density and spectroscopic data indicate the system has reached a well-mixed
equilibrium state under isothermal conditions and at ~20.7 MPa (3,000 psia) for 15 to 30
minutes, the mixing is paused for 15 minutes to collect density and stagnant fluid optical
spectroscopy data while avoiding artifacts resulting from fluid pumping/pressure
transients. These data are considered the most appropriate and highest quality for the
particular pressure, temperature, and density of the equilibrated system. During the static
time of spectroscopic collection, if a multiphase condition unexpectedly exists it will be
detected.
After these characteristic data are acquired, the pressure is increased by an
increment (often ~20.7 MPa) using Pumps Q1 and Q2. The decrease in system volume is
measured, the density measured, and spectroscopy again recorded.
Increments of ~20.7 MPa in pressure are added until reaching the maximum
pressure for the test parameters, usually up to ~80 MPa (12,000 psia), although the
system can reach 138 MPa (20,000 psia). Density, volume change, and spectroscopy are
recorded for both dynamic and stagnant fluids, with the stagnant fluid measurements
considered characteristic, as described previously, and the dynamic measurements being
used for confirmation of the system operation and troubleshooting, as necessary.
Once the maximum pressure designated for the test sequence has been reached
and data recorded, the pressure is reduced in increments, retracing the original pressure
steps back to ~20.7 MPa (3,000 psia), with data again recorded at each step.
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At this point, the temperature of the system is increased by an increment (often
~28.7 K or 50oF) and allowed to equilibrate while the oil system is continuously mixed
under isobaric conditions. The equilibration time is again determined by stabilization of
the system density and optical spectroscopy. At the new temperature, the pressure cycle
is repeated.
After each pressure cycle, the temperature of the system is increased by an
increment and the pressure cycle repeated. At each step in each pressure cycle, data are
recorded for density and volume change, and the optical spectroscopy of the system is
measured.
Once the highest temperature is reached, Valve v11 is closed to isolate the optical
train, densitometer, and H1. Pump Q1 is slowly withdrawn to measure the pressuredensity curve for the fluid. If the fluid is a dead oil, a compressibility curve is obtained. If
volatiles are present, a compressibility curve above the bubble point, and the pressure for
that bubble point, is initially provided. Bubble point pressure is both detected by the
appearance of lower-pressure bubbles in the fluid by the densitometer as the fluid
circulates and by an inflection point on the compressibility curve. A phase envelope—the
bubble point as a function of temperature and pressure—can be measured by detecting
the bubble point as the system cools from the highest temperature back to the injection
temperature, as controlled by an automated routine. As bubble point information is
measured, the Peng-Robinson EOS may be tuned to provide a more accurate bubble point
expectation at the next temperature.
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2.2.6

Adding volatiles to a fluid

After a full set of experiments on a single fluid composition, the composition can
be changed by adding volatiles. A set of six valves connected in series allows volatiles to
be added into an external hydraulic pump in preparation for injection. The volatiles
illustrated in Figure 1.2, in order, are methane (C1), ethane (C2), carbon dioxide (CO2),
propane (C3), and natural gas liquids (NGL), with NGL being last in the series toward
the hydraulic pump. The final valve, after the NGL valve, connects to a vacuum for
emptying the lines before additions. The natural gas liquid contains multiple hydrocarbon
volatiles. The primary purpose is to allow the injection multiple hydrocarbon components
primarily with molecular weights higher than that of propane, although the mixture does
contain some ethane and propane. The actual standard used is BU34.2X1ZCAS from
Praxair (11425 W. Little York Road; Houston, TX 77041) containing a balance of
Propane 37.8 mol%, Ethane 12.2 mol%, Butane 34.2 mol%, Pentane 8.4 mol%, Hexane
4.9 mol%, Heptane 1.6 mol%,Octane 0.9 mol%, as a liquid blend certified standard
grade. For the following discussion, methane, ethane, and carbon dioxide data are
modeled by an SRK EOS whereas propane and NGL are modeled by the Peng-Robinson
EOS.
In preparation for volatiles injection, the recirculation system temperature is
allowed to cool to the initial test temperature. While that is occurring, the volatiles are
readied for injection.
Beginning with the sample preparation system evacuated and isolated from the
recirculation line by Valve v8, one of the volatiles valves is opened to fill the line. Pump
I, by means of Valve v16, is used to draw a volume of gas into Pump H3. The gas in
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Pump H3 is isolated by Valve v9 and then compressed under isothermal conditions to
map the pressure as a function of volume change, based on the volume change at Pump I.
For single-component gases, the compressibility factor is directly taken into account, and
for a gas mixture, the EOS estimates the compressibility factor. From these
measurements, the number of moles of gas in the cylinder of Pump H3 is determined. At
this point, external Hydraulic Pump I is used to compress the gas until the pressure equals
the pressure in the closed recirculation loop of the system. Valves v8 and v9 are switched
to connect Pump H3 with the recirculation loop. Then, Pumps I, Q1, and Q2 are used to
transfer a volume of the gas through a narrow capillary line into the recirculation loop.
Q1 and Q2 are driven at a constant rate, and isobaric conditions are maintained by setting
Pump I to constant pressure. The volume of gas transferred out of the external hydraulic
pump is approximately 0.75 mL, as measured by Q1 and Q2 during addition. One method
to measure gas addition is determining the volume change at H3 as measured by the
volume change at Pump I. A better measure of the gas volume injected is obtained by
repeating the pressure volume scan using Pump I and determining the number of moles
injected by the difference. After equilibration in the recirculation loop, the volume
change in the recirculation loop can again be measured, and because of volume changes
associated with mixing, it is usually significantly less than 0.75 mL. Using the measured
change in density and change in volume of the fluid in the circulation loop, a third
estimate of gas injected into the system can be obtained.
When NGL or propane is to be transferred, the procedure is slightly different. For
large-volume additions, approximately 15 mL of liquid is transferred into H3 under 20.7
MPa (3,000 psia) pressure, and the known density and volume change at H3 are used to
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determine how much is charged. Transfer is again isobaric at the test pressure to add
approximately a 0.75 mL volume before significant mixing, as measured by H1 and H2.
For small-volume additions of NGL or propane, the liquid is captured in sample
injection loops between Valves v5 and v6 for NGL or between v4 and v5 for propane. In
such cases, the number of moles of propane or NGL transferred is known from the
volume of the sample loop. These liquids are then swept into H3 with an addition of a
volatile gas (such as methane), and the pressure in H3 is kept low to maintain the
compressibility factor close to unity. Propane and NGL are in a gas phase in H3, so at
that point, the addition is performed under the same isobaric conditions as for volatiles.
2.2.7

Adding nonvolatile liquids to the fluid

To modify the base fluid, it is often desirable to mix it with portions of another
liquid having a different composition. A high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) switching valve, SI, with a sample loop can be used for this purpose. It is placed
in line between Pump H3 and Valve v9 above the pump. The sample loop can be loaded,
providing a known small volume of the liquid (water or oil). A volatile gas is loaded into
the pump, and the number of moles of gas is determined by pressure and volume
measurements. The gas is pressurized for transfer as described previously, but the HPLC
valve is switched to place the new liquid into the line before transfer. The transfer of gas
then drives the new liquid with it into the recirculation loop. The gas volume injected
needs to be reduced by the volume of liquid that was injected in the transfer loop. Larger
amounts of a nonvolatile liquid can be added to the system according to the initial charge
of a dead oil procedure and added mass determined as stated previously.
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2.2.8

Analysis after testing

At the end of a full testing procedure, the composition of the fluid in the
recirculation loop should be known. To confirm the composition, Pumps H1 and H2 are
used to transfer a volume of fluid into a reservoir situated at the same location as SC was
originally. The transferred volume is usually through a needle valve (not shown) to keep
the contents within the circulation system above the bubble point. The replacement for
SC is weighed beforehand and again after filling. The pressure and gas of the reservoir
contents are lowered, and the contents are separated and isolated. The mass of the liquid
fraction is measured in the reservoir, providing the weight of the gas by difference. The
gas-to-oil ratio (GOR) can be calculated as a fluid property of interest.
HPLC Agilent (5301 Stevens Creek Blvd.; Santa Clara, CA 95051) 7890 is used
to determine the saturates, aromatics, resins C6+ liquid fractions of petroleum samples,
and asphaltenes C6+ liquid fraction are measured gravimetrically after precipitation with
pentane. An Agilent 7890 GC with Agilent J&W DB-1 capillary column is used to
determine the composition of liquid and gas components in the fluid. These values are
usually within 2% or less of the expected compositions. Given the uncertainty in the
compositional analysis, a test within 2% is considered validation of the expected
composition. Trending in the deviations, or a large deviation, is considered an indication
that wear on the hydraulic pistons is causing a loss of volatiles or some other problem
occurred with the apparatus. Data from a run with significant deviations at the end
measurement are considered untrustworthy, and maintenance is performed on the
apparatus before it is repeated. Data from a run that tests within 2% of the expected
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composition at the end is assumed to be characteristic of the calculated compositions
throughout the measurement set.
2.2.9

Miscellaneous procedures

In the event that the volume of the recirculating fluid becomes sufficiently large
that both H1 and H2 are forced to the ends of their range and cannot circulate the fluid
any longer, fluid is withdrawn from the recirculation loop using the same procedure for a
post-test analysis. Additional nonvolatile liquid or volatile gas can be subsequently
added.
2.2.10 Cleaning the system
After an experimental run has been completed, the oil is ejected from the system
through valves 12, 13, and 18 with cylinder SC removed. Pistons H1 and H2 are pushed
to their maximum extent in order to push as much fluid from the system as is possible.
Generally, because the fluid under analysis contains dissolved gas under pressure, when
the pressure is released by opening valve 18, the bulk of the fluid naturally expels.
Cylinder H3 is loaded with approximately 20 mL of toluene for flushing. Approximately
5 to 7 mL of toluene is loaded into the system by cylinder H3 with valve 12 closed, and
circulated with cylinders H1 and H2 in tandem with valves 10 and 11 at approximately
200 psi and room temperature. Dry pressurized nitrogen is connected to valve 8 and used
to push the toluene out of the system at 200 psi through valve 18. The toluene injection,
rinse, and ejection with nitrogen is repeated until the ejected toluene is clear and contains
no visible. This usually takes no more than one additional H3 loading of toluene for a
total of 6 rinses. After the final rinse, valves 8 and 18 are closed and the system
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temperature is increased to 394K (250oF). The entire system is pulled under vacuum until
a stable pressure of less than 300 milli-Torr is achieved to ensure the system is dry.
2.2.11 Data processing
NIR and MIR spectra collected on the optical-PVT system’s FTIR spectrometer
are linear in wavenumbers, from 10 000 to 1500 cm-1, and normally set to a resolution of
32 cm-1 for a total of 551 spectral channels, although 1 cm-1 resolutions are possible. A
total of 64 spectral scans is averaged to generate a single recorded spectrum. Typically,
one averaged spectrum is recorded every 15 seconds, and 50 of these averaged spectra
are collected for one temperature-pressure combination. Averaged spectra are filtered for
Type II outliers (i.e., outliers caused by sample composition) (74) and then averaged for a
global signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of approximately 10,000:1.
Data are originally saved in OPUS format but subsequently converted to an
ASCII XY format readable by other programs for further analysis. Wavenumbers and
absorption values ten digits beyond the decimal point were retained for precision in these
text documents. File header information (filename, date, time, and resolution) in the
OPUS format files was read using in-house MATLAB® code and used to match the date
and time of each FTIR file to a sequence of events file (SOE) for pressure, temperature,
component concentrations, etc.
When the TENSOR 27 is set to record spectral data from 10 000 to 1500 cm-1, it
actually records data from 9982.5 to 1496.6 cm-1 (1001.7495 to 6679 nm), thereby
defining the spectral range typically used. During acquisition, the data are linear in
wavenumber, so they are interpolated onto an axis that is linear in wavelength from
1001.7495 to 6679 nm in 2048 channels using the MATLAB function interp1 with either
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the shape-preserving cubic Hermite polynomial interpolation option “pchip” or with
simple linear interpolation if the data are particularly noisy.
UV-visible spectra collected on the optical-PVT system’s Ocean Optics
spectrometer are reported by the manufacturer to be linear in wavelength from 188 to
1100 nm, with a spectral resolution of 0.5 nm. The spectral range is divided into 2048
wavelength channels. The integration time varies from milliseconds to seconds,
depending on the fluid, with short integration times for highly transparent fluids.
Hundreds or thousands of samples are averaged to generate a single spectrum. Regardless
of the integration time, a combination of integration time and numbers of samples
averaged is chosen so that the UV-visible spectra are recorded at the same rate as the
FTIR spectra (i.e., one spectrum every 15 seconds). Data are stored in a readable format,
and each spectrum is matched to system conditions by the nearest time in the SOE file.
For each set of experiments, a large number of single-beam spectra of the empty
transmission cell (under vacuum) are measured the same way the sample spectra are
recorded and averaged to form a background measurement. Because of the higher
refractive index of most fluids compared to air, reflection losses at the interface between
the sapphire windows and the sample are usually reduced for an oil spectrum compared
to the spectrum of the empty cell. As a result, the actual transmission of the filled cell can
be higher than for the empty cell when the sample exhibits low absorption. To correct for
this factor, the fluid FTIR single-beam transmission spectra are linearly normalized to
span the intensity range between zero and that of the empty cell FTIR single-beam
spectra, with the fit performed over the oil baseline window region. Under the
assumption that there are regions of near 100% transmission in the oil spectrum in the
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1000 to 1600 nm spectral window, this provides an approximate correction for the
difference in reflection losses and also removes a constant offset in regions of high oil
absorption resulting from stray light and other effects. In some instances, usually for very
dark oils with high asphaltene content, the high transmission assumption is known to be
invalid. In these cases, the asphaltene absorption tail is partially compensated by a
correction that is exponential in wavenumbers before air normalization.
Once transmission is computed as described, absorption is calculated from it as
the decadic logarithm of the reciprocal of transmission at each wavelength.

2.3
2.3.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Isothermal/isobaric/isochoric stability

A full pressure cycle from ~20.7 MPa (3,000 psia) to maximum and back requires
between two and several hours, depending on how much recirculation is necessary to
equilibrate the system. Single-component fluids require little time in recirculation
because no mixing is necessary. Figure 2.3 shows a continuous measurement of pressure
and density as a function of time during a pressure cycle for pure ethane, with the time
recorded at approximately 15 second intervals. The response time for the sensors is
considerably shorter than the time between data recordings. The temperature during this
run averaged 336.64 ±0.08 K (the uncertainty is the sample standard deviation, with a
maximum recorded temperature of 336.93 K and a minimum of 336.34 K).
The data shown in Figure 2.3A illustrate a cycle in which the pressure is
nominally held at ~21 MPa (3,000 psia), then cycled to nominal values of ~41 MPa
(6,000 psia), ~55.2 MPa (8,000 psia), ~69 MPa (10,000 psia), ~76 MPa (11,000 psi), ~62
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MPa (9,000 psia), ~41 MPa (6,000 psia), and ~21 MPa (3,000 psia). The average
measured pressure across the entire time of a set point for each stage was 21.78 ±0.23
MPa (3,159 ±33 psia), 41.53 ±0.21 MPa (6,024 ±30 psia); 55.10 ±0.08 MPa (7,992 ±12
psia); 68.81 ±0.09 MPa (9,980 ±13 psia); 76.43 ±0.11 MPa (11,085 ±16 psia); 62.40
±0.12 MPa (9,050 ±18 psia); 41.91 ±0.24 MPa (6,078 ±35 psia); and 21.93 ±0.25 MPa
(3,181 ± 36 psia) where the standard deviation associated with each measurement is
indicative of the system stability.
Figure 2.3 shows that the pressures are not held fully constant under most
conditions but are gradually drifting (usually rising). This can occur because the pressure
setpoint is set by the pumps and reflects the pressure set only up to the hydraulic pumps;
the internal pressure in the system apparently provides a small contribution with no
external effects. This slow drift does not cause significant performance issues under most
circumstances because the time at each stage is relatively short and the drift is relatively
slow—approximately 0.05 MPa/minute. The accuracy with which the nominal pressures
are achieved is likewise not perfect—the average pressure achieved is 0.2 ±0.5 MPa
higher than the target setpoint pressures; again, the setpoint accuracy of the pressure
generators is not a critical factor because the pressure, temperature, and density of the
fluid are measured precisely inside the recirculation loop in real time.
The temperature is maintained within relatively tight limits using a feedback
control on the oven; the largest temperature fluctuations occur when the pressure is
increased or decreased suddenly. When this occurs at a pressure step, the temperature of
the fluid increases during compression and decreases during expansion because the fluid
behaves adiabatically to instantaneous changes. Temperature fluctuations are minimized
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by having a large surface interface between the fluid and its containment and also by
changing pressure more gradually. The largest temperature fluctuations during the
collection of the data in Figure 2.3A are no more than 0.2 K in either direction.
Figure 2.3B shows the measured density during the experimental cycle shown in
Figure 2.3A. The density measurement is significantly noisier than either the temperature
or pressure measurements. Over the range of pressures in Figure 2.4, the noise in the
density measurements does not significantly change for pure ethane. At the highest
pressures shown in Figure 2.3A, there is little drift in pressure or temperature; the
changes are small, especially relative to the absolute pressure, and the fluid is
significantly less compressible. Therefore, variabilities in density measurements under
this condition can be used as a measurement of their simple repeatability. The density
recorded during the highest pressure step was 0.483 ±0.008 g/mL, so this sample standard
deviation is used as a measurement of the inherent precision of individual density
measurements for most of the fluids of concern. An alternate view of the same data is
computing the difference between points separated in time and then calculating the
variability in the differences. This removes variability caused by slow changes in the
environment, and the residual variability square root is expected to be two greater than
for the individual measurements. The variability between the difference of adjacent
points is 0.0117, also providing an estimate of the single-point sample standard deviation
of 0.008 g/mL. Because of the relatively high variability of the individual density
measurements and their lack of correlation with one another, points can be averaged
together to obtain improved precision. In general, spectral data and (P--T) data are
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averaged over the approximately isobaric plateaus in compression/expansion cycles once
the fluid is considered well mixed to provide higher precision.
2.3.2

Accuracy of (P-ρ-T) data

Figure 2.4 shows data for a study of ethane recorded using the small-volume
optical PVTX system with the SRK EOS isotherm curves for ethane at the same
temperature as calculated by Equation 2.2 for an acentric () factor of 0.098 (3217),
critical temperature of 305.322 K, and critical pressure of 4.8722 MPa.(75) All
temperatures studied are above the critical point, so the fluid is always in a single phase.
Each curve was recorded as described previously under approximately isothermal
conditions (temperatures were stable within 0.5 K).
In 2006, Buckner and Wagner (76) surveyed the available data for EOS modeling
of ethane as part of a collaborative effort between the National Institutes of Standards and
Technology in Boulder, Colorado and Ruhr University in Bochum, Germany. Their
survey provided a crucial assessment of the data sets in terms of their precision and
quality. The pressure, temperature, and density range over which the optical PVT system
described in Figure 1.2 records spectroscopic data overlaps some of the values of
significant references in that survey. Buckner and Wagner ranked literature data into
three groups. Of these, Group 1 was rated the most important for characterizing the
properties of ethane. These most important references provided the highest-quality data
for the particular pressure and temperature conditions, as well as providing a wide range
of conditions. Group 2 data were deficient in some way relative to Group 1 but were
considered valuable for certain purposes. Group 3 data were largely unimportant for
quantitative modeling, having been superseded by data in Groups 1 and 2. Of the
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references they provide, only Claus et al. (77) are listed in the Group 1 class and also
overlap some of the data in the current study. Their data overlap all of the temperatures
presented in Figure 2.4 for ethane but only at the lowest pressures shown.
Because (77) does not provide data at the exact pressure and temperature
conditions recorded in this study, an interpolation procedure was used to estimate
equivalent values. In the first step, density was plotted versus pressure for all temperature
values provided (77) that bracket the current experimental temperatures. A high-order
polynomial (generally, 7th order) that fit the data well was calculated and used to estimate
densities at the exact pressures recorded in this study at all relevant temperatures in (77).
Afterward, the density estimates were plotted compared to the relevant temperatures,
forming a separate density versus temperature plot for each experimental pressure. In
each case, the density versus temperature plot fit well with a line, which was used to
estimate densities consistent with (77) for the temperatures and pressures recorded
experimentally. Only three points of overlap exist between the current study’s data and
those of (77); for these data points, recorded densities in this study were, on average, 0.8
±2.7% higher than the values in (77).
Byun et al. (78) are in Group 2 data sets for ethane because their reported
densities are not considered as accurate as data sets in Group 1; however, their data
overlap 12 ethane measurements for the current study. Interpolating the data in (78) using
the procedure described previously provides estimates for all 12 current experimental
conditions at the two higher temperatures but none of the six lower temperature
conditions. For these 12 data points, densities derived from (78) were 3.9 ±1.3% higher
than current data. Data from (78) and (77) overlap one another for two of the current
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study conditions—the lowest pressure measurements at the two higher temperatures. For
these two points, Group 2 (78) values are 4.2 and 4.1% higher than those of Group 1 (77).
This suggests that current density measurements exhibit more scatter but tend toward the
same mean values as those of the high-precision data of (77).
Additional data were obtained for methane but are not discussed here. In 1991,
Setzman and Wagner (79) surveyed available data for methane and in 2001 (80) repeated,
at higher precision, a set of data that overlaps three of the current study’s methane (P-T) values at pressures up to 13 MPa and a temperature of 389.7 K. At the time these data
were collected, the current in situ densitometer had not yet been built and densities were
calculated by EOS modeling using the program PVTsim (Calsep A/S, Kongens Lyngby,
Denmark). The EOS estimates of density for methane were determined to deviate from
measurements in (80) by -1.0 ±1.1%. Overall, the in situ densitometer is considered an
accurate indicator of actual density because it agrees well with the best quality literature
data and EOS modeling.
2.3.3

Spectroscopy as a function of (P-ρ-T)

Most measurements of chemical composition using spectroscopy occur under
conditions that are nearly isothermal, isobaric, and isochoric. The purpose of the smallvolume optical PVTX instrument is to enable simultaneous spectroscopic and PVT
measurements of an in situ reconstituted and or perturbed petroleum chemical
composition under widely varying conditions of temperature, density, and pressure.
A variety of effects in the vibrational spectrum of a fluid result from varying (P-T) factors that have nothing to do with composition, or X. These effects include changes
in peak intensities, changes in peak positions, and changes in peak width.(81, 82) The
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causes underlying these effects are many fold and include refractive index changes with
density (83-87) based on the Onsager model of electric moments in polarizable media
(88); changes in intramolecular bond lengths resulting from attractive and repulsive
forces with the surroundings, leading to changes in force constants (89-93);
corresponding changes in intermolecular interactions, resulting in changes to acoustic and
far-infrared modes that couple with MIR modes (81, 91, 94); collisional broadening or
collapse of rotational fine structure as a result of increasing intermolecular interactions
(87); changes in coupling between modes by means of Fermi resonance as the
frequencies of vibrations shift differently as a function of pressure (82, 94-96); dipoledipole coupling that changes with density (96-97); changes in stability of isomers caused
by packing effects at higher densities (98-103); collision-induced absorption and other
changes to wavefunctions, and thus to transition strengths, arising from perturbations by
adjacent molecules (104); competition between repulsive interactions that tend to broaden
the linewidths of transitions with increasing density, and forces that vary slowly with
position that act the opposite (105); temperature-dependent continuum equilibrium
properties of the surroundings (106-110); and non-equilibrium properties of the ensemble
of absorbing molecules with their surroundings that affect both frequencies and
intensities (111). In systems where there are strong associations, such as hydrogen
bonding, the effects are even more extreme.(112-114)
In addition to these more exotic explanations for temperature and pressure
dependence of the infrared spectrum, there is the well-known appearance of “hot bands”
in the infrared spectrum whose strength depends on thermal population of excited
vibrational levels.(115) Because ethane has a low-frequency torsional motion with a
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transition energy of less than 300 cm-1, a number of different state assignments can be
made for each of the fundamental and overtone/combination/difference bands observed
for ethane. In most cases, this would give rise to a set of absorptions at each band
position, spaced closely and probably not observable separately under condensed phase
isothermal/isobaric conditions but that could give rise to temperature dependence in the
optical spectrum.
The different explanations offered for the observed infrared and Raman
spectroscopy of molecules as a function of temperature and pressure are made more
complicated because the various mechanisms have generally been invoked to explain a
single aspect of observation. For instance, broadening and lineshape changes are the main
focus of explanations related to collisional broadening and dephasing. A number of these
reports deal with frequency shifts, and yet another portion deal with changes to
intensities. What is clear is that multiple mechanisms can be in operation for any given
molecule under a given set of conditions and that mechanisms invoked to explain one
effect might also be invoked for another, whether or not this has yet been published in the
scientific literature.
What is also clear is that a lack of knowledge of the actual spectroscopic behavior
of a chemical system could cause serious problems with any analytical application of
MIR, NIR, or Raman spectroscopy under conditions of widely varying temperature and
pressure. In short, any analytical application using vibrational spectroscopy in dense
media needs data from the actual chemical system under the actual conditions of
measurement, because it is practically impossible to accurately anticipate the
consequences of changing conditions.
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This is illustrated in a small portion of the NIR spectrum, including the first
overtone of the C-H stretching vibrations of ethane in Figure 2.5. These data were all
acquired at the same temperature but at different pressures and have been normalized for
density recorded by the in situ densitometer and the pressure-dependent pathlength using
Equation 3. In general, absorption bands tend to remain at the same strength or decrease
in intensity with increasing pressure, and each band can exhibit different behaviors. This
is the case in Figure 2.5, in which the band centered at 5797 cm-1 loses intensity with
increasing pressure faster than the larger band next to it. In addition, while the spectrum
in the region of 5620 to 5950 cm-1 is dominated by what appear to be three bands, the
difference spectrum shows at least five, with peak maxima at different wavelengths than
those observed in the individual spectra, suggesting that the original spectrum is
considerably more complex that it first appears. Little frequency shifting is obvious in
these spectra, but some broadening of the band centered near 5910 cm-1 is evident.
Figure 2.6 shows a different portion of the transmission spectrum of ethane and
how changes in temperature under isobaric conditions, as well as changes in pressure
under isothermal conditions, affect the spectrum. Shown in the top of the figure is the
spectrum of ethane in the 3550 to 4750 cm-1 region under conditions of 362 K (mid-range
temperature) and ~62.6 MPa (mid-range pressure).
These conditions were selected because spectral data were recorded for a range of
pressures within a fraction of a degree K and for three different temperatures within 0.2
MPa of one another. The bottom part of the figure shows the difference spectrum
between the 388 and 337 K spectrums at ~62.6 MPa (blue) and between the 21.2 MPa
and 82.5 MPa spectrum at 362 K. In each case, the normalized and corrected spectrum at
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higher density is subtracted from the normalized and corrected spectrum at lower density.
A negative peak in the difference corresponds to a band whose normalized intensity
increases with increasing density, while a positive peak is one whose normalized
intensity decreases with increasing density.
Although some similarities are present in the features of these different spectra as
the density changes, distinct differences exist as well. Many of the same maxima and
minima appear in each curve, with differing magnitudes. The absolute differences
between the two curves are not directly comparable because an error of 1 to 2% in the
correction factors can cause the two curves to almost overlap in some regions, and it is
believed that this is the level of accuracy of the current densitometer. Nevertheless, if the
same mechanisms were at work, one would expect to see upward and downward peaks
coinciding in both of the curves. Many of the peaks show such behavior, albeit with
inconsistent magnitude, but one that is distinctly different is in the region of 4255 cm-1,
where there is an apparent significant difference in the behavior of a band that is not
simply a function of density. It was noted that changes resulting from a ~60 MPa change
in pressure are of the same general magnitude as those resulting from a 50 K change in
temperature.
2.3.4

Molar absorption coefficients

In addition to observing changes in the optical spectrum with pressure, volume,
temperature, and composition, the direct measurement of density permits an approximate
estimation of molar absorption coefficients and integrated molar absorption coefficients
for pure or mixed fluids as a function of wavelength/energy. The best means of
performing this calculation would be to compute the change in absorption with
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pathlength (not with concentration, because that would change the density and lead to a
change in the spectrum). Because the pathlength is not variable, the simpler, if less
accurate, approach is taken of estimating from a single measurement using the BeerLambert law. The result for ethane is shown in Figure 2.7 given the known pathlength
(from Equation 2.3) and density of the fluid (measured).
These molar absorption coefficients can be integrated over a particular band or
group of bands to estimate the total transition strength of a particular infrared transition.
In the simplest calculation, used here, the band integrated molar absorption coefficient is
calculated as the sum of the pathlength and concentration normalized absorption
spectrum over a the wavelengths for particular band. For comparison to literature, the log
base 10 absorption molar absorption constant multiplied by 2.303 for consistency with
the natural log base absorption units, Aj, for transition j, used by references (116-122),
although, a more detailed calculation (116) corrects for multiple reflections that vary with
wavelength, this correction is not performed here. Two additional forms of the integrated
molar absorptivity that have the same units (typically km/mol) are found in literature.
These additional forms are denoted as Bj and Cj but that are smaller than Aj by
approximately one (Bj) or two (Cj) orders of magnitude for absorption bands for a typical
organic liquid. The form Aj, which is commonly estimated by many computational
chemistry programs and which is also typical of many reports in the chemical literature
and is adopted here. Reports from the quantitative radiometry community more typically
address one of the latter forms of total oscillator strength. The computation of Bj and Cj
depend on calculation of real and imaginary refractive indexes for a fluid, which is not
measured in the current work, followed by an assumption of a polarizability model; the
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relation between the three measures is described in (117). The estimation of the
integrated molar absorption coefficients for this work are complicated by the overlap of
adjacent bands at the current pressures, leading to significant uncertainty for a single
band. Also, the estimation of the molar absorption coefficient lacks of reflectance
corrections and the lack of Kramers-Kronig analysis, and current uncertainties baseline
subtraction further increase the uncertainty in molar absorption coefficients. That, in
combination with the significant band overlap the molar absorption coefficients (Aj)
provided here are estimated to have an accuracy of no better than ±50%.
Infrared molar absorption coefficients for fundamental vibrational modes are
considerably smaller than those of electronic transitions, and values below 200 M-1 cm-1
are typical. Values of Aj for fundamental transitions are typically less than 1000 km/mol
and often less than 100 km/mol for hydrocarbons (118). The coefficients shown in Figure
2.7 are considerably smaller, as are the integrated band areas that come from them. The
only fundamentals shown in Figure 2.7 are those of the C-H stretching region (just above
3300 nm) extending above the plot off scale; all other transitions here are combination
bands (overtones being forbidden in this symmetry group).
Table I provides a series of MIR and NIR absorption band centers observed in
dense ethane fluid under the conditions in Figure 2.7, augmented by literature frequencies
of the fundamentals and their symmetries. Hansen and Dennison (119), Shimanouchi
(120), and Person and Zerbi (121) provide estimates of all 12 fundamental frequencies of
ethane in the D3d point group classification. These sources number the fundamentals
differently and provide slightly different values of their frequencies. Here, the more
standard numbering system of Shimanouchi (120) is followed to make symmetry
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assignments for combination bands, and the frequencies themselves are a mix of those
from Shimanouchi (120) and Person and Zerbi (121) that is currently accepted by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology chemistry resource website.
Because the more intense combinations are expected to be those involving no
more than two quanta of excitation, assignments are made to as many of the stronger
observed combination bands as possible. Efforts were made to estimate the integrated
absorption strength of each band for all recorded absorption bands because they
contribute to the optical density of ethane under these conditions in the MIR and NIR
spectral windows. Strengths of the five fundamental infrared-allowed transitions were not
measured here but were taken from Nyquist et al. (122) with an appropriate conversion
from log base 10 absorption units to natural log base absorption units. Based on these
values, the strongest combination bands measured are ~3% as strong as the strongest
fundamental in the ethane spectrum, with the smallest observed bands being more than
two orders of magnitude weaker.
2.3.5

Multicomponent mixtures

Methyl mercaptan has been selected as a proxy for the study of mercaptans in
natural gas. To study trace trace concentrations of methyl mercaptan in hydrocarbon gas,
the windows of the UV-Vis cell were reset almost to maximum extent at 8.89cm. Figure
2.8 shows a binary mixture of 200 ppmV methyl mercaptan in methane from 200 nm to
300 nm . The data is acquired with a compression ratio of over twenty one times from an
ambient pressure of 0.097 MPa (14.07 psi) to 2.069 MPa (300 psi) and an ambient
temperature of 295.7K. The peak position is determined by a local second order
polynomial fit over a centered 2.72 nm window to the 4 spectra as 204.52 nm +/- 0.08
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nm to one standard deviation which agrees with well with literature reports of 204.0 nm
(123) conducted at .0146 MPa (7.65 Torr) to 0.0780 MPa (601.1 Torr). The absorption
cross section calculated for the current work at 0.097 MPa using a log base 10 absorption
unit of 0.199 abs is 9.54X10-18 cm2/molecule after converting to the natural log base
which is in good agreement with the literature reported value of 8.49X10-18
cm2/molecule.
A typical live crude oil was loaded according to experimental procedure and
measured, with the visible-mid infrared spectrum shown in Figure 1.2. The normalized
composition for the live oil measured as: methane 8.74 wt%, ethane 4.45 wt%, propane
2.61 wt% combined butane and pentane of 4.14 wt% remaining saturates C6+ fraction
53.53 wt%, aromatics C6+ fraction 15.03 wt%, resins C6+ fraction wt% 5.98 and
asphaltenes C6+ fraction 5.37wt% with a density of 0.6753 at 82.76 MPa and 394K and
bubble point of 980scf/bbl. The Peng-Robinson EOS predicts a GOR of 1058 scf/bbl,
density of 0.6816 g/cc and bubble point of 19.82 MPa (2875 psi) at the same conditions.
Estimation of bubble point was important to determine that the sample would be single
phase above 20.69 MPa (3000 psi) the typical start pressure in this experimental run at
the highest temperature of 394K. The critical temperature for this fluid was predicted as
616K (650F), so the sample was liquid phase for all experimentation. Care was taken for
the lowest pressure experimentation of 20.69 MPa since the Peng-Robinson EOS
predicted bubble point was very close to this start pressure. During experimentation the
bubble point was measured as 17.59 MPa (2550 psi) for 394 F.
The spectrum of Figure 2.9 demonstrates a typical live oil measurement spectrum
in the system at 1mm

pathlength. The
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pathlength of 1mm provides sufficient

transmission light for measurements above approximately 500 nm , with the exception of
the fundamental CH stretch centered just below 3400 nm. For this setup, the limit of
absorbance measurements in the visible was just below 3 abs, and in the near and mid
infrared just below 2.5 abs. The spectrum shows a highly overlapping set of peaks
without much individual resolution of the various classes of molecules present, and
shows that a multivariate calibration technique may be necessary to extract chemical
information. The 3 carbon dioxide overtone band with a center at 4257 nm (2349 cm-1),
(124), is observed without much interference from other species, however, the P and R
branch have largely merged due to peak broadening at these pressures.
2.4

CONCLUSION

The small-volume PVTX system for broad-band spectral calibration studies
presented here was found to have a volume near 5.5 mL, up to a maximum volume near 9
mL. It provides the ability to charge dead oils with volatiles and to make oil mixtures,
while recording spectral data continuously covering the entire spectral range between 400
nm (25 000 cm-1) and 5000 nm (2000 cm-1) for oils, or between 200 nm (50 000 cm-1)
and 5000 nm (2000 cm-1) for gas and condensate samples, while varying the pressure and
temperature systematically over the pressure range of 0 to 138 MPa and at temperatures
between room temperature and 422 K. Comparisons of density measured as a function of
pressure and temperature with the best available literature values for a single-component
fluid provides a mean error of zero, within experimental certainty. The spectra from this
tool are suited to chemometric analysis and physico-chemical measurements.
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Table 2.1 Fundamentals and observed combination bands of ethane from
Figure 2.7.a
Assignment
Symmetry
Aj (km/mol)
(/cm)
(nm)
2954
…
A1g
…
1
1388
…
A1g
…
2
995
…
A1g
…
3
289
…
A
…
4
1u
2896
…
A2u
47.8
5
1379
…
A2u
4.0
6
2969
…
E
…
7
g
1468
…
Eg
…
8
1190
…
Eg
…
9
2985
…
E
123.2
10
u
1469
…
Eu
13.4
11
822
…
Eu
6.1
12
2005
4988
0.14
9 +12
Eg  Eu
2221
4502
Eu
0.37
2 +12
2359
4239
A2u
1.1
3 +6
2655
3766
1.4
9 +11
Eg  Eu
2769
3611
A2u
2.8
2 +6
3225
3101
Eu
1.9
4 +7
3395
2946
…
…
0.14
3645
2743
…
…
0.07
3763
2657
1.1
7 +12
Eg  Eu
3935
2541
…
…
0.35
4106
2435
E
3.3
5 +9
u
4139
2416
2.6
9 +10
Eg  Eu
4338
2305
Eu
3.5
6 +7
4396
2275
E
2.7
2 +10
u
4621
2164
…
…
0.12
4737
2111
…
…
0.05
4952
2019
…
…
0.18
5262
1900
…
…
0.05
5341
1872
…
…
0.02
5437
1839
…
…
0.05
5546
1803
…
…
0.07
5685
1759
…
…
0.23
5800
1724
A2u
0.69
1 +5
5909
1692
E
1.1
1 +10 or 5 +10
u
6972
1434
…
…
0.14
7209
1387
…
…
0.32
8440
1185
…
…
0.30
a
Frequencies have been converted to wavenumbers; numbering of
fundamentals follows Shimanouchi (1) (120). Assignments of the
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combination bands are given where possible. Combinations that involve
more than two vibrations are not assigned. The overall symmetry of assigned
combinations is provided for the D3d point group. An estimate of the
integrated molar absorptivity from the spectrum converted to units of
km/mole is provided. Values for fundamentals were taken from (2) (122).
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Figure 2.1
Schematic. The top section is used to prepare injections of volatiles. The
center section is the main section of the PVTX instrument housed in an oven. The lower
right portion of the instrument is used to prepare and inject nonvolatiles and to extract
samples for analysis. Valves are labeled v1 to v19; I is a pump driving hydraulic sample
injection pumps H3 and SC; Q1 and Q2 are pumps driving hydraulic recirculating pumps
H1 and H2, respectively; F is a particulate filter for injected oils; SI is a sample-injection
valve; D is a densitometer; PT1 is a pressure and temperature gauge; EC is an oven
enclosing the temperature-regulated portion of the instrument; O1 and O2 are fibercoupled optical cells for FTIR and UV-visible spectroscopy, respectively; C1, C2, CO2,
C3, and NGL represent sample loops that can be loaded with volatiles for preparing
injections. All Rs represent gas regulators for the respective volatiles, and all Ps represent
pressure gauges for the volatiles. See the text for details.
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Optical cell sketch. The stainless steel cell (A) is constructed to couple to a
SMA fiber connector (B). The light is coupled to a 1/8-in. sapphire rod (E) that is held in
place with a custom bushing (C) and seal (D). Each sapphire rod extends into the flow
path and is set to provide a 1-mm optical pathlength.
Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3
Pressure, temperature, and density measurements for a typical isothermal
compression/decompression cycle for ethane: (A) measured pressure (dashed line, left
axis) during cycle and measured pressure (solid line, right axis). Regular temperature
fluctuations result from the reversals of the mixing pumps. Spikes in the instantaneous
temperature occur at each step of compression/decompression, but all within
approximately 0.5 K of the setpoint. Spectroscopic measurements are made after settling;
(B) density (solid line, right axis) during the same cycle as measured by the in situ
densitometer. Correspondence between these measurements and literature are described
in the text.
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Figure 2.4
Measured density and pressure (PVTX) of ethane under isothermal
conditions with the calculated pressure (SRK EOS) for a given density at the same
isothermal conditions.
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Figure 2.5
Ethane absorption spectra in the NIR region between 5040 to 6060 cm-1
(1650 to 1850 nm) under isothermal conditions at 362 K for a range of pressures. Colored
curves correspond to the left axis and have been compensated for the density and
pathlength changes as a function of pressure and then scaled together for illustrative
purposes. The black curve represents the difference between the lowest and highest
pressure conditions. Again, in arbitrary units, the zero for this curve is the black
horizontal line. Arbitrary scales on the left and right have the same range but different
zeros; the black curve has been multiplied by a factor of five for clarity.
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Figure 2.6
Ethane spectra respond differently to changes in temperature and pressure.
The top curve is the absorption spectrum (corrected for density and pathlength) at a
particular temperature and pressure in the strongest part of the NIR spectrum. The
colored curves represent changes in absorption in this spectral window when the
temperature or pressure vary around this condition. Both difference curves are between
the lower and higher density conditions. The red curve represents the change in
absorption with pressure, calculated as the difference between a low (21.2 MPa) and high
(82.5 MPa) pressure spectrum. The blue curve represents the difference between a high
(388 K) and low (337 K) temperature spectrum. The blue and red curves lie on the same
arbitrary axis, with the zero difference line shown as a horizontal black line. The colored
curves are each multiplied by five to show them on the same axis range as the upper
curve.
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Figure 2.7
Ethane molar absorption coefficient in the C-H stretching fundamental
absorption region near 3000 cm-1 out to the short-wave NIR. The fundamental
absorptions themselves are too strong to be measured in this spectrum because of the
relatively long pathlength. All of the stronger bands here have been assigned as either
fundamentals (off scale) or combination bands of ethane in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.8
200 parts per million by volume (ppmV) methyl mercaptan (methanethiol)
in a balance of methane as a function of pressure at 8.89cm pathlength.
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Figure 2.9
A typical live oil spectrum shown from 450 nm in the visible to 5000 nm
in the mid infrared acquired at a pressure of 82.76 MPa and 394K 1mm pathlength.
Absorbance limit for the visible spectrometer is above 3 abs and for the FTIR
spectrometer above 2.5 abs.
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CHAPTER 3
IN-SITU METHANE DETERMINATION IN PETROLEUM AT
HIGH TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES WITH
MULTIVARIATE OPTICAL COMPUTING
3.1

INTRODUCTION

Accurate compositional measurements of reservoir petroleum fluid are necessary
for various exploration and production activities, such as ensuring a well is safely drilled,
identifying new discoveries, evaluating the production potential and value of such
discoveries, optimizing the capital investment for production, and designing a field
management system across multiple wells.(1-3) To determine the petroleum fluid
composition in a newly drilled well, samples are typically acquired from within that well
at high temperature and pressure using a wireline formation tester (WFT).(1-13) The
WFT is lowered into the well using an electrical wireline cable, and it physically extracts
fluid, by means of a mechanical pump, from the rock formation to capture that fluid in
pressurized sample chambers. The pumping action reduces near-wellbore drilling fluid
filtrate contamination, which invades the rock as a result of the drilling process.
Sufficient pumping time is necessary to acquire a pristine formation fluid sample with
little miscible filtrate contamination. WFT sampling is often the last activity before
sealing that section of the well with cemented metal casing. A laboratory analysis is
usually completed 2 weeks to 1 year after the samples are acquired and the well section
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has been sealed.(1,3,11,14) By the time the laboratory has established the quality and
usefulness of the samples, it is not possible to acquire additional samples even if they are
determined to be of insufficient quality to assess exploration and production activities. As
such, a basic level of real-time in-situ analysis is necessary to ensure the sample quality
for laboratory analysis. Additionally, this basic level of fluid analysis provides immediate
information for real-time decisions and also advanced planning before the full laboratory
analysis is available. Because a WFT can only acquire a limited number of samples, it is
important to collect samples from the locations that best represent the fluid in all
reservoir compartments. It is important to ensure that those samples are of low
contamination and represent the formation fluid from which they were collected. Lastly,
it is important to ensure that the sample integrity is maintained until laboratory analysis is
performed. The dissolved methane gas concentration in the petroleum fluid is used to
address these concerns.(1,3,15,16)
Various extreme environment sensors are used to measure physical and chemical
fluid properties in-situ. Typical physical property fluid measurements include density,
speed of sound, capacitance, resistivity, index of refraction, compressibility, and bubble
point pressure.(3,17) Chemical fluid composition has been measured using filter
spectrometers or combination of filter and grating spectrometers.(2,8,16,18) Filter
spectrometers have been shown to measure dissolved methane with an accuracy of
0.0235 g/cc (15); when combined with a temperature-compensated grating spectrometer
measurement, this accuracy can improve to 0.0139 g/cc.(2,6) Various laboratory studies
have shown dissolved methane measurement accuracy in the range of 0.007 to 0.01 g/cc
in high-temperature and pressure crude oil with FTIR spectrometers operating at room-
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temperature and pressure conditions.(9, 20-22) Unlike these laboratory FTIR
spectrometers, in-situ instruments operate in extreme oil well environments and therefore
do not achieve the same accuracy. Narrow band pass filter spectrometers are rugged but
lack resolution and wideband coverage. Grating spectrometers have improved resolution
but

are

restricted

over

relatively

narrow

regions

and

require

temperature

compensation.(2) Our laboratory has been developing new approaches to in-situ
instruments that hold the potential for performance approaching that of the laboratory
measurement. Specifically, MOC has been shown to enable compositional optical
analysis in complex interfering mixtures with similar accuracy to that of laboratory
optical instruments.(23-26) In the present manuscript, we discuss the application of MOC
in the high-temperature environments of subterranean petroleum reservoirs for measuring
petroleum compositions with the accuracy and sensitivities more similar to those of a
laboratory FTIR. We report validated field dissolved methane accuracies of 0.0089 g/cc
over a concentration range of 0 to 0.229 g/cc methane using the MOC approach with an
instrument operating between 65 to 121°C compared to an independent PLS validation of
0.0086 g/cc for a laboratory instrument at room temperature over a concentration range of
0 to 0.1729 g/cc.
3.2
3.2.1

THEORY
Multivariate calibration and regression

Multivariate regression, in contrast to univariate regression, uses multiple sensor
channel measurements to estimate sample characteristics. Multivariate regression is often
used for the analysis of complex mixtures.(26-28) A multivariate model can successfully
mitigate the effects of interference for which there is a lack of analyte specificity at a
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given signal channel. Interference is a signal or signal effect from a source other than the
analyte.(29-30) For the near-infrared (NIR) or mid-infrared (MIR) optical spectra of
complex mixtures, the analyte absorption signal at any channel is rarely interference
free.(30-31) Figure 3.1 shows a set of spectra for a light crude oil that illustrates this
point. At no position within this wavelength range is the absorption signal from a single
component isolated. For univariate and classical least squares regression, interference is
explicitly corrected, but for multivariate regression techniques, the interference correction
is implicated to that regression.(28) For multivariate regression to implicitly correct
interference for a new sample that is not part of that calibration set, the calibration set
needs to be sufficiently designed with linearly independent, representative concentrations
of the analyte and interfering species.(28,31-32) The crude oil in Figure 3.1 is a simple
light oil with an American Petroleum Institute (API) weight of 40 and does not contain
the complex resins and asphaltenes fractions of heavier (i.e., lower API weight) oils.
Because of the natural variation of crude oil samples, in which many chemical species are
present, significant diversity of interference exists. However, the optical spectroscopy of
a complex interfering matrix, including that of crude oils, is often successfully used to
analyze component concentrations through multivariate techniques.(26-28,33-46)
A multivariate model correlates a set of sample characteristics to a set of sensor
measurement observations for a given set of samples by the process of calibration.
Equation 3.1 shows a linear model, where y is the sample characteristic, X is the sensor
response matrix calibration set, B is the array of model parameters, and e is the residual
error of the model. For a linear model, all parameters coefficients are first-order linear
with respect to the analyte concentration. The discussion herein is limited to the
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characteristic of a chemical analyte concentration in a mixture. The model is used to
estimate characteristics for new samples that are not in the calibration set.(29) The
inverse least squares solution, which is commonly used to determine the coefficients
array B, is determined by minimizing the square of the error from Equation 3.1 to obtain
Equation 3.2. The coefficients are then used to predict analyte concentration estimates ŷ
with a new set of sample measurements. Equation 3.3 makes this prediction as the dot
product of the sample response matrix S with the parameter array transposed BT. In this
paper, the convention is for observations to be in columns and samples in rows of X and
S.(29) The set of coefficients for the linear model B is called a regression vector, X is the
calibration matrix, and S is a response matrix of new samples not contained in the set of
X. The regression vector as determined by Equation 3.2 implicitly corrects the
interference signal for the concentration estimates of Equation 3.3, provided that the
types and nature of the interference and level of interference for the unknown sample are
similar to those of the calibration set.(34,37)
y=XB+e

3.1

B=(X’X)-1 XTy

3.2

BTS=ŷ

3.3

Optical spectroscopy methods are convenient for analyzing the chemical and
physical properties of materials by multivariate regression.(27-28,30-31,33-45,48)
Sensors making use of optical analysis are rapid, nonintrusive, and nondestructive. The
analyte concentration can be estimated using optical transmission measurements. Optical
intensity, I0, attenuates as the light traverses a sample of path length l by an analytespecific attenuation constant  for a concentration C to emanate resultant single-beam
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intensity I according to Equation 3.4, the well-known Beer-Lambert law.(28,49) The
linear form is expressed for absorption, A, calculated by Equation 3.5 from the initial
intensity I0 and resultant intensity I, to yield Equation 3.6. In this paper, the absorption A
follows the logarithm base 10 convention, as opposed to the natural logarithm
convention. Equation 3.6 conveniently relates the composite absorption of a sample
mixture at each wavelength  to the sum effect of all species, within the mixture, that
have attenuation at that wavelength. Using the vector notation form of Equation 3.6 as
Equation 3.7, it is evident that the absorption spectrum 𝐴⃗ satisfies the conditions of
Equation 3.1 and each finite wavelength channel fills the columns of X (and S) for i
sample rows. As Equation 3.7 takes the same form as Equation 3.1, Equation 3.2 can be
used to estimate a set of regression coefficients B for a calibration set of absorbance
spectra X.(27-28,49)
I= I0elC

3.4

A=-LOG10(T); T=I/I0

3.5

𝐴𝑖 = ∑

𝑖=𝑝
𝑖=1

𝜀𝑖 𝑙𝐶𝑖

𝐴⃗𝑖 = (𝜀⃗𝑖 𝑙)𝐶𝑖

3.6
3.7

For a large set of highly correlated channels, as is often the case with NIR data,
the response matrix of Equation 3.2 can be poorly conditioned for inversion.(34) Rotation
of the correlated variables to a set of orthogonal latent variables by means such as
principal component analysis (PCA) overcomes this difficulty.(27) A principal
component (PC) scores matrix is constructed as a linear combination of the original
response matrix by projecting the responses for each sample onto a new set of orthogonal
axis dimensions (i.e., PCs). The PC axis is constructed such that each PC is orthogonal
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and captures the largest residual variation within the dataset not described by previous
(lower-order) PCs.(50) The PC dimensions capture the internal correlation of the dataset,
and the reduced dimensionality of new orthogonal variable scores is well-conditioned for
inversion. A linear dot product regression vector in the original response variable space
can be constructed from the PC scores coefficients and the PC eigenvectors as a principal
component regression (PCR) to the analyte.(27) PLS is another eigenvector calibration
technique of reduced dimensionality. PLS also designs a linear dot product regression
vector, but each successive eigenvector is constrained to capture the maximum variation
for the reference analyte concentration from the calibration matrix.(27) Although the
PCR and PLS regression vectors are constructed from different rotations of the
calibration matrix, the performance is often similar, even over a broad range of
conditions, but PLS generally requires fewer eigenvector latent variable levels.(28) In
fact, many algorithms, linear and nonlinear, can be used to construct a linear dot product
regression vector of similar performance.(31)
3.2.2

Multivariate optical computing

MOC is a multivariate linear regression technique that performs an analog dot
product calculation, in the optical domain, between a linear regression vector and the inherent
optical intensity spectrum of light emanating from a sample .

The regression vector shape is

encoded as a transmission pattern for one or more optical elements. MOC most typically
uses an MOE, which is constructed as an interference filter. Laminated, thin film layers
of two materials with different refractive indexes (Ri) are deposited on a substrate. Here,
Ri is used to denote the complex refractive index (index of refraction) as opposed to the
real part n vs. the imaginary part ik for Ri = n + ik. The goal of calibration is to encode a
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regression vector as a transmission profile using a thin film stack design. A specifically
designed thin layer stack can sufficiently match a regression vector shape. The MOE
regression vector can either be predetermined—for instance, by PCR or PLS—or directly
designed to a calibration set.(25) As spectral light passes through the MOE, the
Hadamard vector product, an element-by-element multiplication, of the sample intensity
spectrum with the MOE naturally occurs. The Hadamard vector product is followed by a
summation of all light wavelengths by a detector, thereby completing the dot product.
Therefore, the resultant detector signal is proportional to the analyte concentration for
which the regression vector was designed plus a sample-dependent offset.(24) The
sample-dependent offset can be subtracted either by use of light reflected from the
element, a reference spectral signal, or a secondary spectral element.(23,51) MOEs
operate on the intensity spectrum emanating from a sample as described in Equation 3.4,
not the linear absorbance form of the Beer-Lambert law from Equation 3.5. Therefore,
the MOE does not strictly operate on signals linear with the analyte concentration.
However, it has been shown that higher-order linear models can model some
nonlinearity.(51-55) As such, MOEs operating on single-beam intensity transmittance
can still provide a reasonable measurement, as long as they can reproduce a higher-order
regression vector.
A regression vector calibrated to correct interference has both positive and
negative coefficients. For the dot product regression, assuming a positively correlated
analyte and interference signal, positive regression coefficients sum the analyte signal,
whereas negative coefficients subtract interference.(31,47,56-57) An optical element that
encodes a transmission pattern innately has only positive coefficients with respect to a
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detector sum, giving rise to the sample-dependent offset. For a perfectly designed
regression vector, a sample with no interference would have no offset, whereas a sample
with interference would have a positive offset. Various MOE configurations have been
described to allow a positive and negative coefficient solution, thereby subtracting the
sample-dependent offset, including the single-element beam splitter design (23) and the
dual- element positive-negative fixed lobe design.(51) In both configurations, to describe
positive and negative coefficients for an all optical regression, the difference between at
least two signals is necessary. The dual-MOE design encodes the positive coefficients of
a regression vector into one element and the negative lobes into another. Light passing
through the elements either strikes two dedicated detectors or a single multiplex detector.
This requirement constrains the MOE design; specifically, the transmission has to be zero
where the complimentary element has a nonzero coefficient contribution. This constraint
often proves difficult to fabricate for complex regression vector designs and can lead to
low overall transmission intensity. The beam splitter arrangement overcomes this
limitation by using the transmission vs. reflection signals of a single element as measured
by a set of detectors. However, in practice, the 45° configuration can be difficult to
implement. Although an angle-tolerant MOE design technique has been demonstrated
(58), an angle dependency of the transmission pattern combined with a temperature
dependency of the transmission pattern is a complex and difficult interaction for which to
design a stable transmission pattern. Therefore, a different option for sample-dependent
offset correction has been chosen.
This work adapts the uses of a perpendicular MOE configuration similar to that
described for imaging MOE applications.(59) In this configuration, an MOE regression
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vector pattern is encoded as a single element transmission pattern and designed against a
second reference channel. However, in this work, the reference channel is a band pass
filter and the MOE signal is measured in combination with a band pass filter of identical
design on a different detector of the same design. In this configuration, the band pass
transmission TBP serves as a baseline vector that, when scaled by 0 and subtracted from
the MOE transmission TMOE, allows for positive and negative regression coefficients as
elements of B, as shown in Equation 3.8. The magnitude of the MOE is scaled by 1 to
the regression vector. The band pass also isolates a suitable optical region for calibration.
B= 1TMOE-0TBP

3.8

The ideal shape of a reference band pass channel would be a “top hat,” with 100%
transmission in the spectral region of interest and 0% transmission elsewhere. However, a
band pass of this nature is unattainable. Figure 3.2 shows a typical commercial band pass
transmission function in black with an ideal top hat band pass. The ideal profile is
unattainable because an actual band pass is a compromise of shape, transmittance, range,
and complexity of design. Although the shape of an actual band pass filter is not ideal,
the convoluted regression vector design can be compensated by the MOE thin layer stack
design. Herein, it is understood that the MOE transmission refers to the band pass
convoluted MOE transmission regression vector.
Equation 3.9 shows the operation of a regression vector B as an MOE on the
single-beam intensity spectra S for prediction of the analyte concentration ŷ. Figure 3.3
illustrates the physical application of Equation 3.9. From a spectral library, a linear
optical regression vector pattern is designed and encoded as an MOE using an
interference pattern. When light passes through a sample, it acquires the spectral
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fingerprint of the sample. The application of the regression vector, B, is physically
accomplished by measuring the detector signal of light passed through the convoluted
MOE and measuring the detector signal of light passed through the reference band pass.
It is the scaled difference between these two detector channels that provides the
estimation of the analyte concentration.
ŷ=BS=1TMOES-0TBPS

3.9

Signal intensity variations unrelated to the analyte concentration can introduce a
bias in the measurement. Such variations can be a result of light source intensity
variations, detector sensitivity variations, or white light Mie scattering within the sample
causing neutral density variation. Reflectance spectra that commonly experience neutral
density fluctuations are normalized to unit intensity and then regressed to provide analyte
concentration estimations.(60-62) Normalizing to unit intensity preserves the spectral
shape. Linear calibrations are then developed from a normalized calibration set XN to
provide a set of linear model parameter estimates BN. A similar technique called pseudo
normalization (51) and norm-1 normalization (59) has been described for use with MOC.
In this work, the sum of the detector signals through the band pass is used for signal
normalization (Equation 3.10). Thus, the regression vector BN yields the concentration of
the analyte, with constant offset 0, when operating on a normalized spectrum, as shown
in Equation 3.11.
S/(TBPS)=SN

3.10

ŷ=BNSN=1TMOESN-0

3.11
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3.3

EXPERIMENTAL

For this study, 2,582 spectra are collected for petroleum fluids recombined with
gas using a small optical pressure, volume, temperature, x-composition (PVTX) system.
The experimental system and operation have been described.(63) The spectra are
collected at 65.5, 93.3, and 121.1°C and at 20.684, 41.369, 62.053, and 82.727 MPa,
which spans the pressure and temperature range for the intended MOC system use. The
spectra include more than 167 different base petroleum fluids initially containing no
dissolved gas. The base fluid is then recombined with different concentrations of gas
components, with subsequent spectral collection at the temperature-pressure combination
points. The gas components include methane, ethane, propane, and carbon dioxide
reconstituted to match the composition of typical reservoir fluids. The natural span of
typical petroleum compositions is determined using a global petroleum fluid properties
database containing more than 14,000 sample compositions (Geomark Research,
Houston, Texas). For this study, the petroleum base fluids are limited to medium oils,
defined as 20 to 30 API weight, and light oils, defined as 30 to 40 API weight. The
recombined GOR is limited to a typical medium oil range through condensate range,
typically 100 to 25,000 scf/bbl, respectively. Heavy oil samples with weight less than 20
API and petroleum gas samples are excluded from the current study. The spectra are
screened for outliers,(64) with 47 removed, and then subsampled to ensure an evenly
distributed concentration range for methane and interferences and to reduce the
processing power required for nonlinear optimization. The methane design relies on 721
spectra; an additional 314 spectra within this range are held out for independent
validation testing. The independent validation spectra all reside within the compositional
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range of the design samples. Table 3.1 shows he composition range for all fluids used in
the design and validation.
3.3.1

Custom band pass design

To increase the accuracy and sensitivity of the MOE, it is necessary to restrict the
optical computation to a specific wavelength region and truncate unwanted spectral
contributions. This is achieved by using a separate band pass filter along the MOE optical
path. Although a commercially available band pass filter could be used, this practice has
several disadvantages. Batch-to-batch nonuniformity of the band pass transmission
profile is difficult to control and characterize and therefore offers a degree of uncertainty
when designing the MOE. Only the available stock can be used for MOC. While there is
considerable choice for band pass wavelength regions, it is highly unlikely for an
available band pass region to identically match the optimum region for a given MOE.
Commercial band pass filters are usually designed and fabricated to operate at room
temperature and not at the broad high-temperature range of petroleum oil wells. These
disadvantages can be mitigated by design and fabrication of a custom band pass filter.
Fortunately, because such band pass filters are thin film multilayer stack designs, their
design and fabrication follows procedures similar to those for MOE fabrication. As a
further advantage, the band pass can be directly integrated into the optical path by
depositing the MOE onto the backside of the custom band pass filter. Backside deposition
of the MOE can also improve total optical throughput, as an air gap is eliminated from
between the MOE and band pass filter. Therefore, it is preferable to customize a band
pass filter designed specifically to optimize the MOE performance and operate under
high-temperature downhole conditions.
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The design of a custom band pass filter begins by selecting the working
wavelength range for an MOC sensor using the full wavelength range single-beam
transmission data. It is assumed that a wavelength range that is optimal for a PLS
regression will be optimal for an MOE because both regression vectors operate on the
same inherent spectral information content. Limitations to this assumption could be that
the PLS and MOE regression vectors are applied to different sensors: FTIR vs. MOC,
respectively. The validation of this assumption is not the subject of this investigation but
has provided sufficient results to date.
A PLS with leave-one-out cross-validation(27-28) is conducted over the widest
candidate wavelength range for consideration. The cross-validation sets the PLS
maximum level (ML) of eigenvectors from which to construct the model. If the crossvalidated value is greater than 7, then the ML holds to 7, as it is our experience that a
single MOE system typically can only replicate the performance of a five- to seven-level
PLS model. Once the ML is determined, an in-house algorithm constructs the series of
truncated wavelength range local PLS models to no more than the ML. The local PLS
model is cross-validated to a new level equal to or less than the ML. For each local PLS
model, the standard error of prediction (SEP) is calculated by leave-one-out crossvalidation. The truncation procedure follows in small wavelength increments, typically 5
to 20 nm each for NIR data. All continuous combinations for wavelength increments of 5
to 20 nm, from the beginning wavelength to ending wavelength, are tested.
Although the wavelength range can be automatically selected, a color map of SEP
is helpful to inspect search results. Figure 3.4 shows the results of a search algorithm held
to an ML of 7 for methane using the calibration spectra in this study. SEP correlates from
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blue to red such that the darker the blue, the better the SEP, and the darker the red, the
worse the SEP. Low SEP is one consideration for wavelength region selection, but as a
practical issue, the tolerance of MOE fabrication needs to be considered. It is best to
identify a sufficiently wide region of good SEP to provide the MOE a large tolerance for
design and fabrication. In Figure 3.4, two distinct regions of acceptable SEP are
prevalent. The first extends from 1400 to 1700 nm. Unfortunately, outside this region, the
SEP decays rapidly. The region from 1500 to 2500 nm shows a wide region of good SEP.
The beginning and ending wavelengths have a tolerance of approximately +/- 200 nm.
This second region provides a good tolerance for custom band pass and MOE design and
fabrication.
The custom band pass is designed and fabricated in the same manner as a shapematched MOE, which is described in greater detail later in this work. However, the exact
shape of the custom band pass filter is less important for that of an MOE than that for
generic use. The important characteristics of a custom band pass filter for MOE use
include isolation of the spectral region, high transmission of the isolated spectral region,
good out-of-band intensity rejection outside the isolated spectral region, good
temperature stability, and low undulation at the top position. The sharpness of the cut on
and cut off are less important for the custom band pass than is typical for a commercial
multipurpose band pass filter. This is because the MOE design can compensate the
composite transmission profile. Additionally, it is only important to constrain the out-ofband transmission to low values over the intense regions of the MOC sensor light source,
whereas a commercial band pass usually typically rejects out-of-band light over a larger
region so that the commercial band pass can be used for a generic light source. The total
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out-of-band intensity is constrained to better than one thousandth of the total in-band
intensity for the light source of the MOC sensor. A top hat transmission design, such as in
Figure 3.2, is used to select the region of interest. A band pass is designed to that function
with a limit of 30 layers and 6 m thickness. From various design options, a new
compromised top hat target is selected with relaxed transmission throughput. The exact
position and sharpness of the cut on and cut off wavelengths are relaxed if a high MOE
SEP wavelength region of broad wavelength tolerance has been selected. The top portion
of the band pass can also be weighted to limit the undulation.
3.3.2

Multivariate optical element design

The fabrication of an MOE proceeds by depositing alternating thin layers of
nominally transparent material, with index of refraction contrast, on a substrate. The
thickness and complex index of refraction for all layers define the transmission profile.
The complex index of refraction is expressed with n as the real part and k as the
imaginary part. For MOC, calibration is the process of stack recipe design, such that an
optical element transmission profile forms a scaled dot product regression vector for
single-beam intensity spectra.(25) To design a regression vector for an MOC sensor, a
sample calibration spectra set is transformed to the single-beam intensity spectra sensor
domain. Radiometric data are measured for representative MOC optical components. The
single-beam intensity sensor spectra are calculated as the Hadamard product of the light
source; optical components, including the custom band pass filter; detector response
vector; and the calibration set fractional transmittance spectra. Lastly, spectra are preprocessed by band pass normalization. For simplicity, this is called the virtual sensor
(VS) calibration set, as it represents the ideal response of a sensor if the detector in a
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sensor were to measure the spectral profile of all samples. The MOE stack design is
evolved using a quasi-Newtonian nonlinear optimization routine to either a
predetermined shape or as a direct design to a calibration dataset.(25)
A set of optimized candidate stack designs are evolved from a large set of random
seed stacks. For the direct design approach, the quasi-Newtonian nonlinear optimization
routine identifies the local minima of a merit function such that the VS detector response,
convoluted with the transmission function Topt, is linear with analyte concentration y. The
merit function used for direct design is that of Equation 3.12. The MOE seed design is
projected against the spectral dataset for a given temperature. Specifically, the dot
product is calculated between the MOE transmission profile and the VS to find the
simulated detector response. The merit-based optimization routine then iteratively
changes the layer thicknesses to achieve a new step in the design process, yielding a new
MOE transmission spectrum. At each temperature t, the scalar dot product of the
transmission function 𝑇̂𝑡 with the normalized calibration set XN is calculated as a
simulated detector response. The coefficients 1 and 0, of a first-order polynomial, are
established between the simulated detector response and the calibration reference analyte
concentration values y. Equation 3.12b is then used to predict the analyte concentration
estimation ŷt. Equation 3.12 calculates the optimized transmission as the arguments of
minima (argmin) for the temperature-dependent squared standard error of calibration
(SEC2). That is, each local minimum is evolved to provide the best temperature
performance. Additionally, the reference spectra, 𝑋𝑁𝑡 , are matched to the same
temperature increments for which the spectra, 𝑇̂𝑡 , are calculated. Therefore, the optimized
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transmission functions Topt are designed for the best temperature performance over that
temperature range.
3.12

𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 = argmin

∑𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐿 (‖𝑦 − 𝑦̂𝑇 ‖ )
𝑛

𝑦̂𝑡 = 𝛼1 (𝑇̂𝑡 ∙ 𝑋𝑁𝑡 ) + 𝛼0

3.12a
3.12b

Alternatively, the stack design can be optimized using the merit function of
Equation 3.12, such that the transmission function, Topt, of the stack correlates to the
predetermined regression vector shape B or that of a custom band pass. Equation 3.13
calculates the optimized transmission as the arguments of minima (argmin) for the mean
square error (MSE) between the regression vector shape and the temperature-dependent
scaled transmission function. Therefore, the resultant optimized transmission function is
evolved to retain the best fixed shape over a temperature range. The transmission
function, 𝑇̂𝑡 , is scaled to the regression vector, B, by a first-order parameter 1 and offset

0 using Equation 3.13b, yielding the estimate of 𝐵̂𝑡 at every iteration.
3.13

𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 = argmin

∑𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐿 (‖𝐵 − 𝐵̂𝑡 ‖ )

𝑛
̂
̂
𝐵𝑇 = 𝛼1 (𝑇𝑡 ) + 𝛼0

3.13a
3.13b

The slope 1 is inversely proportional to the sensitivity of a given design. That is,
the smaller the 1, the less amplification is required for the transmission function to scale
to the regression vector. The offset 0 and scalar 1 for both Equations 3.12b and 3.13b
are determined for each step of the iteration for the optimization, but at each iteration
step, are held temperature invariant. At each temperature of each iteration step, an inhouse routine solves Abele’s matrix formalism for the propagation of electromagnetic
waves through an alternating layer dielectric medium.(25) The formalism is used to
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calculate the total transmission and reflection profile for the evolving stack design as a
function of the light’s wavelength, angle, and ensemble of all layer complex indexes of
refraction and thicknesses.(65) The thin film materials’ optical properties then need to be
characterized as a function of temperature, t, so that the transmission function can also be
calculated as a function of temperature. The fit parameter, SEC2 for Equation 3.12 and
MSE for Equation 3.13, is calculated as the average of a series of predetermined
temperatures from a low temperature, tL, and high temperature, tH, for n temperatures. For
the current study, tL is 65.5°C, tH is 121.1°C, and n is 3 with an intermediate of 93.3°C.
The optimization routine is terminated when the resulting regression vector
produces a minimum in the objective function or when a maximum number of iterations,
typically 5,000, has been reached. Designs that do not converge are discarded. To ensure
that a sufficient design has been determined, a large number of candidate designs is
produced. A sufficient design is one that has a prediction error close to the PLS solution,
that can be easily fabricated, is tolerant to the temperature variation, and has sufficient
sensitivity for use.
The MOE regression vectors are not constructed as a combination of orthogonal
eigenvectors, as is PLS, and therefore cannot be constrained to a maximum level. There
is no control for how many inherent latent variables are captured by an MOE regression
vector, nor is it practical to cross-validate the evolutionary design because the held out
samples would be optimized with subsequent iterations. It is the experimental design that
protects the MOE design against overfitting. The experimental design needs to be not
only of sufficient rank to validate the MOE model but also sufficiently large to prevent
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overfitting. Validation of the MOE regression vectors should be conducted with an
independent validation set that is not used to construct the MOE regression vector.
For some calibration sets, MOEs designed to the merit function of Equation 3.12
can lead to model overfit. In these circumstances, direct shape matching of an MOE to a
predetermined and cross-validated regression vector using the merit function of Equation
3.13a provides a more robust MOC. Unfortunately, direct shape matching of complex
regression vectors, such as in Figure 3.10, is difficult because an interference pattern
produced is usually reminiscent of a collection of Gaussian peaks, as illustrated in Figure
3.6. Obtaining a good SEC through shape matching usually requires a larger number of
layers than for a similar SEC of a direct design MOE. Because it is difficult to exactly
match a predetermined regression vector, after a good approximate match is determined,
that design is relaxed slightly with a direct match to SEC2 by use of Equation 3.12.
Unfortunately, the directly matched complex shapes are usually of lower transmission
than those of direct design MOEs and therefore lower sensitivity for comparable SEC.
For this reason, direct optimization of an MOE is preferred to shape matching unless
overfitting is a concern.
To select among the many candidate designs, the in-house automated algorithm,
fabrication suite, has been developed. The fabrication suite simulates the tolerance to
fabrication for each of the candidate designs and the resultant performance for the MOC
VS. Although the designs are constructed considering temperature, it is important to
evaluate temperature stability with respect to imperfect fabrication and characteristic
sensor noise. The outline of the algorithm is as follows:
1) High-SEC (or MSE) designs are automatically discarded above a threshold.
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2) Low-sensitivity designs (large 1) are automatically discarded below a
threshold.
3) The remaining designs are screened for fabrication tolerance.
a. The thicknesses of the designed layers are all simultaneously shifted
by the same fraction, with SEC (or MSE) calculated as the average for
a set of 10 perturbations. The set is selected according to a
predetermined limit by the tolerance of the fabrications system’s
uniformity. High-average SEC (or MSE) designs are discarded above
the threshold.
b. The thicknesses of the designed layers are individually shifted by a
different fraction, with SEC (or MSE) calculated as the average for 25
iterations. The fraction is selected according to normal random
distribution based on the fabrication system’s deposition thickness
control. High-average SEC (or MSE) designs are discarded above the
threshold.
4) Average SEC (or MSE) is calculated across n temperatures for each of the
remaining perturbed layer sets of Step 3.
5) For the remaining designs, noise is added according to an MOC characterized
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for 100 iterations using a normal random
distribution.
Each step is designed to remove unsuited designs efficiently, with the easiest
calculations removing designs for consideration from later, more computationally
intensive calculations. Each subsequent step operates on each of the perturbations for
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each of the surviving designs from the previous step. The threshold SEC is usually two
times the PLS SEC. Likewise, the sensitivity threshold of Step 2) is usually set to three
times the PLS sensitivity. The PLS sensitivity is described later in this document. The
signal-to-noise characterization for an MOC sensor has been performed for
approximately 85 MOC sensors. The lower 95% confidence level is used as the SNR
limit, SNR=500, such that any MOE fabricated will be robust for a fleet of MOC sensors.
The designs are ranked according to SEC, with the top candidates viewed for inspection
compared to a reference PLS regression vector for final selection. For shape matching a
custom band pass filter, Step 5) is eliminated.
3.3.3

Ion-assisted e-beam fabrication system

The selected MOE is fabricated using a custom ion-assisted e-beam vacuum
deposition process described previously.(66) The ion-assisted e-beam vacuum deposition
system was built by Denton Vacuum LLC. This tool uses electromagnetically focused
high-energy electrons to evaporate a target’s atomic species. The ion-assisted beams then
help focus and densify the vapor atomic species onto the MOE substrates, which are
borosilicate glass in the current study. Four substrate holders, 13 inches in diameter, are
mounted in the chamber in a planetary configuration that rotates about the chamber
azimuthal axis, which is 16 inches in diameter, as well as the substrate holder axis. This
dual-rotation planetary configuration allows for highly reproducible, uniform film
deposition for all MOE products. Figure 3.5 shows a top-down illustration of this
configuration. Each substrate holder accommodates 66 MOE substrates of 25.4 mm or 6
mm and a 3 inch glass witness sample for optical monitoring.
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To monitor the deposition process in-situ, the chamber is also equipped with a
suite of analytical tools. Rate control and physical thickness monitoring is supplied by an
Inficon IC6 crystal sensor deposition controller slaved to the main control system for
recipe downloads and active feedback. Each e-beam gun has its own crystal sensor head
unit. A Newport single-wavelength optical monitor system is also employed for
deposition rate control. Both of these in-situ tools are coupled with the e-beam gun to
provide real-time feedback for endpoint detection. A VIS-NIR spectroscopic ellipsometer
(J.A. Woollam, Lincoln, Nebraska) is mounted to the chamber windows with a fixed 70°
angle of incidence and can be used to measure the film thicknesses and optical constants
after the thin films are deposited. NIR and MIR transmission spectrometers (Newport,
Irvine, California) are mounted to the chamber at normal incidence and can also be relied
upon for measuring the transmission response of the fabricated MOE, as well as the
individual film layer thicknesses.
The temperature of the deposition system can be changed from ambient to greater
than 230°C. Typical silicon (Si)/silicon dioxide (SiO2) fabrication occurs at 200°C, with
optical monitoring at various temperature increments, usually of 27.8°C, from ambient to
176.7°C. This allows temperature-dependent characterization of both the transmission
profile of MOEs under fabrication and the optical constants to be determined at
increments throughout the deposition process. Characterization and re-optimization of
remaining layers is crucial for MOE performance of the target shape.(23-24,67) Because
of the temperature dependency of the index of refraction and material thermal expansion,
the transmission profile of the optical element changes with temperature. It is therefore
important to re-optimize the remaining layers based on measurements and
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characterization across the intended temperature range for MOC sensor use. As many as
five materials can be located in one of five protected pockets within the deposition
system, such that only a single material is exposed during e-beam vaporization. For the
current study, Si and SiO2 are loaded as the deposition materials, although aluminum
dioxide and titanium dioxide were present.
The ion source is used during the deposition process to create high-density films
with high n and highly repeatable n and k, which is important for creating layers with
good optical contrast. The high-density film also reduces moisture and porosity for films.
These properties are crucial for the MOE to work successfully in a downhole
environment at high temperature. This film stack profile, along with each layer’s material
optical properties, n and k, is used to determine a transmission spectrum profile. The
advanced in-situ characterization available in the fabrication system allows for the
characterization of the material optical properties over a broad range of high
temperatures. It is important that the material properties used in the design process be
similar to those used during MOE fabrication to allow for real-time re-optimization.
The speed of the ion-assisted e-beam deposition system is faster than that of the
previously reported magnetron sputtering systems.(23) Speed is an advantage in MOE
fabrication because of the drift rate of the optical constants for the materials being
deposited. Although the layer stack is re-optimized in real time during deposition, optical
constants that drift quickly during the process of MOE fabrication can make designs
under fabrication difficult to re-optimize. In the current system, approximately 1 m is
deposited per hour with an accuracy of +/- 1 nm. With 1 hour of re-optimization between
layers, a complete fabrication can be completed in one 24 hour period. The uniformity is
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also 1 nm thick, which corresponds to the wavelength uniformity for transmission
features of better than +/- 7 nm for typical MOE designs.
To establish the wavelength uniformity for features of a typical double-sided
MOE design, for which the MOE is deposited on the backside of a custom band pass
filter, a complex, 13 layer, 6.1 m thick design is selected for fabrication (Table 3.2).
Twenty custom band pass filter substrates, 25.4 mm in diameter, are placed in the
chamber for MOE fabrication on the reverse side, followed by twenty custom band pass
filter substrates, 6 mm in diameter, in the chamber for MOE fabrication on the reverse
side. Figure 3.6 shows the measured transmission of a single fabricated MOE from each
batch. Note that the real-time re-optimization during design fabrication converges to
slightly different shapes. In fact, different batches typically do not converge to exactly the
same shape, even when using the same initial design because of imperfections in the
deposition process followed by re-optimization. Even though the shapes are different, the
re-optimization can recover the designs to nearly the same target SEC. The five peaks
between 1600 and 2300 nm are used to calculate the peak position distribution for each.
Table 3.3 shows the peak position and standard deviation for each batch. For both the
25.4 mm MOE and the 6 mm MOE, the standard deviation increases as a function of
wavelength. The 6 mm fabricated batch shows slightly better uniformity than the 25.4
mm fabricated batch.
3.3.4

MOE fabrication

A PLS model is constructed using VS single-beam transmission data to the
analyte methane using the wavelength range from 1200 to 3000 nm. The leave-one-out
cross-validation shown in Figure 3.7 suggests that perhaps as many as 19 latent variables
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are significant; however, improvement is marginal from Level 7 to Level 19.
Additionally, as suggested previously, it is difficult for an MOE to replicate the
performance of a PLS model with more than seven levels. Therefore, seven levels is
selected as the maximum amount for the custom band pass filter wavelength range
search. The overall SEP performance for the full wavelength range PLS is 0.00782 g/cc
by root mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV). The independent validation
using the held out 314 spectra not used in the PLS regression vector calculates a SEP of
0.0086g/cc methane. Figure 3.4 shows the results of the truncated wavelength range
analysis. The range from 1600 to 2400 nm was selected because it has a good SEP and
provides good tolerance for MOE design. Next, a simple top hat design profile is
constructed that restricts transmission intensity to one thousandth of the contribution
from outside of this wavelength region. A top value of 80% transmission is selected
within this wavelength window. The custom band pass is designed to the top hat using
the random seed quasi-Newtonian method and the merit function of Equation 3.13. The
layer thickness is restricted to less than 6 m and 30 layers. Designs are eliminated and
sorted using the fabrication suite. Remaining designs are selected manually to identify a
good candidate of low undulation in the top portion. Although the optimal region is
determined to be from 1600 to 2400 nm, the lower range is extended slightly, with a more
gradual rise to peak transmission.
The resulting film stack consists of 16 layers of alternating Si and SiO 2 on a BK7
substrate (Table 3.2). The Si and SiO2 layers are deposited by means of ion-assisted ebeam evaporation at a pressure of 1E-4 Torr and temperature of 200°C. Optimization of
the ion-assisted process variables allows for densely packed films that are invariant to
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moisture absorption and temperature-induced changes in the optical properties. This is
evident from Figure 8, which demonstrates the final resultant spectra collected from two
different samples at room temperature (20°C) and 120°C. After the deposition of each
individual layer, the process is paused such that in-situ transmission spectra and
spectroscopic ellipsometry data can be acquired. Data analysis of the multiple spectra sets
allows precise characterization of the materials’ optical constants and deposited
thickness. These data are then implemented back into the film stack design and held
constant while the remaining layers are subsequently optimized to provide an in-situ reoptimization process that precisely accounts for any deviations in the fabrication process
from the intended design. Although the fabricated transmission function of Figure 3.8
deviates from the ideal top hat design, the design is re-optimized during fabrication to the
top hat function, not the design.
After radiometric measurement of the band pass filter at all temperature
increments, the MOE is designed. The single-beam spectra are convolved with the
radiometric contributions from each optical component in the MOC platform, including
the lamp emission profile, sapphire sampling windows, and the custom band pass filter,
providing the VS calibration set. Figure 3.9 shows the resulting VS spectra after
convolution. A PLS analysis is performed for the convoluted spectra of Figure 3.9, which
determined 0.007755 g/cc SEP using leave-one-out cross-validation. The regression
vector is constructed using five levels, which is two less than the broad-range PLS with
marginally better performance. The PLS SEP establishes a lower limit for the expectation
of the MOE candidate design performance. Comparison of the SEP helps select an MOE
candidate design close to a global optimum. In the event that the dataset is not adequately
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defined and/or has insufficient rank, the PLS analysis would yield a poor SEP by crossvalidation. In such an event, the calibration set and the experimental design need to be
evaluated. Figure 3.10 shows the five-level PLS regression vector. Note that while
absorption positively correlates with analyte concentration, transmission negatively
correlates with analyte concentration. Therefore, the strong negative PLS regression
vector features are important for analyte detection. Careful inspection of the regression
vector in Figure 3.10 identifies important spectral regions between 1600 to 1800 nm and
2000 to 2200 nm. It is expected that these spectral regions are also significant features in
a robust MOE design.
Figure 3.11 shows the results of an MOE design search initialized for methane
with an initial 200 randomly seeded designs. The MOE thickness was restricted to 6 m
and total number of layers to 16. The objective function for the optimization routine was
SEC2 by means of Equation 3.12. Nearly 75% of the designs converge to an SEC better
than 0.02 g/cc, which is better than 12% of the calibration design range. All initial 200
random designs have an SEC better than 0.035 g/cc or 20% of the methane calibration
range, thus confirming the optimization routine converges to a local minimum. Both SEC
and sensitivity are criteria for optimal design selection. The lower the SEC, the more
accurate the predictive performance for a given MOE. Sensitivity is inversely related to
the regression coefficient α1 from Equation 3.12. Sensitivity impacts performance of an
MOC sensor with respect to noise and drift. Designs with smaller values for α1 are more
robust with respect to noise. The fabrication suite selection process suggests Design A,
indicated by the black X in Figure 3.11, is the best design for use with the MOC sensor
among these MOE candidate designs. In Figure 3.11, the red X shows Design B, which
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has a similar SEC but more than 6.5 times lower sensitivity. Figure 3.12 shows the
calculated transmission at 121.1°C for Designs A and B. MOE sensitivity is related to the
total amount of analyte-specific light reaching the detector. In this regard, designs with
larger transmission are typically of greater sensitivity. Note that Design B is of
substantially lower transmission and thereby restricts the total light throughput for the
MOC sensor relative to Design A, illustrating this point. With such small overall
transmission intensity, not much light would contribute to interrogating the sample, and
one could expect the MOC sensor performance to suffer significantly. The evolution of
this design to a small overall transmission intensity is then compensated by the model
applying a large (1 = 52) regression coefficient. The optimal design with a small
regression coefficient (1 = 8) has a large overall intensity and would therefore contribute
significant light throughput for interacting with the sample spectrum. Given designs of
similar SEC values, it is intuitive that the design with the better sensitivity be chosen for
implementation into the MOC system. Complicating the choice among the designs,
Figure 3.11 shows designs with better SEC and others with better sensitivity. The design
selection method implemented with the fabrication suite identifies Design A from this
pool of 200 designs as the best compromise for the characterized noise level of the
existing MOC system. For comparison, if the PLS regression vector of Figure 3.10 is
scaled as an MOE transmission function from 0 transmission at the minimum to a
maximum transmission of 1, the 1 is 9.6, which is 20% less sensitive than Design A. In
addition, the PLS regression vector has a 23% better SEP than the SEC of Design A.
Therefore, the selected design is sufficiently near the PLS optimum, and additional
randomly seeded designs need not be considered.
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The resulting film stack of Design A consists of five layers of alternating Si and
SiO2 on a BK7 substrate (Table 3.2). The Si and SiO2 layers are deposited by means of
ion-assisted e-beam evaporation, as described previously. Figure 3.13 shows the design
MOE match to the fabricated MOE. As previously, after the deposition of each individual
layer, the process is paused and optical data acquired such that the precise
characterization of the materials’ optical constants and deposited thickness can be
measured. However, unlike the shape matching re-optimization, the direct MOE process
re-optimizes the additional layers directly to the SEC. For this reason, the final shape can
deviate from that of the initial design. In fact, as each fabrication has unique stack errors,
and each fabrication re-optimizes with unique optical constants, an identical transmission
shape is not fabricated between two batch runs. The SEC re-optimization produces final
fabricated MOEs with better SEC performance than shape re-optimization to the initial
design. Additionally, final temperature stability and sensitivity of the fabricated design
generally do not deviate significantly from the original specifications, even with the
slight shape drift. The fabricated MOEs verified with an average 0.0109 g/cc methane
concentration SEC +/- 0.0006 g/cc to one standard deviation for the batch of 10 MOEs,
as calculated by projection vs. the spectral design set. The sensitivity was slightly better
than that of the target deign, with an 1 value fabricated as 7.16 +/- 0.23 to one standard
deviation vs. the target value of 8.
3.3.5

Validation

For validation, the methane MOE and band pass reference are placed into
multiple identical MOC systems. The MOC sensor for which the MOE is designed has
been described previously.(19-22,68-69) A 5 watt tungsten halogen lamp powered at 1.8
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watts is focused by a gold-coated parabolic reflector through a 1 mm sample gap. The
high-pressure windows are 9.5 mm diameter sapphire with a 6 mm clear aperture and
length of 12.7 mm. A 6 RPM rotating carousel carries an inner and outer circumference
of 20 paired positions for an MOE and corresponding band pass reference channel. The
light emanating from the sapphire sample cell is split and passed through the MOE and
band pass reference along separate paths and subsequently focused to a pair of balanced
dual-channel thermopile detectors by means of gold-coated off-axis parabolic mirrors.
The total distance from filament to detector is less than 33 mm.
For the laboratory validation, a set of MOC sensors containing MOEs for the
methane analyte are placed in an oven and attached to a hydraulic pump to provide
conditions similar to that of a fluid in a subterranean petroleum well at 65.6 to 121°C and
20.68 to 82.74 MPa. The validation setup is similar to that described previously (63)
However, in the current validation, the optical cell and spectrometer described in (63) are
removed from the system, with the MOC sensor instead plumbed into the validation
system. For the laboratory validation experiment, the MOC system detector is wired to a
commercial National Instruments (Austin, Texas) USB data acquisition board for digital
records. A custom in-house built driver board supplies power to the light source, detector
amplifier, and motor. Fluids were prepared by a third-party vendor (Westport Technology
Center International, Houston, Texas) and subsequently injected into the validation
system using procedures described previously.(63).
The laboratory validation was conducted in three phases using three different
sensors, all containing the same methane MOE design. In Table 3.4, the sensor number
specifies a different physical sensor, whereas the series number specifies the carousel
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configuration of sensor. The global oil library (GOL) consists of dead oils (i.e., fluids
containing no volatile gas components) that are reconstituted to live oil (LO) (i.e., fluids
with dissolved gas under pressure) conditions, and also the LOs were sampled from
petroleum reservoirs. Both GOL and LO samples were analyzed by gas chromatography
for reference.(63) The different sensor configurations contain additional MOEs for
different analytes with each series increase, but each also contains the original MOE
methane design. With the exception of the carousel configuration, the MOC optical train
and sensor electronics are of the same design among sensors and sensor series.
Field validations for the MOC sensor were conducted. A total of two sensors were
used to determine the methane concentration of fluid contained within four different oil
wells (Table 3.5). The oilwell conditions varied from 37.8 to 80°C and 16.55 to 34.47
MPa. The sensors were placed in a 120.65 mm (4 3/4 inch) outer diameter pressure
housing with temperature-robust electronics and lowered into the petroleum wells while
mechanically, electrically, and hydraulically connected to four different WFTs for each
test. Each WFT contained a mechanical hydraulic pump that collected fluid from the
petroleum-bearing rock formation. The pumpouts lasted from 1 to 4.5 hours, depending
on the formation properties. The fluid was passed along a flow line from the wellbore
rock formation interface, through the pressure sealing pad, past a hydraulic pump,
through the MOC sensor, and then past a check valve into the wellbore. After the sample
was considered sufficiently clean from drilling fluid filtrate contamination, a portion of
the flow was diverted into a pressure-compensated sample chamber and brought to
surface. The contents of the collected sample were analyzed by gas chromatography and
compared to readings from the MOC sensor received during pumpout. Table 3.5 shows
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the results. The direct readings of the detector signal are used to calculate methane
concentration without temperature correction, or temperature based calibration. All live
oils and field samples were analyzed in a blind fashion with results provided to a third
party before receiving reference values.
3.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3.14 shows an SEC comparison of the measured vs. predicted
concentration between the theoretical performance of Design A and the PLS model. The
MOE performance is similar to the PLS regression, slightly outperforming the MOE
regression. Broadly, the individual samples appear to project with a similar structure as
the PLS and MOE regression. A primary difference between the MOE vs. PLS regression
vector performance is the system for which each regression vector is developed. The
MOE is developed for a compact, multitemperature, high-pressure sensor, whereas the
PLS regression vector is developed for comparatively large FTIR operating at a stable
room temperature with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detector. Although the PLS
regression vector is developed using fluid spectra across a temperature range from 65.5 to
121.1°C, the MOE needs to operate with a lower SNR and larger temperature variation.
Therefore, during the MOE design, the optical regression vector is intentionally
developed for petroleum well in-situ use across this same temperature range. This is
achieved by pairing the temperature-dependent transmission spectrum, as dictated by the
temperature-dependent materials’ optical constants, with the fluid spectrum of the same
temperature. For the example illustrated in Figure 3.13, the MOE design is plotted for a
temperature of 121.1°C. Typically, higher temperatures tends to red-shift interference
filter-based transmission spectra, such as the MOE optical regression vector. The shift
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causes a degradation of regression performance if this is not considered during the design
evolution. By forcing the evolution of a multitemperature MOE design, the performance
of a single-temperature MOE design is never quite achieved; however, performance is
stable over the multiple temperatures. At a given temperature over the design range, the
MOE regression profile compensates to best match the corresponding temperaturespecific spectra.
Figure 3.15 shows the effect of a multitemperature compensated design vs. a
single-temperature design. Beginning with the same 200 initial random seed designs,
single-temperature MOE designs are optimized using Equation 3.12 but with the number
of temperatures, n, as only one such that the high temperature and low temperature, tH
and tL, are both 121.1°C. The multitemperature designs are optimized using Equation
3.12 with the number of temperatures, n, set to three—specifically, 65.5, 93.3, and
121.1°C. The single-temperature designs, as a population, achieve better singletemperature SEC than the multitemperature designs, having both better SEC, on average,
and a tighter distribution of SEC. In fact, the single-temperature optimized designs
achieve an SEC more similar to that of the PLS regression vector. However, when the
single-temperature design transmissions are re-calculated with the temperature-dependent
material optical properties and compared to the same fluid calibration set, a significant
degradation in performance is observed. This illustrates the necessity to design MOEs
with respect to the temperature range of intended use.
3.4.1

Laboratory and field validation

Table 3.4 shows results for the laboratory blind validation of the MOE-based
MOC sensor. The root mean square (RMS) accuracy across all sensors and fluids from
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Table 3.4 is 0.00937 g/cc methane, which is similar to the typical design limit of MOEs
from Figure 3.11 and slightly better than that predicted for Design A (0.0101 g/cc
methane). Samples LO190821 and LO197188 were replicate samples as aliquots of the
same oil. The standard deviation of the replicate samples was 0.00106 g/cc,
demonstrating the resolution of a same sample measurement with the same MOC sensor.
The standard deviation of the set of four samples at a concentration of 0.08 g/cc methane
is 0.00232 g/cc methane, demonstrating the precision of a single MOC sensor in multiple
fluids. Samples LO246541-A and LO246541-B were aliquots of the same sample
measured using two different MOC sensors. The standard deviation of these samples is
0.00443 g/cc methane, demonstrating the precision of a single sample across multiple
MOC sensors.
Table 3.5 shows the field validation results for two different MOC sensors.(68,70)
Samples 1, 3, and 4 are from the same well, while Samples 2, 5, and 6 are each from
different wells; Samples 1 through 4 are light oils, and Samples 5 and 6 are gas. Although
this MOE was not specifically designed for gas, the results are surprisingly consistent for
gas. This might be a result of the stronger signal and lower interference for gas samples
relative to oil samples. Specifically, the gas samples are, on average, 96% methane. The
total RMS error between the field measurements and laboratory measurements for all
samples in Table 3.5 is 0.00748 g/cc methane. The RMS error of Oil Sample 1 is 0.00904
g/cc methane, which is closer to the design SEC. Again, the RMS error is slightly smaller
than that of the design.
Figure 17 shows the combined dataset of the laboratory validation and the field
validation. The global RMS accuracy across the laboratory validations and field test is
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0.0089 g/cc methane concentration. The combined range of validation is from 0 to 0.229
g/cc methane, which is a larger range than that of the 0.002 to 0.1729 g/cc calibration
range used for the MOE design. Additionally the combined dataset spans five MOC
sensors, albeit with the same MOE design. The validated MOC performance is similar to
the independent PLS validation of 0.0086 g/cc.
It is worth noting that an optimal candidate design was very simple with only 5
layers with an average thickness of 688 nm. This MOE was chosen as having the best
SEC after Fabrication Suite screened the potential candidates. In fact the designs with
the top 10 SEC had an average of 6.8 layers with 842 nm thickness. In comparison, the
best 10 SEC candidate designs without regards to ease of fabrication were on average
12.5 layers of 404 nm average thickness. In addition the designs that were easiest to
fabricate were tested by edging the layer uniformity criteria up until only 10 designs
remained. These designs that are considered most able to be fabricated had an average of
only 4.8 layers with an average of 823 nm thickness. All considered designs from all
three groups were of SEC better than 10% of the calibration range. There are two
potential advantages of fewer layers and thicker layers. First, more layers are more
opportunities for fabrication mistakes to take place. Second, thinner layers are affected
more by a fabrication error than thicker layers. Temperature robustness likely has an
innate tendency to drive the MOE design toward fewer layers of greater thickness as
broader regression features will be less likely to be affected by thermally induced
wavelength shifts.

Alternatively more layers allow narrower and more complex

transmission features. MOE regression vector design is then a compromise between the
competing criteria of accuracy driving more and thinner layers verses fabricatibility and
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temperature performance driving fewer and thicker layers. The overall thickness of the
designs are limited to 6000 nm in order to ensure stability with respect to temperature
cycling induced delamination, but the optimal design did not even use this maximum
allowed thickness with a total thickness of 4873 nm.
It is interesting to note that the design used for uniformity test was performed
using a methane MOE design. The design was chosen because it had sharp features
thereby making identification of the wavelength position easy to identify and because it
was particularly difficult to fabricate which would test wavelength uniformity for a
relatively difficult design. Although the fabricated MOEs were never intended for use,
every attempt was made to re-optimize the fabrication to the best possible SEC. The
design SEC for the MOE was 0.0088 g/cc methane. However, the calculated SEC for the
batch of fabricated 25.4 mm MOE cores was .037 +/- .005 g/cc methane, and for the 6
mm cores was .039 +/- .005 g/cc methane. Each reported batch performance distribution
is to one standard deviation, suggesting that calculated performance of the two sets of
MOEs is not significantly different for a two tailed distribution with rejection probability
of 0.05. In comparison, the distribution for the batch performance was +/- 0.0006 g/cc
methane for the best candidate methane design of this study, 8 times better than the MOE
fabricated for the uniformity test. With two separate fabrication batches of the same
performance, it can be argued that either performance was not the product of a bad
fabrication, but rather a product of the limit of the fabrication uniformity.

Clearly this

design was not easily fabricated, as evidenced by its removal with the fabrication suite
simulation and the design characteristics of 13 layers of 469 nm thickness. Lastly it is
worth noting that the peak positions are displaced for the two runs in order from lowest
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wavelength to highest wavelength by 11.2 nm, 14.1 nm, 17.4 nm, 12.1 nm, and 16.4 nm
with the 25.4 mm MOEs shifted to longer wavelengths. This shift is likely not the result
of fabrication errors, but rather a consequence of the real time re-optimization. As the
deposition process stacks errors, the recovery process as governed by the real time reoptimization never quite recovers the exact same design. However, usually, the SEC can
be recovered within the limit of the fabrication capability as evidenced by this example.
It is interesting that for the past 15 years since the inception refining an MOE
design by nonlinear optimization to a random layer initialization, no other method of
MOE design has been found to be more effective. Past initialization searches within this
laboratory have utilized 5,000 to 20,000 random seeds.

As such, a search of only 200

random initializations for an optimization routine may seem small and insufficient to
fully map a 16 variable multi-dimensional MOE regression vector design space.
However, designing the MOE to be temperature invariant in response requires
considerably more iterations to converge than problems that do not consider temperature
invariance. The using the same 200 random initializations the routine which did not
consider temperature required only required a few hours to complete for the entire set,
whereas the design that did consider temperature required a couple of days to complete.
In actuality, we are not trying to fully map the design space, but rather only find a
sufficient that can be fabricated with good accuracy and good sensitivity.
The MOE regression SEP performance of 0.0089 g/cc methane is very similar to
the PLS SEP regression performance of 0.0086 g/cc methane. None the less, it is of
interest to determine if the MOE performance is significantly different from that of a PLS
regression. The confidence 95% interval of the single MOE regression vector can be
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estimated based on a leave one 16 validation points. The MOE regression vector was
determined to be 0.0089 g/cc +/- .0005 g/cc methane to the 95% confidence interval for
15 degrees of freedom. To determine if this MOE SEP performance was within the
distribution of PLS performance, the distribution was estimated by an iterative hold out
procedure. The dataset was divided 40,000 times, iteratively such that randomly 1/3 of
the data was held out for validation, and a PLS regression 5 level PLS regression vector
developed with the remaining 2/3 data. The mean performance of regression vectors
calculated was 0.0086 +/- 0.0008 g/cc methane to the 95% confidence interval. The
MOE regression performance lies well within the distribution of PLS, and cannot be
rejected as an outlier. Therefore, performance of the MOE regression vector and is not
significantly different from the performance of 5 level PLS regression as designed to this
dataset.
It is important to note that the PLS regression vector is not necessarily the best
MOE core. In fact this has been observed with the design of other PLS regression
vectors for other analytes in which the sensitivity of is lower by nearly a factor of two
compared to a MOE regression vector of similar SEC. The PLS regression vector is
designed to FTIR dataset to be applied to future samples collected on the FTIR
spectrometer. Although the ICE core is designed to the FTIR dataset, it is not to be
applied to that dataset, but rather to be applied to the MOC sensor.

Any FTIR

spectrometer has nuances and artifacts unique to that instrument and likely not relevant to
the MOC sensor. A PLS regression vector designed on an instrument, and applied to the
same instrument inherently mitigates these effects. An MOE is not an FTIR and
inherently can’t reproduce these artifacts. Therefore, when the MOE regression vector is
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applied against the FTIR dataset, the performance is underestimated as it is penalized by
the inability to mitigate these artifacts. However, because the MOC sensor does not
contain these artifacts, the validated performance is usually better than expected. This
has been observed repeatedly with MOC systems in our laboratory, and in some
instances, the validated MOE performance is better than that obtained with the PLS
regression vector.
Not all error of calibration, SEC or validation SEP, is due to the performance of
the regression vector, or the instrument. Some of the error is due to reference value. For
reconstituted samples, this error is low, since methane is accurately added by pressure to
a cylinder and the liquid is volumetrically measured with a metering pump. The ability to
add pressure can be measured within +/- 0.1 psi to one standard deviation using a quartz
gauge, and the ability to measure liquid volume is accurate to within +/- 0.1 ml to one
standard deviation. Fluids were reconstituted with 200 ml of liquid, and final density
measured to +/- 0.0001 g/cc to one standard deviation with an in situ densitometer.
Using a Monte Carlo simulation for the API gravity, and reservoir fluid density
measurements of the calibration set, it is likely that the fluids were reconstituted to better
than +/- 0.00005 g/cc methane to one standard deviation for the reference fluids including
the reconstructed live oils of the validation study. Using the reconstituted samples as a
reference, it has further been shown that methane may be measured in the live sample to
better than 4.6% relative accuracy to one standard deviation. This value is taken to be the
accuracy for which methane may be measured in 4 field samples of oil. The 4 field
samples of oil, Field 1 through Field 4, can provide a reference of about +/- 0.002 g/cc to
one standard deviation.

The field gas samples are directly measured on a gas
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chromatograph with a relative accuracy of 0.5 mol%.

The field gas samples were

contained approximately 95% methane with the balance primarily ethane and only trace
higher hydrocarbons. The samples Field 4 and Field 5 are known to accuracy of +/0.001 g/cc methane and +/- 0.0008 g/cc methane respectively. Therefore, the composite
contribution of validation uncertainty across all 16 samples due to the reference values is
approximately +/- 0.001 g/cc methane to one standard deviation.
3.5

CONCLUSION

Analyte measurement in a complex mixture using MOC by the MOE method is
similar in performance to an FTIR instrument in the laboratory using a PLS regression
vector. Surprisingly, this is accurate even when the MOC sensor operates at a broad range
of high temperatures representative of petroleum reservoirs. This success is achieved as a
result of both design and fabrication. The MOE needs to be designed for high
temperatures considering both the fluid and MOE spectral changes with temperature.
During design, it is not necessary to exhaustively map the MOE transmission design
space, but a sufficient mapping leads to a good understanding of the performance
expectations of MOEs. Even if the fabrication suite slightly overestimates the validated
RMS performance, this is preferable to ensure a robust design is selected for MOC sensor
use. The simulated response of the MOEs using the fabrication suite also helps select a
design capable of fabrication that will perform well in real-world conditions. Equally
important to the design and selection of an MOE for broad-range high-temperature use is
the fabrication of the optical component. The ion-assisted e-beam deposition system
described here allows real-time in-situ monitoring of the complex index of refraction for
materials deposited. In conjunction with the transmission function, this allows re-
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optimization of the MOE to account for deposition and modeling imperfections. The reoptimization is successful, in part, because the optical constants and transmission
function are determined in-situ at the temperatures which the MOE has been designed
and will be used. Additionally, the optical constants drift slightly in the time period over
which deposition occurs. The high-temperature ion-assisted deposition provides low
moisture, low porosity, and a highly dense medium, which are important for hightemperature use. The fabrication consistency of the MOEs across the five MOC sensors
likely enhanced the performance consistency. The current technique represents a
significant improvement for the measurement of chemical compositions in hightemperature, high-pressure petroleum wells.
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Table 3.1:
The composition range of recombined components into
petroleum fluid base oils. The GOR shows the relative concentration of
recombined fluids to the petroleum base.

Temp. (°C)
Pressure (MPa)
Methane (g/cc)
Ethane (g/cc)
Propane (g/cc)
CO2 (g/cc)
GOR (scf/bbl)

Minimum
65.5
20.684
0.002
0
0
0
76
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Maximum
121.1
82.727
0.1729
0.0882
0.071
0.1211
22851

Table 3.2:
Shown are the thin layer stack recipes for the designs discussed. Each
row shows the thickness of the thin film for the material shown in the last column.
The first column shows the layer number with the first layer being deposited directly
onto the substrate and the last layer for that design exposed to air. The second
column “MOE Design (nm)” shows the recipe for the fabricated methane MOE. The
third column, “Alternate Design (nm) shows a design that was not chosen for
fabrication, but rather listed for comparison to the selected design due to the good
SEC but very low sensitivity. The fifth column shows the bandpass filter fabricated
in this study. The fifth column, ”Uniformity Test Design (nm)”, is an MOE chosen
for sharp easy to measure features but difficult to fabricate so that an upper
boundary of wavelength fabrication tolerance can be established.
Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Total

Design A
(nm)
406.4
1232.4
514.7
1059.0
225.6
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
4873.4

Design B
(nm)
703.8
262.7
566.9
150.0
203.4
130.1
452.0
392.5
392.5
741.3
627.9
602.8
409.5
435.3
—
—
6070.7

Band Pass
(nm)
38.7
133.2
53.7
632.8
217.8
542.2
207.5
532.8
210.0
651.7
37.8
792.1
28.2
831.2
26.9
356.9
5254.8
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Uniformity
Test (nm)
412.4
536.2
188.8
663.5
264.1
564.5
240.6
667.7
85.3
716.6
720.2
469.5
572.7
—
—
—
6102.1

Material
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2

Table 3.3:
The results of the MOE fabrication system uniformity test.
Twenty MOEs were fabricated on substrates for each of the 6 mm substrates and
25.4 mm substrates. The standard deviation for each peak of the each batch is
calculated. The mean position difference for each peak is also calculated for the
25.4 mm substrate to the 6 mm substrate.
6 mm Substrate

Peak 1
Peak 2
Peak 3
Peak 4
Peak 5
Mean

Mean
Position
1641.6
1689.2
1827.4
1935.4
2160.2
—

25.4 mm Substrate

Standard
Deviation
4.9
4.4
5.4
5.9
6.6
5.44
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Mean
Position
1652.8
1703.3
1844.8
1947.5
2176.6
—

Standard
Deviation
5.4
6.5
6.5
5.9
8.0
6.46

Position
Difference
11.2
14.1
17.4
12.1
16.4
14.24

Table 3.4:
Laboratory validation work for MOC Sensor Series 1, 2, and 3. All
measurements presented are acquired at 93.3°C and 40.369 MPa. The reference
values are reconstituted with methane to known concentrations with an uncertainty
of approximately +/- 0.00005 g/cc methane. Live oil samples labeled LO were run
as blind validation.
MOC Sensor
Sensor 2 Series 100
Sensor 2 Series 100
Sensor 2 Series 100
Sensor 2 Series 100
Sensor 2 Series 100
Sensor 2 Series 100
Sensor 2 Series 100
Sensor 2 Series 100
Sensor 3 Series 200
Sensor 4 Series 300

Sample
GOL13
GOL33
LO190821
LO197188
LO192809
LO196726
LO192795
GOL34
LO246541-A
LO246541-B
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Laboratory
0
0
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.08
0.104
0.104

MOC Sensor
0.008
0.002
0.0946
0.0931
0.091
0.0503
0.0328
0.0893
0.09573
0.102

Table 3.5:
Results for the field test of MOC sensors using the methane MOEs.
Samples 1-4 are oil samples with reference accuracy of approximately +/- 0.002
g/cc methane to one standard deviation. Samples 5-6 are gas samples with
reference accuracy of approximately +/- 0.001 g/cc methane. All samples were
run as blind validation.
MOC Sensor
Sensor 5 Series 200
Sensor 5 Series 200
Sensor 5 Series 200
Sensor 5 Series 200
Sensor 1 Series 100
Sensor 1 Series 100

Sample No.
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6
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Laboratory
0.046
0.055
0.036
0.042
0.229
0.170

MOC Sensor
0.050
0.041
0.045
0.036
0.236
0.167

Figure 3.1:
Pure component spectra and API 40 crude oil at a gas-to-oil ratio (GOR)
of 1600 scf/bbl (standard cubic feet per barrel of liquid) light crude oil acquired at 41.369
MPa and 121.1°C.
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Figure 3.2:
Custom band pass filter vs. an ideal top hat baseline offset. The deviation
from an ideal reference is compensated by the MOE design.
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Figure 3.3:
The MOE reference configuration. A regression vector is designed from a
spectral library and encoded as the transmission function for an MOE (shown in orange).
As light (blue arrow) passes through an unknown sample, represented by the cloud, the
resultant light (red arrows) passes through the MOE and onto a detector, whereas a
separate path of light is passed through the reference (in green) and onto a detector.
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Figure 3.4:
Color map of the PLS SEP for beginning wavelengths to ending
wavelengths for methane. Dark blue is low SEP better than 5% relative to the methane
calibration range, and dark red is higher than 30% SEP relative to the calibration range.
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Figure 3.5:

Top-down schematic of the ion-assisted e-beam deposition system.
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Figure 3.6:
Middle MOE transmission of 20 optical elements for a 25.4 mm vs. 6.0
mm double-sided fabrication.
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Figure 3.7:
Knee-plot of model error vs. number of PLS model levels. The SEP by
RMSECV is shown in blue and SEC by root mean square error of calibration (RMSEC)
is shown in red.
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Figure 3.8:
Temperature stability and repeatability of custom bandpass. The leading
edge at 1502.6 nm has a temperature stability of 0.0495 +/- 0.0004 nm/°C and trailing
edge at 2388.5 nm has a temperature stability of .0374 +/- 0.006 nm/°C. The repeatability
of the leading edge is +/- 3.1 nm and trailing edge is +/- 1.4 nm for the batch at the 95%
confidence interval.
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Figure 3.9:
The virtual sensor spectra used for calibration are generated as the vector
product of the transmission function for all optical components in the MOC sensor,
thereby representing the spectra that the MOC detector would observe.
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Figure 3.10: Methane 5 level PLS regression vector for FTIR virtual sensor single
beam transmittance. The regression vector is designed to the virtual sensor single beam
transmittance calibration set.
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Figure 3.11: Methane design plotted against SEC and the sensitivity related regression
coefficient α1. The black X shows the optimal Design A, and the red X shows Design B,
which has a similar SEC but substantially lower sensitivity. The green cross shows the
hypothetical position of an ideally transferred PLS regression vector.
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Figure 3.12: MOE transmission profile for a large (red curve) and small (black curve)
regression coefficient design. Note this transmission profile is not convoluted with the
custom band pass filter.
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Figure 3.13: Fabricated MOE stack compared to the theoretical transmission based on
the stack design. The differences in the target design vs the fabricated MOE are due to
the re-optimization process. As little stack errors build layer upon layer during the
fabrication process, the nonlinear optimization routine uses the in-situ measured optical
constants and the transmission profile for the partially fabricated MOE to re-optimize the
remaining layers in order to achieve the best SEC performance as opposed to retaining
the original transmission shape.
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Figure 3.14: Measured vs. predicted methane concentration comparison between
theoretical PLS model and MOE design.
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Figure 3.15: Temperature analysis results for 200 random seeded designs, using the
same random seeds for the single- temperature vs. multitemperature optimizations.
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Figure 3.16: Performance for the combined validation study of methane by MOC
sensor compared to laboratory gas chromatography analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
MEASUREMENT OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE IN
PETROLEUM RESERVOIRS WITH DUAL-CORE MULTIVARIATE
OPTICAL COMPUTING
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Accurate compositional measurements of reservoir petroleum fluid are necessary
for various exploration and production activities, such as ensuring a well is safely drilled,
identifying new discoveries, evaluating the production potential and value of such
discoveries, optimizing the capital investment for production, and designing a field
management system across multiple wells.(1-3) To determine the petroleum fluid
composition in a newly drilled well, samples are typically acquired from within that well
at high temperature and pressure using a wireline formation tester (WFT).(1-13) The
WFT is lowered into the well using an electrical wireline cable and physically extracts
fluid, by means of a mechanical pump, from the rock formation to capture that fluid in
pressurized sample chambers. The pumping action reduces near-wellbore drilling fluid
filtrate contamination, which invades the rock as a result of the drilling process.
Sufficient pumping time is necessary to acquire a sufficiently clean formation fluid
sample with little miscible filtrate contamination. It is important to ensure that those
samples are of low contamination and represent the formation fluid from which they were
collected; otherwise, a laboratory analysis will not provide the information necessary to
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address the exploration and production activities. The dissolved methane gas
concentration in the petroleum fluid is used to address these concerns.(1,3,14-15)
Chemical fluid composition has been measured in-situ using filter spectrometers or a
combination of filter and grating spectrometers.(2,8,15-16) The state-of-the-art
measurement is achieved with the filter and grating spectrometer combination, providing
an accuracy of 0.0139 g/cc.(2,6)
In-situ detection of carbon dioxide in petroleum-bearing formations is highly
desirable. The presence of carbon dioxide in a petroleum asset negatively affects the
value of that asset.(17-18) Carbon dioxide lowers the BTU value of natural gas, and it
needs to be scrubbed from a fluid stream before pipeline shipping to prevent lowering the
value of the commingled production.(19-22) Petroleum production operational costs can
be higher as a result of carbon-dioxide-related scale, which chokes the production and
requires remediation.(23-25) Additionally, the presence of carbon dioxide can corrode
production systems, surface facilities, and pipelines not designed to handle corrosive
concentrations of carbon dioxide. In fact, the capital asset investment to construct
corrosion-resistant wells, corrosion-resistant production equipment, and surface
scrubbing facilities is significantly higher compared to production without carbon
dioxide.(17) Corrosion alone costs the oil and gas industry USD 1.4 billion, with
approximately 60% of failures directly related to carbon dioxide.(17) Furthermore, lost
production related to corrosion failures costs the oil and gas industry further tens of
billions of dollars in lost revenue.(18) Concentrations greater than 2 bar partial pressure
are considered highly corrosive and from 0.2 to 2 bar moderately corrosive.(26)
Assuming a typical gas reservoir pressure of 200 to 1000 bar and gas molecular weight of
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19 to 22 g/mol (27-28) the concentration at which carbon dioxide is highly corrosive
corresponds to between 0.41 to 2.4 wt%. A system can be moderately corrosive from
0.041 to 2.4 wt%. In the liquid petroleum phase with the presence of organic acids, 0.1 to
1 mM can have the same corrosive power as that of 0.2 bar and 2 bar, respectively.(29)
However, carbon dioxide can be valuable for enhanced oil recovery when used as
a sweeping fluid to push oil out of a reservoir, as long as the carbon dioxide does not
break through to production and reduce the concentration of oil produced.(30-32) In
addition, during enhanced oil recovery in silicate rock formations, the reservoir
geochemistry acts as a permanent sink for carbon dioxide sequestration as long as the
carbon dioxide does not break through.(33,34) With environmental concerns regarding
carbon dioxide, it is desirable to prevent release while, at the same time, carbon dioxide
sequestration represents an opportunity for the petroleum industry to offset its impact,
particularly as carbon credits become more popular.(35-38) However, for carbon credits
to become effective for enhanced oil recovery sequestration, monitoring and verification
are necessary.(39-40)
Measurement of carbon dioxide content allows for better operational and financial
management of petroleum assets.(25) Measurement of carbon dioxide in-situ has been
accomplished with a 20-channel filter near-infrared (NIR) spectrometer attached to a
retrievable WFT with a limit of detection for oils of 7 wt% and an absolute accuracy of 4
to 10 wt%.(41) The authors attribute the low accuracy and high limit of detection to a
lack of sensitivity in the NIR for carbon dioxide relative to the spectroscopically
interfering hydrocarbons present in petroleum or low net analyte signal (NAS).
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MOC has been shown to match the sensitivity and accuracy of a partial least
squares (PLS) regression using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer.(42) MOC
performs an analogue dot product regression in the optical domain with the use of a
MOE. 43 The NIR (1952 to 2080 nm) region is still less sensitive for analyte carbon
dioxide than the mid infrared (MIR) (2686 to 2835 nm) region, with a peak band intensity
ratio of (43) between the two regions.(44) Therefore, a new dual MOE MOC sensor has
been developed to access the MIR for carbon dioxide detection. The accuracy of the
carbon dioxide and methane measurements with an MOC sensor is 0.0011 g/cc (+/-0.16
wt%) and +/-0.0063 g/cc (+/-1.0 wt%), respectively, at high pressure (62.05 Mpa) and
high temperature (65.5 °C).
4.2

THEORY

For fractional transmittance, T, attenuation of an optical signal increases with
concentration, such that the signal is negatively correlated to concentration, as shown in
Equation 4.1.(45) Specifically, an initial light intensity I0 impinges a sample and is
attenuated exponentially as it passes through a length, l, of the sample by a material- and
wavelength-specific attenuation constant, . The attenuation is also exponentially related
to the concentration of the attenuating substances, and therefore spectroscopy can be used
to derive the concentration of a substance by measuring the resultant optical intensity, I,
for a characterized system. Used here, (decadic) absorbance, A, is the negative log10 of
fractional transmittance and is linearly related to the concentration of a chemical species,
as shown in Equation 4.2.(46) Chemical interference is an additive signal not caused by
the analyte but rather a species that responds to the measurement technique.(47-48) This
is in contrast to matrix interference (47-48) also known as matrix effects, which have a
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multiplicative nature and will not be discussed here. With a Beer’s law relationship for
optical signals, all chemical species, including the analyte and chemical interference
species, provide a unidirectional correlated signal with concentration (i.e., negative for
transmittance and positive for absorbance). Beer’s law can be defined in matrix form as
shown in Equation 4.3, where 𝐴⃗𝑖 is the column vector of absorption as a function of
wavelength for species i, at a given concentration and 𝜀⃗𝑖 is the column vector multiwavelength attenuation constant, known as the molecular fingerprint. Any spectrum of
the set of spectra, S, is the sum of absorbance from all optically active species, i, and X,
the response matrix, as a set of S as rows of X. The response matrix X, or spectral set S,
can also be filled with pseudo linear transmittance data.(49-50) A calibration response
matrix is obtained from samples of linearly independent concentrations of optically active
species and a set of reference analyte properties, which are usually concentrations, the
vector y. Using linear least squares, a regression vector B can be calculated by Equation
3.2 for a set of corresponding analyte reference values, the vector y, and then projected
against a new spectral set to obtain a predicted analyte concentration estimate, the vector
ŷ, using Equation 3.3.(48,51-52)
𝑇=

𝐼 𝜀𝑙𝐶
10
𝐼0

A=-LOG10(T)=lC

4.1
4.2

𝐴⃗𝑖 = (𝜀⃗𝑖 𝑙)𝐶

4.3

B=(X’X)-1 XTy

4.4

BTS=ŷ

4.5

For a large set of highly correlated channels, as is often the case with NIR data,
the response matrix of Equation 3.2 can be poorly conditioned for inversion.(53) Rotation
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of the correlated variables to a set of orthogonal latent variables by means such as
principal component analysis (PCA) overcomes this difficulty.(51) A principal
component (PC) scores matrix is constructed as a linear combination of the original
response matrix by projecting the responses for each sample onto a new set of orthogonal
axis dimensions (i.e., PCs). The PC axis is constructed such that each PC is orthogonal
and captures the largest residual variation within the dataset not described by previous
(lower-order) PCs.(54) The PC dimensions capture the internal correlation of the dataset,
and the reduced dimensionality of new orthogonal variable scores is well-conditioned for
inversion. A linear dot product regression vector in the original response variable space
can be constructed from the PC scores coefficients and the PC eigenvectors as a principal
component regression (PCR) to the analyte.(51) PLS is another eigenvector calibration
technique of reduced dimensionality. PLS also designs a linear dot product regression
vector, but each successive eigenvector is constrained to capture the maximum variation
for the reference analyte concentration from the calibration matrix.(51) Although the
PCR and PLS regression vectors are constructed from different rotations of the
calibration matrix, the performance is often similar, even over a broad range of
conditions, but PLS generally requires fewer eigenvector latent variable levels.(52) In
fact, many algorithms, linear and nonlinear, can be used to construct a linear dot product
regression vector of similar performance.(55)
MOC is a multivariate linear regression technique that performs an analog dot
product calculation, in the optical domain, between a linear regression vector and the
inherent optical intensity spectrum of light emanating from a sample. The regression
vector shape is encoded as a transmission pattern for one or more optical elements. MOC
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most typically uses an MOE, which is constructed as an interference filter. Laminated,
thin film layers of two materials with different refractive indexes (Ri) are deposited onto a
substrate. Here, Ri is used to denote the complex refractive index (index of refraction) as
opposed to the real part n vs. the imaginary part ik for Ri = n + ik. The goal of calibration
is to encode a regression vector as a transmission profile using a thin film stack design. A
specifically designed thin layer stack can sufficiently match a regression vector shape.
The MOE regression vector can either be predetermined—for instance, by PCR or PLS—
or directly designed to a calibration set.(56) As spectral light passes through the MOE,
the Hadamard vector product, an element-by-element multiplication, of the sample
intensity spectrum with the MOE naturally occurs. The Hadamard vector product is
followed by a summation of all light wavelengths by a detector, thereby completing the
dot product. Therefore, the resultant detector signal is proportional to the analyte
concentration for which the regression vector was designed plus a sample-dependent
offset.(57) The sample-dependent offset can be subtracted either by use of light reflected
from the element, a reference spectral signal, or a secondary optical element.(43,58)
MOEs operate on the intensity spectrum emanating from a sample, as described in
Equation 4.1, not the linear absorbance form of the Beer-Lambert law from Equation 4.2.
Therefore, the MOE does not strictly operate on signals linear with the analyte
concentration. However, it has been shown that higher-order linear models can model
some nonlinearity.(49-50,58-60) As such, MOEs operating on single-beam intensity
transmittance can still provide a reasonable measurement, as long as they can reproduce a
higher-order regression vector.
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A regression vector that corrects interference contains both positive and negative
coefficients. For transmittance data, the negative coefficients sum the analyte signal,
whereas the positive coefficients subtract the interference. Because light passing through
the MOE can only supply a positive signal to the detector, giving rise to the sampledependent offset, correction of that sample-dependent offset requires a second signal
attained simultaneous to the MOE signal multiplexed in time or a combination therein.
The second signal is subtracted from the first signal, either as complimentary positive and
negative lobes to the regression vector, (58) as a beam splitter reflection of the MOE,
(43,57,61) or as a bandpass reference to which the MOE is designed (62). The positive
and negative lobe configuration places an awkward constraint on the design, such that the
complimentary lobe MOEs need to have zero transmission where the other has a signal.
In practice, it is difficult to encode all but the simplest complimentary transmission
functions. The beams splitter configuration overcomes this difficulty because the light
reflected from the MOE vs. light transmitted through the MOE naturally fix the
regression vector lobes. Further, this method has the potential to have the greatest
sensitivity because both the transmitted and reflected light have the potential to strike a
detector. Unfortunately, this configuration has proved difficult to implement robustly,
and instead the bandpass reference has been the basis for commercial applications.(6368)
Traditionally, the design of an MOE is accomplished by a nonlinear optimization
of a single randomly seeded thin layer film stack, such that the transmission spectrum
matches a dot product regression vector.(56-57) The film stack layers are typically
constrained to be alternating high- (e.g., silicon) and low- (silicon dioxide) index
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materials on a BK7 substrate, respectively. This transmission spectrum is projected
against an analyte property, such as concentration, to determine the predictive accuracy
and sensitivity of the randomly chosen design. The merit-based regression analysis step
follows by changing the layer thicknesses, and therefore the transmission spectra, until a
local minimum can be achieved in the predictive performance. The traditional merit
function for the search process for a single optimal filter is that of SEC2 as the average of
‖𝑦 − 𝑦̂‖2 for n samples, as shown in Equation 4.6.
𝑆𝐸𝐶 2 =

‖𝑦 − 𝑦̂‖2
𝑛

4.6

𝑋1𝑀𝑂𝐸 = [𝑋 ∙ 𝑇, 𝑋 ∙ 𝐵𝑃]

4.7

[,]=BMOE

4.8

For Equation 4.6, the vector of estimated concentrations,𝑦̂, is calculated from Equation
3.3 using X1MOE as the spectral set, S. X1MOE is a two-column matrix, where the first
column is calculated as the dot product of the MOE transmission function, T, and the
spectral calibration set X, and the second column is the sum of the spectral intensity over
reference bandpass function BP. The MOE transmission function, T, is a column vector
equal to the number of columns of X. The set of regression coefficients, B, is estimated
from Equation 3.2 using the calibration matrix X1MOE. The first and second coefficients of
B for an MOE, BMOE, of any two-channel design are herein referred to as  and  as
reflected by Equation 4.8. For a single MOE reference design,  coefficient represents
the MOE magnitude and is inversely proportional to sensitivity.  represents the
magnitude to which the reference bandpass is subtracted to mitigate the sampledependent offset. The optimization finds a local optimum of T by iteratively changing the
thickness of each layer of MOE thin-film structure, such that the squared error of
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calibration ‖𝑦 − 𝑦̂‖2 (SEC2) (69) is minimized. As a result of the non-convex nature of
this optimization problem, a global minimization solution might not be obtained with a
single starting point. Because the solution is a local optimum, multiple initial seeds are
used to increase the likelihood of determining a satisfactory utilitarian minimum or
generate multiple near optimum solutions with different stack properties. The resulting
designs are sorted by SEC and sensitivity and compared to the SEC and sensitivity of a
reference calibration, such as PLS.(51)
The success of the single-core MOE with a reference bandpass depends on the
complexity of the regression vector required for a given application. That is, the more
complex the required regression vector shape, the more difficult it is to design and
fabricate an MOE transmission pattern that matches a PLS regression vector performance
Also, a more complex the transmission pattern shape requires more thin film layers,
which decreases the composite transmission throughput. Because the sensitivity of an
MOC sensor is related to the total optical throughput of the system, complex MOE
shapes usually dictate a lower-sensitivity sensor. The theoretical limits for performance
could be difficult to achieve because a single MOE core and neutral density linear
combination does not yield the high-frequency structure representative of an optimized
regression vector, such as a PLS regression vector. The carbon dioxide regression is
sufficiently complex that a single MOE designed to a bandpass reference does not
perform well. A new dual-core MOE configuration allows an MOC sensor for carbon
dioxide to better approach PLS performance. Significantly more complex MOE
regression vectors can be developed by utilizing two optical elements in two
complimentary channels. Unlike the complimentary lobe technique, the dual core does
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not constrain transmission to zero at any wavelength of either MOE, thereby removing
the awkward constraint of the earlier method.
4.3
4.3.1

EXPERIMENTAL
MOE Design

A dead oil sample is a petroleum fluid which has lost components that are volatile
at standard stock tank conditions (i.e., 14.7 psi and 68°F). The common volatile
components that are lost include the hydrocarbon components of methane, ethane,
propane, butanes, and pentanes, and the common volatile inorganic gases lost include
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide, argon, and helium.(27) A live oil is one that
has been sampled from a petroleum reservoir and maintained in a compensated pressure
chamber, above the bubble point, such that the gas remains dissolved as a single-phase
fluid. Dead oil fluids can be reconstituted to live oil conditions, which is referred to as a
reconstituted fluid. For this study, dead oil samples were used as a base fluid to be
reconstituted using a small-volume pressure, volume, temperature, x-composition
(PVTX) system outfitted with a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, which
has been previously described.(70) Two mutually exclusive datasets were used to design
the methane dual-core MOE and carbon dioxide dual-core MOE. For this study, 721
spectra at a wavelength between 1300 to 2500 nm were used for the design of the
methane MOEs, and 291 spectra at a wavelength between 2500 to 3300 nm were used for
the design of the carbon dioxide MOEs. Outlier detection and resampling was used for
this final selection of spectra in both calibration sets.(71) The base fluids used to
construct the methane calibration set contained medium oils of <22.5 to 30 API weight;
light oils of <30 to 40 API weight, which had a gas to oil ratio (GOR) less than 1700
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scf/bbl; volatile oils of <30 to 45 API weight, which had a GOR between 1700 and 3500
scf/bbl; condensate fluids of 35 to 50 API weight, which had a GOR higher than 3500
scf/bbl; and gas samples containing no liquid oil portion. Heavy oils of API weight 22.5
and less were excluded from the calibration matrix. The reconstituted base oils used for
the methane calibration set were designed to mimic the natural variation of reservoir
petroleum as determined by a four-component factor analysis (54) of a large commercial
petroleum composition dataset (GeoMark, Houston, Texas) containing more than 14,000
petroleum fluid analyses. A total of 161 base fluids was reconstituted with gas to form the
calibration set for methane, along with six gas mixtures. For the methane calibration set,
only the gas samples contained carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide calibration set
contained 31 medium oil samples as base fluids that were reconstituted to different live
oil compositions. For the carbon dioxide calibration set, the methane and carbon dioxide
reconstitution composition targeted the reservoir composition from which the base oils
were sampled. Because there is little optical activity of methane, ethane, and propane
relative to that of carbon dioxide in the 2500 to 3300 nm region, only methane was added
as the dominate hydrocarbon gas component (27-28) to attain matrix conditions for the
in-situ reservoir fluid. Table 4.1 shows the range of compositions for each of the
calibration sets. The spectra for both sets were collected at 65.5, 93.3, and 121.1°C and at
20.684, 41.369, 62.053, and 82.727 MPa, which spans the pressure and temperature range
for the intended MOC system use. The base fluid was then recombined with different
concentrations of gas components, with subsequent spectral collection at the temperaturepressure combination points.
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The dual-core MOE design process simultaneously optimizes the two MOE
transmission patterns to operate as a single regression vector. This is in contrast to the
single-core design, for which a single MOE transmission pattern is optimized to a static
bandpass function. Several improvements can be realized with respect to the existing
single MOE design method. Allowing a regression vector to be distributed between two
transmission patterns provides a significantly larger degree of freedom to identify
acceptable regression vectors. Accordingly, the design complexity of each of the two
MOEs can be reduced, and the MOEs can be more easily manufactured with less
susceptibility for error and variability. Finally, superior accuracy in the predictive
performance is realized because a regression vector can be achieved that has a much
higher frequency structure and greater complexity compared to a single MOE
transmission profile, which is more Gaussian in nature.
Modifications to the design process are made for the dual-core MOE design to be
used in petroleum wells. The dual-core MOE needs to be designed for use in broad
temperature ranges. The transmission profiles Ta and Tb of the MOE pair are calculated as
a function of temperature, t. To do so, the complex index of refraction constants are
characterized as a function of temperature. At each temperature of each iteration step of
the optimization routine, an in-house routine solves Abele’s matrix formalism (72) for the
propagation of electromagnetic waves through an alternating layer dielectric medium.
(56) The formalism is used to calculate the total transmission and reflection profile for
the evolving stack design as a function wavelength, angle, and ensemble of all layer
complex indexes of refraction and thicknesses for every temperature of the characterized
index of refraction. The transmission profiles, Ta and Tb, are temperature matched to the
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same temperature for which the spectra Xt have been collected in Equation 4.9. The
X2MOE matrix is used with Equation 3.2 to calculate the regression vector B, yielding the
coefficients  and . In practice, three temperatures were selected for design: 65.6, 93.3,
and 121°C. Additionally, the elements of the reference concentration vector yt need to be
temperature matched to the predicted concentration vector ŷt, as absolute concentration is
also a function of temperature. If the temperature-dependent transmission functions are
used with Equation 4.6, the SEC will now reflect an MOE SEC over the temperatureevaluated range. Ultimately, by accounting for the temperature behavior in the MOE
transmission profiles, spectral signatures, and reference concentration vector, the MOE
will be designed optimally across the intended temperature range of use.
A second design consideration for the MOE is the MOC sensor detector
sensitivity. The merit function of Equation 4.6 optimizes an MOE to SEC without an
explicate regard to sensitivity. Therefore, the MOE will be optimized to the inherent
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the data from which the MOE is designed. This can result
in accurate regression vectors that fail in the presence of actual instrument drift and noise.
Although detector noise is only one component of a system’s noise characteristics, the
MOC sensor, which uses a thermopile detector, does not have the SNR of the laboratory
FTIR liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector. The digital
reference spectra Xt used in the optimization have a larger SNR than is inherent to the
MOC sensor. The magnitude to which analyte prediction is degraded by noise-related
error is inversely proportional to the sensitivity of the regression vector. The MOC
sensitivity is also related to the quantity of light that reaches the detector. This quantity of
light is influenced in part by the MOE design. To design an MOE regression vector for an
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actual MOC sensor, a merit function needs to contain a penalty related to the evolution
low-sensitive designs as well as the accuracy of the regression vector. Equation 4.10
calculates the error of an individual spectrum prediction ŷi as the deviation from the
reference value yi. Equation 4.11 calculates a detector intensity of a spectral signal Xi
through a transmission function equal to either Ta(t) or Tb(t). Because there is also an
error associated with each detector signal, Equation 4.12 calculates this error for each
spectral signal as the sum of squares of the error for Detector A, DA, and Detector B, DB.
Equation 4.12 amplifies this noise by the inverse of each of the dual-core MOE’s
contribution to sensitivity,  and  using the MOC characterized SNR. The final mean
squared error is calculated as the sum of the squares for the noise and accuracy
contributions of every design with Equation 4.13. Essentially, the mean square error
(MSE) objective function is derived to optimize a pair of MOE cores such that the error
associated with accuracy and sensitivity are both minimized. MSE scales linearly with
SEC accuracy, and typically the minima for MSE will also be the most accurate design as
well. The nonlinear optimization routine (56) needs no functional modification, as the
layers of each dual-core MOE in the pair are modified as a composite in one iteration step
but applied separately to the individual cores. For Equation 4.13, the number of
calibration samples, n, is equal to 291 for the case of carbon dioxide and 791 for
methane. The SNR is empirically determined as the lower 95% confidence limit, a value
of 500 for the NIR and 200 for the MIR, as measured form 85 MOC sensors. The SNR is
used to constrain the design solutions to meet acceptable real-world sensor sensitivity
criteria. The binary scheme of weighting devised for Equations, 4.10, 4.12 and 4.13 could
be more generally replaced with a sum of squares response for SEC accuracy and noise.
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However, because crude oils are of significant optical density variation, this scheme was
derived to provide weight to the source of errors as a winner-takes-all approach for a
particular oil type. Designing an MOE with the consideration of noise allows easy
identification of the most optimal design and potentially helps evolve designs that
otherwise would not if noise was not considered during the evolutionary design process.
𝑋2𝑀𝑂𝐸 = [𝑋𝑡 ∙ 𝑇𝑎 (𝑡), 𝑋𝑡 ∙ 𝑇𝑎 (𝑡)]

4.9

𝜎𝑖𝐴 = |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂|
𝑖

4.10

𝐷𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖 ∙ 𝑇

4.11

𝜎𝑖𝑁 =
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√𝛼 2 ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝐴
+ 𝛽 2 ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝐵
𝑆𝑁𝑅
1

2
2
. 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √𝑛 ∑𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝜎𝑖𝐴 + 𝜎𝑖𝑁 )

4.12

4.13

The third consideration in the design of an MOE is the ability to fabricate that
MOE. The uniformity of the ion-assisted electron beam (e-beam) deposition system used
to fabricate the MOE pairs has been determined as +/-1 nm thickness to one standard
deviation. This corresponds to a standard deviation of approximately a +/-7 nm
wavelength for features in a typical transmission function, although exact thickness
effects are dependent on wavelength and transmission design. With a single core, it is
customary to screen a batch of designs for fabrication effects; however, because two
cores are expected to work in tandem, it was decided to include the uniformity tolerance
as part of the design process. As the nonlinear optimization evolution process proceeds,
designs are perturbed by +/- 1 nm thickness using a normal random distribution. In this
manner, the design process only produces designs that are inherently able to be
fabricated. The final design is returned and evaluated without perturbation.
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Sensitivity is a crucial factor determining the robustness of a regression vector for
a given instrument. The sensitivity of a generic multivariate regression vector to a
calibration set can be assessed using NAS theory across multiple instruments and
multiple wavelength ranges. (55,73-75) The sensitivity of a single MOE regression vector
can be compared to a dual core or to that of a PLS regression vector shape. Therefore, a
calibration of carbon dioxide in the NIR can be directly compared to a calibration of
carbon dioxide in the MIR. NAS as proposed by Faber, (74) in the form of Bro, (75) will
be used. Although the form of NAS calculation is the same, Faber argues that the analyte
concentration to be used is the reference concentration as the best estimate of the true
analyte concentration so that the best estimate of a true NAS can be calculated. Bro
argues that the concentration that should be used is the model-predicted concentration, so
that the figures of merit can be better calculated to specifically compare various models.
This work follows Bro’s recommendation. Specifically, this method allows estimation of
a NAS directly from a regression vector B, as given in Equation 4.14, where x*k,i is the
net analyte vector for the kth analyte in the ith sample for the analyte concentration ŷi. The
literature refers to the NAS as both the vector and the vector norm; however, here NAS
will refer directly to the vector and NNAS to the norm of the vector. For calculation of
the NAS sensitivity, the MOE single- and dual-core regression vectors can be calculated
as B2MOE and B2MOE, respectively, using Equations 4.15 and 4.16.

x*k,i= B(BTB)-1ŷi

4.14

𝐵1𝑀𝑂𝐸 = 𝛼𝑇 + 𝛽𝐵𝑃

4.15

𝐵2𝑀𝑂𝐸 = 𝛼𝑇𝑎 (𝑡) + 𝛽𝑇𝑏 (𝑡)

4.16
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The NAS vector represents the signal space from the analyte in each sample that is
orthogonal to interference.(73-74) Because various regression vectors can span a
different cross-section of a fundamental NAS vector space, this method of calculation is
specific to a regression vector. The norm of the NAS vector is the magnitude of a signal
from which a univariate model can be used to construct model figures of merit that fully
represent the multivariate model. NAS allows multiple MOE designs to be compared to
one another and directly to a PLS or other dot product regression vector over multiple
wavelengths, as long as the wavelength resolution and magnitude are appropriately
scaled.
Carbon dioxide has predominant spectral features in both the NIR (1300 to 2500
nm) region as well as the MIR region (2500 to 3300 nm). The FTIR transmittance PLS
regression for both the separate regions provides a similar prediction of 4.5% over the
full range from 0 to 0.1060 g/cc, which is 0.6 wt% for an 0.8 g/cc oil. The MIR PLS
calibration and regression vector are shown in
Figure 4.1. However, the NIR region regression vector is more complex and
requires latent variables (seven) compared to the MIR regression vector, which requires
four latent variables. This can be expected as a result of the larger amount of hydrocarbon
interference in the NIR.(41) Because the regression vector in the NIR must be orthogonal
to more interference, the effective signal is reduced. NAS was performed on both regions
independently, and the results are illustrated in
Figure 4.2. The norm of the NNAS for each is plotted vs. the carbon dioxide
concentration, with the slope being indicative of the overall sensitivity. From the Figure
1, the MIR region offers a 27 stronger signal response compared to the NIR region
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despite the overall light throughput being weaker in the MIR region resulting from the
black body lamp emission profile.
Using leave-one-out cross-validation, the PLS analysis identifies a root mean
square error of cross-validation (RMSECV) of 0.0048 g/cc (or 4.5% of the range) using a
four-level model. The good cross-validation result suggests the dataset is of sufficient
rank for modeling. This helps establish a performance limit for the dual-core design
process and will help evaluate the design results with reference to a global optima. Using
the same dataset for a PLS and MOE deign, it would be difficult to obtain an MOE SEC
larger than the PLS RMSECV, and if any designs are obtained with a numeric SEC larger
than the PLS RMSECV, they might be suspect of overfitting the data. Therefore, certain
designs, those with significantly greater SEC than the PLS SEC limit, are discarded as
potentially overfit. Along with the performance limits, the PLS analysis also provides the
four-level-based regression vector. The PLS regression vector can also be used to identify
the spectral regions most important for the analyte of interest.
To design a set of MOE channels for an MOC sensor, the spectra are transformed
to the single-beam spectra that the detector of the MOC sensor would observe. To
accomplish this, the spectra are normalized to fractional transmittance and then
convolved with the radiometric contributions of optical components along the optical
path of the sensor, including the lamp, bandpass, windows, and detector. The spectra used
for carbon dioxide calibration are shown in Figure 4.3. The activity from 2650 to 2900
nm is caused by the carbon dioxide combination (+3) band.(44) Because there is
significant baseline activity in the region resulting from the unassigned background of the
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oil matrix, a wider region from 2500 to 3300 nm is selected for MOE design for
multivariate background interference correction.
To ensure a design sufficiently close to a global optimum for carbon dioxide in
the prediction error is identified, 500 initial MOE seed designs are generated with a
random number of layers and random thicknesses. The total thickness is constrained to 6
micrometers and the number of layers for each of the MOE pairs to 16. The design is
similar in fashion to the single-core design described previously.(56) However, because
two transmission functions are generated simultaneously, both sets of layers are adjusted
in response to the regression vector dot products (Equation 4.13) using the nonlinear
optimization routine. That is, at each optimization iteration, the MOE transmission is
projected vs. the spectral dataset as a dot product. This dot product between each MOE
transmission profile and the convolved spectral dataset represents a virtual MOC sensor
response. Next, a multiple linear regression (MLR) model is established consisting of the
two virtual detector responses and the measured concentration values of the analyte of
interest.(51) The result of this MLR model yields the two regression coefficients, α and β,
which can be applied to each MOE transmission profile to define the optical regression
vector. The optimization routine then continues this process by iteratively changing the
layer thicknesses of each MOE to derive the next iteration of the MOE transmissions.
The optimization routine is terminated when the resulting optimized optical regression
vector produces a minimum in the mean square quantity (MSE) objective function
defined by Equations 4.13.
Figure 4.4 compares a design optimization of carbon dioxide single- and dualcore MOE designs with an initial 500 randomly seeded designs. The initial 500 random-
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seed designs all had an SEC greater than 18%. Note the performance improvements of a
dual-core design compared to the single-core design solutions. This example is one way
to illustrate the performance improvements offered by a dual-core design approach
compared to a single-core solution. The best performing single MOE design has an SEC
of approximately 8% with an MSE of 0.008 g/cc, whereas the dual-core design has an
SEC equal to 5.4% and an MSE of 0.0064 g/cc. The results of the optimization plotted in
Figure 4.4 are also used to select the best candidate design. Another way to
illustrate the performance improvements that a dual-core design offers is to evaluate the
results with respect to NAS.
Figure 4.4b plots the same optimized design solutions vs. the NNAS. As a
reference point, the PLS limits for both SEC and NNAS are provided by the green dashed
line. The results shown in
Figure 4.4b suggest that the dual-core design solutions offer a significantly larger
NAS compared to those of the single-core design solutions for SECs greater than 15%.
To calculate the PLS NNAS, the regression vector was scaled from the maximum to
minimum value of 2 as if it had been encoded as a dual-core MOE into a virtual MOC.
Figure 4.5a plots both MOE transmission profiles for the best performing dualcore design selected as the lowest MSE. The width and frequency of these transmission
peaks and valleys are dictated by the thin film structure and have a limit to the fidelity of
their features. These features change for different thin film structures of the MOEs, but
they are typically larger than the spectral fidelity usually observed for a PLS regression
vector in this spectral region. With the dual-core pair of MOE cores, an optical regression
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vector can be computed using the weighted regression coefficients from the MLR model
at a higher fidelity than that of the typical single-core MOE. Figure 4.5b shows the
optical regression vector achieved by applying a first coefficient (α = -2.84) to MOE-A
and a second coefficient (β = 5.96) to MOE-B. This dual-core MOE design optical
regression vector is also compared to the best performing single-core design solution.
Figure 4.6 plots the close agreement between the predicted results achieved with
the optimized dual-core design with that of the PLS analysis. The SEC for the dual-core
regression vector is similar to that of the PLS regression vector, with a relative accuracy
of 5.4% compared to 4.5%, respectively. In addition, the structure of the analyte residuals
appears similar, with groups of sample concentration projected by both PLS and MOC in
a similar fashion.
A review of the double methane core MOE results provides some insight into the
additional complexity achievable with a double core vs. single core. The 721 spectra used
as the methane calibration set were normalized to a virtual MOC sensor and then used to
optimize both single- and dual-core MOE designs. A total of 2,500 initial random-seed
designs were optimized for each dual-core MOE design and a single MOE design. A
five-level PLS regression vector for methane, as assessed by a leave-one-out RMSECV,
achieved 5.3% accuracy. A seven-level PLS regression vector for methane, as assessed
by a leave-one-out RMSECV, achieved 4.3% accuracy. Figure 4.7 shows that some
single cores do achieve the five-level PLS accuracy for both SEC and NNAS sensitivity
(not shown); however, none reach the performance in either SEC accuracy or sensitivity
of a seven-level model. Further, there is greater difficulty for the optimization routine to
converge to a consistent minimum for a single core. With the dual-core MOE solution,
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not only do cores achieve the PLS accuracy and sensitivity but most converge to that
limit, suggesting that the dual core offers a significant additional degree of freedom.
Figure 4.8b shows the individual MOE-A and MOE-B transmission functions.
The linear combination using an  and  as 6.51 and -4.53, respectively, is shown in
Figure 4.8b superimposed on the PLS regression vector. Although every inflection is not
mimicked, the individual MOE transmission functions of Figure 4.8a combined broadly
resemble the features of the PLS regression vector. Figure 4.8a is representative of the
Gaussian-esque regression vector shapes that can be achieved with a single MOE core
solution. The linear combination of two cores, however, allows nuanced inflections,
which can be crucial to a regression but are not possible with a single core.
4.3.2

MOE Fabrication

The selected MOE is fabricated using a custom ion-assisted e-beam vacuum
deposition process described previously.(76) The ion-assisted e-beam vacuum deposition
system was built by Denton Vacuum LLC (Moorestown, New Jersey). This tool uses
electromagnetically focused high-energy electrons to evaporate a target’s atomic species.
The ion-assisted beams then help focus and densify the vapor atomic species onto the
MOE substrates, which are borosilicate glass in the current study. Four substrate holders,
13 inches in diameter, are mounted in the chamber in a planetary configuration that
rotates about the chamber azimuthal axis, which is 16 inches in diameter, as well as the
substrate holder axis. This dual-rotation planetary configuration allows for highly
reproducible, uniform film deposition for all MOE products. Each substrate holder
accommodates 66 MOE substrates of 25.4 or 6 mm and a 3 inch glass witness sample for
optical monitoring.
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To monitor the deposition process in-situ, the chamber is also equipped with a
suite of analytical tools. Rate control and physical thickness monitoring is supplied by an
INFICON (Bad Ragaz, Switzerland) IC6 crystal sensor deposition controller slaved to the
main control system for recipe downloads and active feedback. Each e-beam gun has its
own crystal sensor head unit. A Newport (Irvine, California) single-wavelength optical
monitor system is also employed for deposition rate control. Both of these in-situ tools
are coupled with the e-beam gun to provide real-time feedback for endpoint detection. A
visible (VIS)-NIR spectroscopic ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam, Lincoln, Nebraska) is
mounted to the chamber windows with a fixed 70° angle of incidence and can be used to
measure the film thicknesses and optical constants after the thin films are deposited. NIR
and MIR transmission spectrometers (Newport, Irvine, California) are mounted to the
chamber at normal incidence and can also be relied upon for measuring the transmission
response of the fabricated MOE, as well as the individual film layer thicknesses.
The temperature of the deposition system can be changed from ambient to greater
than 230°C. Typical silicon (Si)/silicon dioxide (SiO2) fabrication occurs at 200°C, with
optical monitoring at various temperature increments, usually of 27.8°C, from ambient to
176.7°C. This allows temperature-dependent characterization of both the transmission
profile of MOEs under fabrication and the optical constants to be determined at
increments throughout the deposition process. Characterization and re-optimization of
remaining layers is crucial for MOE performance of the target shape.(3,43, 77) Because
of the temperature dependency of the index of refraction and material thermal expansion,
the transmission profile of the optical element changes with temperature. It is therefore
important to re-optimize the remaining layers based on measurements and
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characterization across the intended temperature range for MOC sensor use. As many as
five materials can be located in one of five protected pockets within the deposition
system, such that only a single material is exposed during e-beam vaporization. For the
current study, Si and SiO2 are loaded as the deposition materials, although aluminum
dioxide and titanium dioxide were present.
The carbon dioxide and methane dual-core MOEs are fabricated according to the
designs provided in Table 4.2. The Si and SiO2 layers are deposited by means of ionassisted e-beam evaporation at a pressure of 1E-4 Torr and temperature of 200°C onto a
BK7 (Schott AG, Mainz, Germany) 6 mm substrate. A total of 30 substrates is loaded for
each of the methane MOE-A and MOE-B cores. A total of 30 substrates is loaded for
each of the carbon dioxide MOE-A and MOE-B cores. Optimization of the ion-assisted
process variables allows for densely packed films that are invariant to moisture
absorption and temperature-induced changes in the optical properties. This is evident
after the deposition of each individual layer, where the process is paused so that in-situ
transmission spectra and spectroscopic ellipsometry data can be acquired. Data analysis
of the multiple spectra sets allows precise characterization of the materials’ optical
constants and deposited thickness. These data are then implemented back into the film
stack design and held constant while the remaining layers are subsequently optimized to
provide an in-situ re-optimization process that precisely accounts for any deviations in
the fabrication process from the intended design.(77) As verification of the deposition
process, the dual-core MOEs are each measured with the NIR and MIR spectrometer. A
matching routine for MOE-A and MOE-B cores is created based on the measured
transmission functions so that the best combination of pairing is achieved. Every
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combination of possible core matches is projected vs. the design database to calculate the
standard error estimate. This provides a possible 900 combinations for methane and a
possible 121 combinations for carbon dioxide. The lowest SEC match is selected as the
first pair, with the next lowest selected from the remaining pool until all matches have
been made. The methane cores all verified between 4.90 and 5.07% relative standard
error estimates, with an average of 4.98% +/- 0.048% to one standard deviation. The
carbon dioxide cores all verified between 5.27 and 5.85% relative standard error
estimates, with an average of 5.51% +/- 0.18% to one standard deviation.
4.3.3

Validation

For validation, the dual-core carbon dioxide and methane MOEs are placed into a
MOC systems. The MOC sensor for which the MOE is designed has been described
previously.(63-64,67,78-80) Briefly, a 5 watt tungsten halogen powered at 1.8 watts is
focused by a gold-coated back parabolic reflector through a 1 mm sample gap. The highpressure windows are 9.5 mm diameter sapphire with a 6 mm clear aperture and length of
12.7 mm. A 6 RPM rotating carousel carries an inner and outer circumference of 20
paired positions for MOE-A and corresponding MOE-B. The light emanating from the
high-pressure sapphire sample cell is split and passed through the MOE and bandpass
reference along separate paths and subsequently focused onto a pair of balanced dualchannel thermopile detectors by means of gold-coated off-axis parabolic mirrors. The
total distance from filament to detector is less than 33 mm.
For laboratory validation, a set of MOC sensors containing the MOEs is placed
into an oven and attached to a hydraulic pump to provide conditions similar to that of a
fluid in a subterranean petroleum well at 65.5°C and 62.05 MPa. The validation setup is
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similar to that described previously.(70) However, in the current validation, the optical
cell and spectrometer described in (70) are removed from the system, with the MOC
sensor instead plumbed into the validation system. A custom in-house built driver board
supplies power to the light source, detector amplifier, and motor, and a custom data
acquisition board acquires analog signals from the sensor to be stored in a computer. Four
validation fluids were selected with the composition shown in Table 4.3. The
compositions were selected to represent the distinctly different fluid types of a volatile
oil, light oil, medium oil, and heavy oil to help ensure the MOC sensor would operate for
a diverse range of oil types. Although a heavy oil was not included in the calibration
matrix, the heavy oil chosen is on the borderline with medium oils, with the distinction
between the two groups as 22.5 API weight base oil. The volatile oil, medium oil, and
heavy oil were reconstituted live fluids, whereas the light oil was obtained as a live fluid
from a petroleum reservoir.
The validation fluids are measured with the MOC sensor in the oven, which is
operated at 65.5°C and 62.05 MPa to mimic the operational conditions of a petroleum
reservoir. Measurements are calculated as a 15 minute average for a total of 90
measurements. Each measurement represents a 50 ms snapshot as the MOE pair rotates
into position in full continuous view of the detector. Figure 4.9 shows the results for
carbon dioxide. The predicted concentration was calculated from the theoretical  and 
designed values derived from the virtual MOC sensor. The linearity of the reference
concentration with the measured concentration is surprisingly high, with a squared
correlation coefficient of 0.997, especially across the large diversity of validation fluids.
The MOC sensor shows a small offset of -0.0009 g/cc but a rather large slope of 1.8293
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and a standard error estimate of 0.0011 g/cc. The relative standard error estimate is 1.1%
of the design range for carbon dioxide, or +/- 0.16 wt%. Methane is validated with a
squared correlation coefficient of 0.988, slope of 1.8161, and intercept of -0.364, with a
standard error estimate of 0.0063 g/cc. The relative standard error estimate is 3.62% of
the design range for methane or +/-1.0 wt%. The measured response, slope, and offset for
methane and carbon dioxide are used to calibrate the MOC sensor.
The MOC sensor is placed in a WFT, which is used to acquire reservoir samples
during the process of formation pumpout.(1-13) The WFT was lowered to a location
within the petroleum well having a pressure of 67.07 Mpa and temperature of 89.9°C.
The calibration conditions for the MOC sensor in the laboratory differed slightly at
24.4°C (6.7% absolute temperature deviation) and 5.02 Mpa (7.5% absolute pressure
deviation) from the field conditions. In principal, the MOC sensor is designed to be
temperature robust, but it was intended to provide close conditions for calibration. Fluid
is withdrawn from the formation through a hydraulically sealed probe using a mechanical
pump in an effort to clean the near-wellbore fluid of drilling fluid filtrate contamination,
a byproduct of the drilling process. Throughout the pumpout, the contamination is
reduced and the concentration of drilling fluid filtrate increases. After 228 minutes, a
sample of the formation fluid is captured. Figure 4.10 shows the measured methane,
carbon dioxide, and GOR throughout the pumpout as determined by the MOC sensor
without averaging. The captured sample was sent to a laboratory for analysis by gas
chromatography and reference bulk properties, also shown in Figure 4.10. The final
MOC sensor readings are presented as an average for the last 50 sensor measurement
points acquired over 500 seconds. Pseudo normalization (58) is used to compensate any
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drifting of the MOC system. The in-situ measured methane concentration matched the
laboratory value within 2%, and the measured carbon dioxide value matched the
laboratory value within 20%. The GOR is a measure of the total hydrocarbon and carbon
dioxide gas divided by the amount of oil. The MOC sensor also contains a previously
described (63,67,78) single-core hydrocarbon GOR MOE, which, although not the
subject of this study, is useful for reference in the discussion. From the laboratory
analysis, the total gas of the GOR is composed of 56.23% methane, 23.3% carbon
dioxide, with the balance being hydrocarbon components of ethane through pentane. The
sampled fluid contains residual drilling fluid filtrate equal to 3.22 wt%, based on a gas
chromatograph analysis, as compared to that of a pure filtrate sample, (11) which was
collected at the well site. Additionally, the pH of the acquired filtrate sample is measured
as 8.9.
4.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dual-core MOE offers a better sensitivity and accuracy combination than the
single-core MOE for both carbon dioxide and methane, as designed for an MOC sensor
with noise considerations. It is interesting that although the designed SEC performance of
the methane and carbon dioxide dual cores never exceeded the SEC for the PLS
regression vector, the laboratory validated dual-core MOE performance for both analytes
exceeded that of the PLS leave-one-out validation. In fact, the validated performance was
also better than the designed MOE accuracy. It is possible that the validation set was not
representative; however, the validation set was specifically designed to span the range of
compositional and matrix variation, as determined by the commercial database. The four
oils chosen for validation fell into the standard categorical formation oil definitions of a
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heavy oil, medium oil, light oil, and volatile oil. Anecdotally, this has been the
observation for many MOE validations. A second possible explanation could be that
FTIR spectra obtained contain both linear and nonlinear artifacts. When designing an
MOE, either single or as a dual pair, it is evaluated against the FTIR spectra. Therefore,
the evaluated performance might not be better than the quality of the spectra from which
it was designed. However, on average, the primary features of the analyte are present
within the spectral data, and therefore the MOE evolves to capture the variation of these
features. Further, the MOE regression vector, as evidenced by Figure 4.8b, is smoother
than the PLS regression vector. It is possible that the PLS regression vector itself is not
entirely orthogonal to the artifacts within the calibrations set and therefore has a higher
leave-one-out RMSECV validation accuracy than if the data contained no spectral
artifacts. Because the MOE is inherently smoother than the PLS regression vector, a
natural constraint of the interference-based transmission pattern, it is more difficult for
the MOE to capture some of the higher-frequency artifacts. Perhaps the MOE was
designed with some FTIR spectral data artifacts, potentially giving rise to the negative
intercept observed for both the carbon dioxide and methane regression. However,
because the spectral light emanating from the sample that strikes the MOE does not
contain the FTIR spectral artifacts, the effect could simply be corrected with the
calibration of actual fluids. This is not to say that the MOC device does not contain its
own artifacts; rather, overall, the impact of the artifacts in the MOC sensor is smaller than
that of the FTIR. A future simulation experiment could explore this concept further.
The sensitivity (i.e., slope) of the MOC sensor for methane and carbon dioxide
(1.82 and 1.83, respectively) was significantly higher for the actual MOC sensor than that
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expected from the virtual MOC sensor. The similarity of the methane and carbon dioxide
slopes suggests that the deviation is caused by the MOC sensor itself and not deviations
in the fabricated MOE relative to the designed MOE. This is not entirely surprising
because both the estimates of optical throughput and noise are conservatively estimated
for the virtual MOC sensor. This ensures that the MOEs are designed for a suite of actual
sensors having natural performance variations and are field deployed. The sensitivity is
related to the total amount of light reaching the detector as well as the level of
interference correction. The greater the interference correction (i.e., more light that is
subtracted from the signal resulting from the interfering species), the lower the NAS. For
carbon dioxide, neither the dual- or single-core MOE designs achieve the NNAS
sensitivity and SEC accuracy combination compared to the PLS regression vector for a
virtual MOC sensor. Effectively, no combination of dual cores or any single core allowed
as much light to strike the detector as a hypothetical PLS MOE. Some of this is a result of
the individual MOE transmission limits of each MOE core. From Figure 4.8a, it can be
observed that the MOE-A transmission range is approximately 60%, with a 65% peak
minus a 5% baseline; for the MOE-B, it is 80% with a 80% peak minus a 0% baseline.
The total intensity range then of the selected design is only 70% that of a hypothetical
PLS MOE. In the evolutionary MOE design process, there are additional constraints for
the MOE fabrication that require an MOE to be temperature robust and able to be
fabricated. Designs that are not stable or able to be fabricated are of little practical use.
No such constraint is applied to the PLS regression vector. Ina addition, the MOE is
designed with respect to noise that is not inherent to the FTIR data. Therefore,
comparison of the MOE regression vector to a PLS regression vector is primarily only
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instructive for design selection, not a full estimation of atonable limits. In fact, the
methane MOE did nearly reach the PLS limit of accuracy and far surpassed the limit of
NNAS sensitivity. This can be rationalized from Figure 4.8b. Note the strong negative
feature at 1610 to 1685 nm corresponding to the methane CH first overtone stretch (23)
and the negative feature from 2150 to 2250 nm corresponding to the combination
band.(81) Whereas the PLS regression vector more strongly weights the 1610 to 1685 nm
region, the MOE more strongly weights the 2150 to 2250 nm region. Likely, the greater
transition strength intensity of the combination band region provides significantly greater
sensitivity with similar albeit slightly less accuracy to that of the overtone region.
However, the MOE evolution, which is designed with MOC noise considerations,
optimizes to weight the combination region. In addition, note that the digital weights of
the PLS regression vector are sharp, whereas the analog weights of the interference-based
transmission pattern are broad. If the sharp features of the PLS regression vector are
scaled to the maximum range for a dual MOE core arrangement of 2, less light than that
of the broad arrangement actually strikes the MOC detector. Specifically, a PLS
regression vector designed as a digital operation might not be the optimal transmission
pattern to encode as an MOE for an MOC sensor.
Laboratory analysis of the final sampled fluid from the field test compares well to
that of the real-time in-situ determination. Methane differed by 0.07% absolute (2%
relative), and carbon dioxide differed by 1.8% absolute (20% relative). Both methane and
carbon dioxide values, as determined by laboratory analysis, are within the range of each
calibration. Real-time determination of methane and carbon dioxide is highly valuable.
Carbon dioxide levels were determined to be significantly higher than that at which
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carbon dioxide becomes a corrosion problem. For methane, the concentration determined
is sufficient to provide sampling information. During the sampling pumpout process,
drilling fluid filtrate, which is present in the near-wellbore region, is flushed through the
WFT by mechanical pumping action and expelled into the wellbore. As the pumpout
continues, the composition of the fluid in the WFT grades from drilling fluid filtrate to
formation fluid. Drilling fluid filtrate contains no dissolved gas, whereas the formation
fluid usually has some dissolved gas. In Figure 4.10, it can clearly be observed that the
level of gas to oil increases throughout the pumpout asymptotically to a constant value of
1412 scf/bbl. Carbon dioxide accounts for 23.3% of the GOR, or 324 scf/bbl. Although
the MOC measured value of carbon dioxide is low at 20% or 65 scf/bbl, this is only 4.6%
of the total GOR and less than the measurement accuracy of GOR. Nearly 80% of the
carbon dioxide increase occurs after 91 minutes of pumpout, a curious observation
indeed. The GOR after 91 minutes increases from 1125 to 1412 scf/bbl, which is
accounted for by the increase in carbon dioxide.
Drilling fluid filtrate is caustic, containing multiple oil- or water-soluble basic
compounds designed to scavenge acidic compounds, such as hydrogen sulfide or carbon
dioxide. Drilling fluid can contain water-soluble and/or oil-soluble acid scavenging
compounds to help reduce corrosion and bind with acid species to protect against
hydrogen sulfide. These reactions can be reversible with a reduction in pressure to
recover carbon dioxide or hydrogen sulfide.(82-83) It might be the case that, before 91
minutes, the concentration of the drilling fluid filtrate was sufficient that carbon dioxide
was largely bound in a complex. For caustic chemicals used to scavenge acidic species in
drilling fluid filtrate, such as amines, the optical spectroscopy of bound carbon dioxide is
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likely different from that of unbound carbon dioxide.(84-85) A spectroscopic signature
for bound carbon dioxide therefore would likely not have registered as free carbon
dioxide for an MOC sensor. The WFT contained a density sensor, (86-88) which recorded
a 100% filtrate fluid as having a density of 0.8150 g/cc and a 3.22% filtrate fluid as
0.7016 g/cc. Using a linear mixing model for drilling fluid filtrate contamination in a
formation fluid, (89-90) the contamination at 91 minutes, just before the carbon dioxide
level increase, can be calculated as 14.28% by using the measured density of 0.71452
g/cc. If one assumes a filtrate component binding of carbon dioxide as a limiting reagent,
then 14.28% binds with 100% of the carbon dioxide, and 3.22%, the measured
contamination in the sample, would bind with 22.6% of the carbon dioxide, thereby
accounting for the difference between the carbon dioxide measured by the MOC sensor
vs. the laboratory. If corrected for this potential drilling fluid filtrate effect, the
concentration of carbon dioxide in the reservoir fluid by measure of the MOC sensor
would be estimated as 9.35 wt% compared to the laboratory measure of 9.04 wt%, a
difference of only 0.31 wt%.
4.5

CONCLUSION

The MOC sensor and MOE regression vector provide many advantages compared
to conventional spectroscopic equipment using typical PLS regression vectors. The MOC
system is compact and robust for real-world applications. The MOC system can, in some
circumstances, be at least as accurate, if not more so, than the conventional laboratory
system. In fact, for this study, the MOC based on a dual-core MOE has been validated to
better accuracy than that of an FTIR using a conventional PLS regression. However, this
performance equivalence is likely dictated by the complexity of the regression vector
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necessary and data preprocessing required. It is conceivable, and even probable, that
various applications could require a more complicated MOE regression vector than that
which is possible with a composite transmission function achievable by an interference
pattern. Additionally, complex spectral preprocessing methods, such as but not limited to
derivative spectroscopy, as is common with digital representations, have not been shown
with MOC. With these limitations aside, in many cases, such as during well monitoring
of carbon dioxide and methane, the performance equivalence of MOC with laboratory
systems is more than sufficient, and the robustness of the MOC system enables
applications not otherwise easily achievable.
The dual-core MOE has been shown to achieve more complicated regression p
than pattern that of a single core. Consequently, the dual-core MOE configuration has
been shown to allow both more accurate and/or more sensitive designs than that of a
previous single-core MOE configuration. The MOC has also been field tested with results
for methane that were well within the expected accuracy range, as was laboratory
validated. However, the carbon dioxide field results differed substantially from those
expected based on laboratory validation. The field results for carbon dioxide might, in
fact, be correct, and it is possible that it is the first observation of a physical process not
previously suspected that can occur during a formation sampling pumpout. Specifically,
it is proposed that components associated with the mud filtrate can bind the carbon
dioxide. The components would then release the carbon dioxide with a pressure
reduction. The mechanism for such a phenomenon is currently the subject of a different
laboratory study. The proposal of such a mechanism seems self-consistent with the
observed behavior of the pumpout trend, and the observed behavior can be used to
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correct the MOC measured carbon dioxide to a level far more consistent with the
measured laboratory concentration of carbon dioxide. Nonetheless, the uncorrected MOC
measured values of carbon dioxide and methane are highly useful for assessment of
production issues associated with carbon dioxide or various exploration and production
activities, including WFT sampling.
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Table 4.1:
The composition range of recombined components into
petroleum fluid base oils. The GOR shows the relative concentration of
recombined fluids to the petroleum base. The design sets for methane and
carbon dioxide dual-MOE cores are mutually exclusive.
Property
Temp. (°C)
Pressure (MPa)
CO2 (g/cc)
Methane (g/cc)
Ethane (g/cc)
Propane (g/cc)
Saturates (g/cc)
Aromatics (g/cc)
Resins (g/cc)
Asphaltenes (g/cc)
GOR (scf/bbl)

Methane Range
Min
Max
65.5
121.1
20.684
82.727
0
0.1211
0.002
0.1729
0
0.0882
0
0.071
0
0.654
0
0.3694
0
0.1149
0
0.125
76
22851
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Carbon Dioxide Range
Min
Max
65.5
121.1
20.684
82.727
0
0.1060
0
0.1556
0
0
0
0
0.2618
0.5963
0.0833
0.2294
0.0065
0.2919
0.003
0.0257
0
2223

Table 4.2:

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Total

Stack designs for MOE dual cores.
Methane
MOE A
(nm)
803.7
491.8
620.5
489.0
246.4
487.2
675.3
—
—
—
—
3813.9

Methane
MOE B
(nm)
56.9
274.2
231.8
777.1
336.9
654.6
152.1
8.2
77.4
167.6
640.0
2483.6

Carbon
Dioxide
MOE A
1908.9
1290.2
1918.8
174.6
1461.0
—
—
—
—
—
—
6753.5
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Carbon
Dioxide
MOE B
247.3
224.0
214.6
844.4
552.7
657.2
1562.1
415.0
694.3
—
—
5411.6

Material
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
SiO2
Si
—

Table 4.3:

Composition of validation samples for carbon dioxide dual-core MOE.

Property
GOR (scf/stb)
CO2 (g/mL)
C1 (g/mL)
C2 (g/mL)
C3 (g/mL)
iC4 (g/mL)
nC4 (g/mL)
iC5 (g/mL)
nC5 (g/mL)
C6+ saturates fraction (g/mL)
C6+ aromatics fraction (g/mL)
C6+ resins fraction (g/mL)
C6+ asphaltenes fraction (g/mL)
Reservoir fluid density (g/mL)
Stock tank density (g/mL)
API

Volatile
Oil
1734
0.0059
0.1009
0.0033
0.0154
0.0042
0.0142
0.0071
0.0067
0.3022
0.1183
0.0798
0.0040
0.6622
0.8651
32.1
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Light
Oil
1156
0.00124
0.06396
0.03352
0.01888
0.00712
0.01802
0.00989
0.01096
0.35036
0.09270
0.03767
0.02748
0.6718
0.8435
36.3

Medium
Oil
955
0.0102
0.0381
0.0212
0.0225
0.0115
0.0268
0.0112
0.0138
0.1994
0.2429
0.0542
0.0754
0.7271
0.8765
29.9

Heavy
Oil
533
0.0389
0.0204
0.0102
0.0234
0.0024
0.0082
0.0027
0.0052
0.2995
0.3736
0.0566
0.0001
0.8411
0.9187
22.5

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1:
PLS model prediction plot identifying a theoretical PLS calibration error
of 0.00478 g/cc (a), and corresponding four-PC regression vector (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2:
Figure, norm of NAS vs. measured carbon dioxide concentration for the
NIR (a) and MIR (b) spectral regions. The range of the MIR NAS indicates
~27stronger sensitivity compared to the NIR spectral region.
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Figure 4.3:
Transmission spectra of the pressure, volume, temperature (PVT) fluid
spectra calibration dataset used for carbon dioxide.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4:
Carbon dioxide single- and dual-core MOE design results for 500
randomly seeded designs. To help identify viable candidates, MSE is plotted against SEC
(a) and SEC against NNAS (b). The dashed green line plots the PLS limits to serve as a
reference point.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5:
Dual-core MOE transmission profiles for carbon dioxide (a); optical
regression vector based on weighted regression coefficients and the spectra of the optical
MOE core pairs (blue circles) and comparison with the single-core optical regression
vector (b). The red line of (b) illustrates the reference offset level for positive vs. negative
coefficients of the single core as determined by  for a single-core design.
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Figure 4.6:
and PLS.

Comparison of predicted results between the dual-core optimized design

224

Figure 4.7:
Methane single- (red triangles) and dual-core (blue circles) MOE design
results for2,500 randomly seeded designs plotted vs. the norm of the NAS. The PLS
limits (dashed green line) serve as a reference point.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8:
Dual MOE core design transmission functions (a) and dual MOE
regression vector with PLS regression vector (b).
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Figure 4.9:
Predicted concentration of carbon dioxide for reference oils run at 62.05
Mpa and 65.5°C based on the theoretical MOC virtual master response.

227

Figure 4.10: In-situ field test of the dual-core methane (C1) and carbon dioxide (CO2)
MOC sensor at 88.9°C and 67.07 Mpa. The left axis is carbon dioxide and methane
components in g/cc, and the right axis is GOR in scf/bbl. The laboratory measured
values for methane (C1), carbon dioxide (CO2), the gas to oil ratio (GOR), and the
reservoir fluid density are shown. The values were measured on a captured sample taken
at time 228 minutes.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Petroleum wells will continue to be be drilled for a long time into the future (1), and
it is imperative to drill those wells as safely as possible, as to minimize health, safety,
environment (HSE) impact, and as efficiently as possible, to minimize the total number
of drilled wells. In situ measurement of methane, carbon dioxide, helps to accomplish
these goals.(2-14) In fact, higher resolution, reliable, sensors able to monitor ever more
properties, is respectively the number one, two, and three requirements for petroleum
exploration and production technology development, together accounting for a majority
of ranked priorities.(15)

However, the harsh environment where even short term

retrievable sensors must survive for up to two weeks (16), limits the capability of in situ
sensors relative to a surface laboratory. Multivariate optical computing has been shown,
herein, as an effective and viable means to measure the composition of petroleum in the
harsh environments of petroleum wells with accuracy comparable to that of a laboratory
FTNIR or FTIR spectrometer.

Also, the dual core MOE configuration has been

introduced a as a new implementation of MOC able to more easily match the
performance of complex regression vectors, such that not only can laboratory
spectrometer optical analysis accuracy be matched by MOC sensors, but for more
complex analyte to matrix combinations. The measurement of carbon dioxide in the mid
infrared is a new capability of in-situ petroleum measurement and is the first
demonstration of any down hole mid infrared chemical measurement.
237

Further, the

repeated in-situ measurements have shown the MOC sensor as durable for harsh
environments thereby meeting the top three requirements of oilfield operators for
exploration and production technology development.
The research conducted herein enabling harsh environment MOC sensors is a
modest first step of MOC potential. Current and future research includes a more analytes
such the dissolved gases of ethane, propane, butane, pentane and hydrogen sulfide, as
well as the liquid C6+ fractions of saturates, aromatics, resins and asphaltenes, and water
chemistry. Also future research may include extending in-situ monitoring to permanent
emplacement monitoring for which sensors must survive for 5 to 20 years. Specifically it
is of interest to monitor carbon dioxide in petroleum at the subsurface entrance from to
the wellbore for effective management of enhanced oil recovery and carbon
sequestration. It is also of interest to monitor the fluid in pipelines for flow assurance
issues. Research to enable the monitoring of chemical feedstocks and blended products
for refinery and petrochemical applications is also underway. Each of these challenges
will require new MOC capability such as ultraviolet sensing, derivative spectroscopy
MOC, calibration tunable MOC regression vectors, with even smaller size, even greater
durability, and reduced cost. As harsh environment sensing for petroleum applications
improves, it is possible that other industries and research fields leverage this capability.
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